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Abstract  ii 
 
!"#tract 
 
)*)L,- The Potential of B2B Lovemarks: A Managerial Perspective on 
Strong B2B Brands 
.!), /0 )1, 2,3*4!5- June Kth, 2001 
C/752,- BLS 101: Master Thesis in International Marketing and Brand 
Management 
!7)1/52- Anna Folkesson, Juliane Beyer, Junwen Guo 
!.8*2/5- Ass? Prof? Christer AedstrCm 
9,:;/5.2- Lovemarks, B2B Branding, Brand Personality, Emotional 
Branding 
)1,2*2 <75</2,- The purpose of the study is to strengthen the relevance of B2B 
branding, to contribute to research on emotional branding in 
B2B markets, to provide verification of the general concepts 
about Lovemarks, to test the applicability of B2C Lovemarks in a 
B2B environment, and to present it from a new managerial 
perspective?   
3,)1/./L/=:- In order to investigate B2B Lovemarks, our empirical research 
applies a cross-sectional research design that is based on 
qualitative telephone interviewing? The overall target group is 
corporate brand managers, predominantly from technology 
industries and branding expertsR consultants? Semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with eight company representatives 
and one agency consultant? 
)1,/5,)*C!L <,52<,C)*8,- Customer-Based Brand Equity SCBBET Model SAeller, 2002TU 
Branding Triangle SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VTU Lovemarker 
SRoberts, 200VT 
C/4CL72*/4- Our findings indicate that B2C Lovemarks need to be redefined 
according to the nature of the B2B market whereby trust and 
customer-partnership are among the key determinants? 
Communicating emotional values in B2B will need rational 
Yustification because excellent performance has the highest 
priority? However, employing intangible attributes differentiates 
from competition and can amplify the benefits of branding such 
as loyalty and preference? This thesis suggests a conceptual 
framework that highlights the importance of implementing 
brand values in an integrated manner, which is a prerequisite in 
order to reach Lovemark status?  
Executive Summary  iii 
 
,>ec@tABe 2@CCary 
 
Aevin Roberts has extended the comprehension of strong consumer brands to a higher level where 
loyalty beyond reason is established? He calls this new status Lovemarks? As the concept of Lovemark 
has only been applied in B2C markets, this thesis is directed to find out the applicability of Lovemarks in 
B2B context? In order to fulfill the research purpose, three main questions are answered based on a 
cross-sectional research approach: What role do intangible factors play in B2B branding\ Is the idea of 
B2C Lovemarks transferable to B2B context\ How should a B2B Lovemark be characteri]ed\ 
 
The results of the qualitative interviews indicate insights of high investment and involvement, integrated 
.'+#, /"001#2/+&2"#, .+4+#/5 .5&655# 71#/&2"# 85'-1- 50"&2"#, .'+#,9- &'1-&6"'&:; <5'-"#+42&;, 
customer partnership, and finally, the potential establishment of B2B Lovemarks? Conclusively, first, 
functional performance is stressed as the key foundation of strong B2B brands? Second, emotional 
values are regarded as the driver of sustainable differentiation? Third, integration of internal and 
external branding building is crucial for overall brand loyalty? Fourth, trust plays a dominant role in 
emotional communication? Fifth, companies need to highlight customer partnership in industrial 
markets due to the high demand of commitment and cooperation? Integration and consistency are 
crucial for B2B brand buildingU at the same time, a balance between functional and emotional benefits is 
strongly required for Lovemarks in B2B industry? Therefore, it can be concluded that in a B2B 
environment, a redefinition of Lovemarks is reali]able?  
 
The findings of this thesis are twofoldU first, the authors present a conceptual framework which entails 
the developing process, prerequisites, key attributes and benefits of B2B Lovemarks? Second, 
managerial insights are provided both from the perspective of successful companies and less 
experienced companies in emotional branding, integrated brand communication and partnership 
building? This study offers a reflection on the possible efforts of incorporating intangible values into the 
brand strategy and thus improving and advancing brand management?  
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!, /%08; '( $5)-')80:B .0( 0 #$%()80:'-6 08; 10#-"%$( -.$ .$0%-( 08; 5'8;( )> 
'-( 1"(-)5$%(" SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?KT? 
 
Brands are an essential part in the business world? They aid people in making decisions and enable trust? 
The importance of branding for companies such as Coca Cola, IAEA, and cike has been widely approved 
decades ago but little research has been done in the area of business-to-business SB2BT branding 
SPersson, 200eT? Some B2B players still think that the decision making process of industrial customers 
solely depends upon hard facts like functionality, price and quality? Soft facts like empathy seem to be 
2''5458+#&> ?:5# :"6 /"05 -"05 "7 &:5 6"'4,9- -&'"#(5-& .'+#,- +'5 )2) .'+#,-@ A//"',2#( &" 
BusinessWeek?com S2001T, Microsoft ranks second among the _00 top brands of 200e with a brand 
value of ga1,e0b million, IBM third, General Electric fourth, American Express fifteenth, LPS twenty-
eighth and Siemens forty-three? 
 
Several scholars SMudambi, 200dU Lynch and de Chernatony, 200K, Aotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT have 
started to research whether branding is relevant for B2B? They all agree that brands serve Yust the same 
purposes in B2B markets as they do in consumer marketsU !they (acilitate the identi(ication o( products4 
services and businesses as well as di((erentiate them (rom the competition" SAnderson and carus, 200d, 
p?_dVT and simplify the decision making process? Strong brands can establish competitive advantage, 
price premiums and long-term profitability and thus need to be seen as strategic assets, which is true in 
both business-to-customer SB2CT and B2B context SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? Branding is about 
creating a corporate soul that moves you closer to your customers as well as internal associates? What is 
the foundation for a successful and involving corporate character\ What role does emotion play\  
 
During the last decades, businesses have experienced a shift from an Information Economy via an 
Attention Economy to an Attraction Economy SRoberts, 200VT? Customers are better informed than ever 
before especially through the Internet, so solidly listing functional benefits in an advertisement is not 
winning customers anymore? The best example is probably the car industry where an emotional 
connection has replaced the listing of benefits? Also, the Attention Economy and its mass marketing are 
out of fashion? Dan Rosensweig, COO of hahooi says: !The world is moving (rom mass media to my 
media" Sibid, p?d1T? Consumers seek individuality, interactive entertainment and involvement, according 
to Roberts? They are reaching out to the Attraction Economy? The development of these three 
economies is viewed from a B2C angle, but how are information and attraction weighted in B2B 
communication\  
 
= 
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Roberts S200VT refers to neurologist Donald Calne who says that people are 10j emotional and 20j 
rational and that: !The essential di(>$%$81$ /$-9$$8 $5)-')8 08; %$0()8 '( -.0- $5)-')8 :$0;( -) 01-')8B 
while reason leads to conclusion" Sibid, p?_VT? So the more emotion there is involved, the more action 
can be expected?  Why emotion\ The business environment of the 2_st century is ultracompetitive, 
customers are flooded with brand messages, are gradually more time-pressured, stressed and 
overstrained with the vast array of choice? These are all factors that foster the power of emotion? het 
another power is expressed by novelist Maya Angelou: !;eople will (orget what you said4 people will 
(orget what you did4 but people will never (orget how you made them (eel" Sibid, p?_baT? 
 
Is there a stronger emotional expression than love\ Aevin Roberts, CEO Worldwide of Saatchi & Saatchi, 
has introduced new marketing terminology: Lovemarks, which are the next level after products and 
brands? He describes this term as brands that have managed to reach far beyond simple brand 
recognition and loyalty such as Coca Cola and Starbucks? cobody could imagine a world without these 
brands as they are so internali]ed? Lovemarks touch your heart and mind and you feel an emotional 
connectionU !@)&$mar<s inspire loyalty beyond reasons" SRoberts, 200a, p?VVT? Roberts has considered 
Lovemarks only from a B2C perspective so the question is, can B2B brands be loved as well\ 
 
ROSO <ro"IeC 0orC@IatAon- )he 4eed Lor ,CotAonaI TrandAnK 
 
G%01-'10: G$%(#$1-'&$ 
 
cew communication technologies make the world interconnected and more transparent? Consumers 
have greater access and control over information which makes them understand the business world 
better? This is the new age of consumerism where brand relationship and responsibility are even more 
central? In a complex environment with an overload of information, brands provide orientation? 
Marketplaces are fast-moving with products and services emerging, evolving and disappearing 
constantly? Globali]ation and the resulting hyper-competition and explosion of choices call for the need 
to have a distinct and sustainable competitive advantage SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? From a marketing 
angle, strong brands answer this need? While B2C companies have identified and applied their brand 
management to the new market environment, B2B companies have not yet fully reali]ed the relevance 
and opportunities of branding? B2B managers still often regard their business as purely commodity-
related, decisions are made obYectively and are based on hard facts, functionality, features, benefits, 
price and quality SibidT? Soft facts still seem to be of lesser interest?  
 
Although B2B firms start attaching importance to brand management, it is still not seen as self-evident 
practice? Particularly, B2B companies are missing the application and experience of integrating 
intangible factors in their market presence?  
 
=.$)%$-'10: G$%(#$1-'&$ 
 
Even though B2B branding receives more and more attention by scholars, there is still a vast need of 
deeper research and especially verification of conceptions and models? Emotional branding in B2B 
context, so far has been neglected in great concern? Only recently, a few academics have started to 
investigate this topic SLynch and de Chernatony, 200K, 200eU Manna and Smith, 200KU Moorthi, 200K,T 
 
Since its official introduction in 200K, Lovemarks have been studied exclusively in a B2C context? 
Lovemarks are such new marketing terminology that it is predominantly discussed by its inventor Aevin 
Roberts himself? Very little verification has been achieved so far SCooper and Pawle, 200VT and 
Lovemarks have only been methodologically approached from a customer perspective excluding a 
managerial viewpoint?  
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To arrive at the stated aim, this study seeks to answer three research questions: 
 
_? What role do intangible factors play in B2B branding\ 
2? Is the idea of B2C Lovemarks transferable to B2B context\ 
d? How should a B2B Lovemark be characteri]ed\ 
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The practical contributions of this study address the benefits that companies gain from establishing a 
strong and powerful B2B brand or respectively a B2B Lovemark? Brands provide effectiveness and 
efficiency across operations SClifton and Simmons, 200d, p?aT, and are the basis for competitive 
advantage and long-term profitability? Especially in B2B, the existence of brands fulfils three functions: 
increase information efficiency, risk reduction and value added R image benefit creating SCasper, Hecker 
and Sabel, 2002, p?aT? Managers will profit from this B2B study as it will show that Lovemarks strengthen 
these brand functions, lead to a strong differentiation and amplify the advantages of brand loyalty, price 
premiums, increased sales and secured future business SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?a2T? 
 
This study will further contribute to advancing the theoretical base of B2B brand management, 
particularly focusing on the role of emotion? The investigating of intangible assets in B2B branding will 
be conducted on the finding that brand personality is a fundamental concept? Theory will further profit 
from this study by gaining an insight, which brand values are communicated by large B2B companies 
across different industries, which brand building tools are applied most, and how they are implemented? 
Therefore, the study will verify important theoretical framework- -1/: +-B C5445'9- D1-&"05'-Based 
Brand Equity SCBBET Model SAeller, 2002 cited in Aotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT and the Branding Triangle 
SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? The main contribution of the thesis is to fill the knowledge gap regarding 
B2B Lovemarks by creating a framework for how B2B brands can be established as Lovemarks? We will 
show which brand attributes sustain Love0+'E -&+&1- +#, +//"',2#( &" "1' 72#,2#(- +,F1-& G".5'&9- )2D 
Lovemarker model and LoveRRespect Axis SRoberts, 200VT? In addition, this thesis will contribute by 
studying Lovemarks from a managerial perspective which has not been done in the past, and by helping 
to verify the general idea of Lovemarks?  
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ROXO 2QecALAcatAon# and .eCarcatAon# 
 
It needs to be emphasi]ed again that B2B branding is still an underdeveloped research area which is the 
reason why the applied theoretical frameworks are partly drawn from a B2C context? Particularly for 
Lovemarks this means that this study will present theories from a B2C standpoint which will be specified 
and adYusted to the B2B requirements according to the data we collect from our empirical research? The 
examples we chose for illustration will be based primarily on technology products in order to facilitate a 
better B2B application? The car industry is especially suitable as it transformed from communicating 
purely functional benefits only a few years ago to pulling the emotional trigger nowadays?  
 
?:2- -&1,; 2- ,2'5/&5, +& /"'<"'+&5 .'+#,2#(, .5/+1-5 2#/41,2#( 50"&2"# 2#&" + /"0<+#;9- 8+415- 2- + 
strategic decision that is made at upper organi]ational level? Also, the concept of brand personality has 
considerable importance for this study as the notion of love is commonly built on human character 
traits? The target group of this paper is global-operating companies who have already reali]ed high 
brand equity? This is important to first, increase the transferability of the findings and second, brands 
are the preceding and thus founding step before Lovemarks can be established? Regarding the purchase 
decision making process, this thesis focuses on two stages: problem recognition and formulating 
shortlist of potential buyers? For the former, branding relevance is highest because in order to get called 
for a Request for Proposal SRFPT, the supplier needs to be in the consideration set? For the latter, this is 
where intangible values influence most SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, GrCnholm, 2001T? Regarding the 
buying situation we emphasi]e making a complete new purchase Snew taskT over re-buy, because here, 
involvement is highest which requires branding activity most? In general, this study incorporates 
predominantly technology companies where the si]e of investment and degree of involvement are high, 
thus to even more emphasi]e the differences between B2C and B2B Lovemarks?  
 
When investigating the notion of Lovemarks we integrate literature relevant to the subYect field of 
marketing? More specifically, theories are analy]ed from the different sub-areas of corporate branding, 
brand communication, relationship marketing, emotional branding, industrial markets, and Lovemarks? 
We only provide a short discourse into the theory of love? Apart from that, due to the time restriction, 
we have chosen not to consider psychological theories on love, emotion and motivation? Moreover it is 
important to mention that Lovemarks are understood on the basis of human love relationships? Roberts 
has applied this perspective on B2C Lovemarks which we will overtake for B2B due to the more personal 
interactions in industrial markets and in order to maintain the comparability to his concept? However, 
considering Lovemarks from a consumer-obYect relationship will be necessary in the future?  
 
This thesis is particularly emphasi]ing brand communication which ultimately is the mean for displaying 
the essence of the brand personality? Without communication, how should customers and employees 
know what the brand values are and how the company wants to be perceived\ However, due to the 
scope of this paper, only brand strategy and the theoretical implementation will be addressed? 
Measurement, controlling and monitoring will not be considered in depth which provides the 
opportunity for future research? Also, no cultural dimensions whatsoever are included, for instance if 
Bra]ilian companies perceive the Lovemark concept differently than Swedish companies which indicates 
an international perspective for future research from another angle?  
 
Another important specification to notice is that the authors refer to three literaturesR key scholars? The 
fir-& "#5 2- H)2) )'+#, I+#+(505#&9 7'"0 C"&45' +#, J7"5'&-/: K2006N 6:2/: 2- "#5 "7 &:5 756 .""E- 
that discuss the relevance of branding in B2B? The second are two articles from Lynch and de 
Chernatony S200K, 200eT which particularly investigate the power of emotion in B2B, which again has 
.55# :+',4; ,"#5 .; "&:5' '5-5+'/:5'-> ?:5 &:2', +1&:"' 2- C582# G".5'&- +#, :2- &6" .""E- HLovemarks 
- &:5 71&1'5 .5;"#, .'+#,-9 K2005N +#, H?:5 Lovemarks Effect - winning in the consumer revolution9 
S200VT? It needs to be highlighted that both books are rather an experience report than scholarly 
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literature? It has to be remembered that Lovemarks is a very subYective concept which principally has 
only been discussed and most notably promoted by Aevin Roberts himself? However, we still think that 
Yust his experiences make this study even more relevant for practitioners? To further Yustify our certain 
leaning towards Roberts we would like to provide a short biography of him? 
 
ROXORO 9eBAn 5o"ert# 
 
An inspiring concept needs an inspired head?  Aevin Roberts is a successful idea generator when looking 
at his biography? Since _bbe he has been the CEO Worldwide of Ideas Company Saatchi and Saatchi, 
coaching a team of e000 people across 1d countries Ssaatchikevin?com, 200eT?  
 
Roberts, a1, has some career to review? He was born in Lancaster, England and at _V he started working 
at the influential London fashion house Mary luant where he soon obtained the brand manager 
position? Three years later, _be2, Roberts worked as International cew Products Manager for Gillette in 
Europe? Shortly after, from _bea until _b12 he Yoined Procter and Gamble, the inventors of brand 
management, as a group marketing manager in the Middle East and Africa markets? At d2 he entered 
the Pepsi Cola organi]ation, first as CEO of the Middle East market and then Canada where he 
accomplished the target of superseding Coke? In _b1b and for seven years on he was with the Australian 
brewer Lion cathan in cew mealand when he decided for Saatchi and Saatchi during a period of turmoil?  
 
His professional commitment has been rewarded for example at the Cannes International Advertising 
P5-&28+4 62&: (4".+4 HA(5#/; "f the h5+'9> I# +,,2&2"#, :5 2- &:5 +1&:"' "7 -585'+4 .""E-, '5-5+'/:5' +#, 
professor at universities, ambassador for the cew mealand Lnited States Council and trustee of the 
HTurn hour Life Around Trust9, an Auckland charity Ssaatchikevin?com, 200eT?  
 
Aevin Roberts introduced the term Lovemarks and its concept in 200K and the maga]ine Arab-ad states 
that: !=e’s not only determined it4 he lives it" SRoberts, 200V, p?2T? He advocates Gillette ra]or blades, 
will not buy another shampoo than HeadandShoulders, drinks &:'55 "' 7"1' R25& J5<-29- 585'; ,+; +#, 2- 
passionate about a cold Steinlager SRoberts, 200aT? The key word is identification: consumers create 
Lovemarks by identifying themselves with a particular brand?  
 
Last but not least it is important to include an argumentation why this study encounters a managerial 
perspective when Lovemarks are determined by customers? 
 
ROXOSO 3otABatAon Lor 3anaKerAaI 5e#earch !QQroach 
 
Why does this study take a managerial perspective, when by definition of a Lovemark the customersR 
buyers determine who and what is a Lovemark\ This question needs to be answered from three angles: 
Why managerial perspective\ Why not customer perspective\ Why not both perspectives\ Starting with 
the first, it has not been done before? To our knowledge, so far Lovemark studies have only been 
conducted from a customer point of view? So, one obYective of our study is to fill this gap? Then it is 
important to notice that we aim at analy]ing the brand strategy that can 1%$0-$ a Lovemark relationship? 
Furthermore, a professional marketing is directed at a customer orientation anyway? Even though a 
Lovemark is appointed by the customer, eventually the active communication is carried out by the 
supplier who has the power to establish specific brand values and form a brand identity? It is a 
managerial duty to implement a consistent image internally and externally by aligning all marketing 
activities? Although each individual buyer perceives a brand differently, the overall picture of a brand 
should be identical? During one of the seminars in this master program we had an interesting discussion 
about to what extent a company can influence the brand image in their customer-9 02#,? As an example 
we considere Burberry and their two-folded image of being perceived as for one, a premium brand for 
high-quality fashion and for the other, as a brand associated with hooligans? We argue that a certain 
degree of power and control is left with the companies who could enforce a complete change-over of a 
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brand and thus a new positioning? However, we are aware of the immense cost and that it is a long-
period process?  
 
The second perspective is about why we did not approach the Lovemark topic from a customer point of 
8256 '2(:& 7'"0 &:5 .5(2##2#(> ?:2- -2,5 &+E5- &:5 7"'0 "7 + /"#&'+ 7+/& HS:+& I79-scenario: what would 
have been the scope of this thesis if we would have based our study on the criteria organi]ational 
buyers have for Lovemarks? First of all, our approach would have needed to be of quantitative nature? 
Second, our target respondents would have been more difficult and blurry to identify? Our first contact 
point would have been the purchasing department, but then, as will be explained later, organi]ational 
buying is a complex process that involves several parties from different departments? So the actual need 
for a new product or service is recogni]ed by different people and teams throughout the company? Such 
an unspecific target group would have complicated our obYective to establish relevant contributions to 
theory and practice? In addition, this approach would not have been clearly directed to the requirement 
of selecting a topic within the scope of international marketing and brand management? This is because 
with a customer perspective we would have targeted more rational engineering people who might not 
have an established understanding of and interest in marketing and brand values, so our empirical data 
might have been of lower quality for our research purpose? Also, the contribution of our study is more 
relevant for marketing representatives than, for instance, for a purchasing department which in turn 
increased the response rate from the companies? In addition to the whole target group argument it is 
important to notice that when interviewing individual buyers about which suppliers are Lovemarks for 
them, the answer is based on a very personal opinion and experience and it would have required a large 
sample in order to gather representative data? We doubt that the limited time available for this master 
thesis would have allowed fulfilling this requirement? In the end, the difference between managerial and 
customer perspective can be traced back and reasoned with the difference between B2B and B2C 
context? For B2B it is more applicable to qualitatively target corporate brand managers because of the 
above mentioned argumentation, and for B2C, a quantitative customer approach is more feasible 
because /"#-105'9- <1'/:+-5 +/&282&; 2- 01/: 45-- /"0<45T +#, ,285'-2725,? However, this statement 
,"5-#9& 5T/41,5 &:5 7+/&, &:+& + )2) Lovemark customer study will be indispensable in the future?  
 
This leaves the last question, why we did not integrate both perspectives in this study? On top of our 
discussion, with this obYective we would have been dependent on the goodwill of our respondents to 
provide us with their customer data? We think that combining both perspectives would only generate 
valuable contribution when the data are interrelated and comparable? We believe that this approach 
would have given the thesis a complete different direction such as comparing the brand identity and the 
perceived brand image? It would lead the concentration of this research to being on a comparative study, 
rather than on the actual marketing efforts from the branding perspective? In addition, the scope of such 
a study would have exceeded the time-constraint of ten weeks by far? Moreover, in B2B context, many 
companies are co-producing the output and therefore it is difficult to differentiate the buyer and the 
seller which leads us back to the argument, that it is difficult to identify the right respondents? On all 
accounts, these reasons show that applying a managerial perspective for studying B2B Lovemarks is a 
Yustified approach?  
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0AK@re RO Outline of the thesis 
 
The study consists of six chapters? Chapter one defines the scope of the thesis? Chapter two provides the 
background information about B2B Lovemarks? It describes the nature of the B2B market, introduces 
brand personality and strong brands, and argues for the importance of B2B branding? It also discusses 
Lovemarks and a critical reflection on them? 
 
Chapter three builds the theoretical framework of the paper focusing on the concepts of brand identity, 
brand communication, emotional brand values and Lovemarks? Chapter four presents the logic behind 
the empirical research this study is based on? It explains the choices for our research design, strategy, 
method, and analysis and includes our interview experiences? 
 
Chapter five constitutes the analysis part of the paper? Based on the conducted qualitative research, it 
discusses the practice of integrated brand communication, which values are emphasi]ed and which 
instruments are implemented, the role of brand personality and emotion in B2B branding, the 
importance of customer relationships and the attributes that define B2B Lovemarks? The chapter ends 
with a conclusion of the key results of the analysis?  
 
Chapter seven finishes the thesis with implications and concluding remarks by stating the theoretical 
and practical contributions? A conceptual model of B2B Lovemarks as a brand strategy is presented, 
some implications are elaborated and suggestions for future research are provided? The final section 
presents the concluding notes of the paper and recommendations? 
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SORO .eLAnAnK the TrandAnK ConceQt 
 
Powerful brands and a long-term branding strategy are the foundation for being successful in business? 
Before going deeper into the discussion of B2B branding, conceptions of branding and corporate 
branding in terms of both general and specific contexts need to be presented first? 
 
SORORO TrandAnK and CorQorate TrandAnK 
 
I%08;'8< 
 
The term /%08; has been given fruitful definitions and associations in previous research, of which the 
maYority have moved forward to focusing on an intangible perspective by means of differentiation: 
branding is more than !tangible mar<eting communications elements" SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?aT? 
A brand is regarded as a promise, a set of perceptions of the product, service and company, an 
20<'5--2"# 2# /1-&"05'9- 02#,- ,5'285, 7'"0 5T<5'25#/5-, associations and expectations? Most 
significantly, it is a Hshort-cut of values9 which fulfil the needs of differentiation, risk reduction and 
simplification of the purchase decision-making process SDunn et al? 200K cited in Aotler and Pfoertsch, 
200VT? Especially from a B2B point of view, brands play the role of a guarantee for performance by 
which the perceived values 2# + /1-&"05'-9 02#,-set are increased and the complexity of buying 
situation can be reduced SBlackett, _bb1T? Any intangible benefits of a brand need to be built on certain 
rational foundations? However, emotional triggers always override rational ones SGrCnholm_, 2001T?  
 
To reali]e the meaning of a brand it is important to understand the brand elements in the first place, 
with the key ones defined as name, logo, slogan and brand story? The first three elements together 
composing the visual identity code, should be meaningful, memorable, protectable, future-oriented and 
positive SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? Brand story further orientates to strengthening the emotional link 
with the customers? Grounded on those basic components, a brand can achieve the so-/+445, H.'+#, 
/"0<"-2&2"#9? It is defined in the mind of the audience and produces a frame of reference, evolving from 
product expectations to brand preference SGrCnholm, 2001T?  
 
                                                          
_ GrCnholm M?, brand development director at a Swedish B2B agency and one of our interviewees, has provided more 
information in addition to the telephone interview such as relating presentations, hand outs and internal working papers?  This 
is of high relevance for this study as his experience display a practical point of view which will be used for underpinning 
literature research?  
D 
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Corporate brands are said to be able to create impressions that are more constant and lasting SAotler 
and Pfoertsch, 200VT? Further they consist of cultural, intricate, tangible and ethereal elements SBalmer, 
2000T, and commitment has been added as a fifth element SBalmer, 200_T? The term corporate brand 
was brought forward in comparison with product brand, so it is differentiated by involving all internal 
+#, 5T&5'#+4 -&+E5:"4,5'- +#, .52#( U$4#$%'$81$; 08; 1)55"8'10-$; -.%)"<. -)-0: 1)%#)%0-$ 
1)55"8'10-')8 %0-.$% -.08 ('5#:6 &'0 -.$ 50%7$-'8< 1)55"8'10-')8( 5'4V K2.2,, <>253N> I"'5"85', 
corporate branding has been proved as a more common and important strategy in B2B compared to 
B2C? The term corporate branding is broadly described as a !process o( creating4 nurturing and 
("(-0'8'8< 0 5"-"0::6 %$90%;'8< %$:0-')8(.'# /$-9$$8 0 1)5#086B '-( $5#:)6$$(B 08; $4-$%80: 
sta<eholders" SSchult] et al?, 200a, p?K1T? Our study is conducted on the basis of corporate branding 
which is a broader definition that raises the classical branding concept onto an upper organi]ational 
level?  
 
Corporate branding is differentiated from classical branding through regarding brands as a strategic 
force and by seeing the corporate brand identity as the link between strategic vision, stakeholder 
images and organi]ation culture SSchult] et al?, 200aT? Additionally, corporate branding expands the 
range of image-building activities and is !relationshipYbased" Sibid, p?eaT? Therefore, interactive branding 
on intangible factors is attached increasingly more importance? 
 
I%08; W0:"$(  
 
Brand value and brand promise both work together as the main drivers of customer relationship and can 
be considered as similar concepts to brand equity? Generally the concept of brand equity is meant to 
capture the value of a brand SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?VbT, which in turn is the main component of 
brand equity evaluation SSrivastava and Shocker, _bb_ cited in Aeller, _bbdT? So brand equityRvalue is 
defined as an integrated set of key attributes of the products and services that fulfil the needs of the 
customers? It is driven mainly by perceived quality, name awareness, brand associations and brand 
loyalty SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? It is given the following connotation: 
 
!Brands with high levels o( awareness and strong4 (avorable and uni@ue 
associations are high e@uity brandsA" SAeller, _bbd, p?_aT 
 
Definitions of brand association have been provided by several researchers, with one common 
description being !everything that connects the customer to the brand4 including user imagery4 product 
attributes4 use situations4 brand personality4 and symbols" SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?e0T? A 
/"0<+#;9- '5+4 8+415 '5-2,5- 0"'5 2# 2&- 2#&+#(2.45 0+'E5ting assets Sibid, p?_a1T? Deeper presentation 
of functional and emotional brand values as well as their benefits for building customer relationship will 
be stated in the following theory chapter? 
 
SOROSO <er#onaIAZAnK a Trand 
 
The conceptual foundation and starting point for understanding corporate branding is brand identity 
SSchult] et al?, 200aT? It was initially brought forward by Aaker S_bbVT, who stated that one key to 
successful brand-building is to understand how to develop a brand identity, meaning to know what the 
brand stands for and how to effectively express it?  He defined brand identity as a unique set of 
associations that the brand strategist aspires to create or maintain? These associations imply a promise 
to customers from organi]ation members Sibid, p?VbT? We attempt to investigate brand identity and 
personality on a deeper level beyond visual symbols that is consistent with core values and emotional 
relationship building? It is the !human nature that personi(ies things with which we have relation(.'#(B 
and companies rely upon scores o( human relationships to stay in business" SSchult] et al?, 200a, p?K1T? 
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To be in accordance with brand values, brand identity requires to be correctly communicated to build a 
resonatory image perceived by customers? Aotler and Pfoertsch S200VT argue that identity is a long-
lasting strategic asset representing a stable value?  Differences between the desired identity by the 
company and the actual image perceived by the customers bring forward the necessity of efficient and 
effective brand communication that expresses a noticeable additional value, which is called the unique 
selling proposition SLSPT SibidT?  
 
!A brand is emotional4 has a personality and captures the hearts and minds o( its customers" SAotler and 
Pfoertsch, 200V, p?KT? In general, brand identity and image is always discussed together with brand 
personality SAaker, _bbVT? When defining it, Gob^ et al? S200_T start firstly from personali]ing commerce 
and state that the term H<5"<459 +'5 +."1& H,5-2'5 +#, +-<2'+&2"#-9 Sibid, p?_KdT? So emotion starts to 
play a dominant role in the study on personality? 
 
SOSO ;hat A# 2QecAaI a"o@t the TST ,nBAronCent 
 
SOSORO 4at@re oL TST 3arEet 
 
As already indicated, the B2B context is highly differentiated from the one of B2C? Aotler and Aeller 
S200VT summari]ed the main differences into five categories which at the same time characteri]e the 
B2B environment: complexity of products and services, diversity of demand, fewer customers, larger 
volumes per customer, and longer-lasting customer relationships? In other words, the industrial buying 
decisions involve more people, more money, more technical and economic considerations and more risk 
SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? Several implications of the characteristics of the B2B market can be drawn 
as follows? 
 
 First, no matter in which sort of B2B industries, participants involved in industrial activities are 
subYect to risk and difficulty due to the complex structure of products and services which in turn 
increases the requirement of having professional knowledge? 
 
 Second, customer needs and wants in B2B have less elasticity than in the B2C context because of 
the large amount of expenditure?  
 
 Third, functional benefits become increasingly un-differentiable with fewer barriers in international 
markets where culture and values do make a difference? So to establish and maintain competitive 
advantages requires internationali]ation and more concentration on intangibles?  
 
 Fourth, although it is widely agreed that industrial buyers would consider the options more 
rationally based on price and functionality, decision makers are regarded as more intuitive? 
SGrCnholm, 2001T? The reason is that the choice among different alternatives in investment 
decisions is often irrational and unpredictable when the economic risks are high SAotler and 
Pfoertsch, 200VT? 
 
Brand relevance in B2B context differs from B2C in several aspects? Aotler and Pfoertsch S200VT define 
the factors that boost brand relevance in industrial markets as proliferation of similar products, 
increasing complexity and price pressure? Functional advantages are easier to be copied so that the 
crucial factor for long-term profitability eventually relies on a strong brand? Because suppliers stress the 
so-/+445, H-"41&2"# -5442#(9 SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT, information volume increases dramatically so 
that brands gain more opportunity to act as effective tool for simplifying the communication process? 
Referring to price, industrial suppliers need to think from a different angle? Price premiums cannot be 
reali]ed only by functional benefitsU rather, added value given by powerful brands is able to fill this gap, 
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because as complexity increases in business activity, influence of emotional variables becomes more 
effective? 
 
SOSOSO TST <@rcha#e[.ecA#Aon 3aEAnK <roce## 
 
It is important to consider the complicated and diversified industrial purchase decision-making process 
and the various elements involved in this matter? The process of industrial purchasing is presented by 
Robinson et al? S_bVeT and further elaborated by Aotler and Pfoertsch S200V, p?2bT, shown as the figure 
below? 
 
 
0AK@re SO B2B Purchase Decison-Making Process 
 SConstructed by the authors, derived from Robinson et al?, _bVe, p?_KT 
 
First Sproblem recognitionT, the buying centre starts to recogni]e a certain need? A buying need is 
predominantly stimulated not only by the purpose of improving the efficiency of operational process 
and thus increasing output and sales, but also by environmental factors? Second, general need 
description requires the outline of the procurement principles? Third, in product specifications, buyers 
attach importance to payment, post-purchase services and further requirements? Fourth, in search for 
and evaluation of potential suppliers, buyers collect all possible information that explains the extent to 
which they will fulfil their needs and then make a short-list of the options? Fifth, for the proposal 
solicitation and analysis, the buyers analy]e qualified suppliers and define the important criteria for a 
prospective selection? Sixth, for evaluating and selecting the supplier, the buyers weight the different 
criteria established in the previous stage and make the final decision? The last two steps Sorder-routine 
specification and performance reviewT support the completion of the deal to maintain a long-standing 
relationship, specify the order-routine and review the received productsR services? 
 
This process is condensed into four steps according to Anderson at al? S200KT and advanced through 
assigning where functional and emotional factors influence the B2B purchase decision-making process: 
defining a need SrationalT, short-listing the potential suppliers SemotionalT, evaluating suppliers 
SrationalT, and choosing suppliers SemotionalT? An emotional link with the customers can distinguish a 
brand from others by placing it in the prior position in the customer consideration set? This study is 
concentrating on the two stages where emotion has a strong power: short-listing Ssearching for and 
evaluation of potential suppliersT, and choosing supplier SselectionT? In order to achieve being top of 
mind, it requires the supplier to communicate brand values that go beyond functional benefits 
SGrCnholm, 2001T? Both stages are specifically discussed from an industrial purchasing perspective and 
consistent with the aforementioned corporate branding standpoint which considers the brand on the 
overall organi]ational level?  
 
SOSOUO T@yAnK 2At@atAon 
 
Another important conception is the different buying situations in B2B? In general, the amount and 
complexity of each purchase decision making process in B2B depends on the respective buying situation? 
Malaval S200_ cited in Aotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT divides it into three types: straight re-buy, modified 
re-buy, and new task? Straight re-buy is the least risky buying situation where customers basically Yust go 
for the same products they used to purchase and order more of something such as office supplies? 
Modified re-buy is about adYusting a purchase according to new requirements such as to cut costs or to 
improve performance? cew task is about buying a completely new product or service? This situation 
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involves more uncertainty and risk which increase with the cost of the investment? Also more people are 
involved and hence the buying decision takes longer? Here the relevance of branding comes into play: 
the more original the buying situation, the more important are the branding activities? For the purchase 
decision making process, it works this way: the earlier in the buying process, the higher brand relevance 
SibidT? In general it can be said, that the higher the investment for a product or service, the higher the 
involvement of the organi]ational buying centre and the higher brand relevance? SFor illustration please 
see the figure below?T  
 
 
0AK@re UO Brand relevance in the buying situation and purchase-decision making process 
SAdYusted by authors, derived from Aotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?a0T 
 
For our study this explanation means that the emotional communication efforts will need to 
concentrate on the new task? The buying situation is always complex and it is difficult to define its 
boundary exactly? For the other two buying situations, the authors have the concern that establishing a 
Lovemark might depend much on the characteristics of the individual sales person the buyers are 
ordering from? Once this certain contact person leaves the organi]ation, the emotional benefits might 
get lost as well? So this study focuses on branding efforts that are directed at new task and early stages 
of the buying process? We only consider modified re-buy and straight re-buy as relating to tools for 
loyalty and relationship building?   
 
SOSOWO T@yAnK Centre 
 
Industrial customers in most cases have a buying centre which is composed by various participants from 
different departments or other interest groups SRo]in, 200KT? Decision-0+E2#( &:1- .5/"05- + H014&2-
<5'-"# <'"/5--9 KX:2#("4, +#, S24-"#, 1998N 6:2/: 2- /+''25, "1& "85' &205 2#8"482#( ,2775'5#& 
individuals? So inside each organi]ation different perceptions are held of derived demand, buying 
situation and buying motives? Since the buyer centre is dynamic, business suppliers need to be aware of 
when to communicate and whom to interact with, which is as crucial as the content of the 
communication itself? Furthermore, to formulate the brand choice, the buying centre works under the 
influence of several variables such as buyer role, buyer characteristics, involvement, motivation and 
purchase type SLynch and de Chernatony, 200KT? The effect a brand has on buyers depends on these 
variables which impact the overall purchase process and post-purchase behaviour? Additionally, the 
dynamic characteristics of the buying centre in most industrial markets caused the purchase decision-
making process to /"#-&+#&4; /:+#(5, "7&5# .5 H0;-&5'2"1-9, +#, /"#&+2# 2#7"'0+4 2#&5'<5'-"#+4 
communications SibidT?  
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For an overview of how branding influences the buying decision in B2B, Aotler and Pfeortsch S200VT 
have summari]ed it as the figure below? It displays four broad categories that influence the buying 
/5#&'5B .1;2#( -2&1+&2"#, -"7& 7+/&-, :+', 7+/&- +#, -2&1+&2"#+4 7+/&"'-> ?:5-5 ('"1<- -5'85 +- H,"/E2#( 
-&+&2"#9 "' &+'(5& 7"' branding activities?  
 
 
0AK@re WO Brand influence on buying decision 
 SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?ddT 
 
SOUO *CQortance oL TST TrandAnK 
 
Many researchers have argued that there is no reali]ation yet as to how important branding is for 
companies in the B2B market SMudambi, 200d, Lynch and de Chernatony, 200K, Aotler and Pfoertsch, 
200VT?  Also, there is the argument that B2B companies have failed to see brands as value and benefit 
carriers, as it has been reali]ed in the B2C market previously SMorrisson, 200_T? But even though the 
area is not so extensively researched there is a growing interest among B2B companies to get involved 
more in branding activities? For example, the functional advantages of many B2B products are nowadays 
more short-lived as improvements are easily made by competitors due to technological developments 
SPandey, 200dT? Also, B2B companies now are facing growing global competition and the popularity of e-
commerce, which have caused them to search for alternative ways to increase their competitive 
advantage SMudambi, 2002T? To communicate the brand values properly, the companies must reali]e 
that branding is something that spans over the company as a whole and must permeate every corner of 
the organi]ation to truly become efficient SMorrisson, 200_T?  
 
SOUORO Trand 0@nctAon# 
 
The value of a brand can be determined by three important B2B brand functions SAotler and Pfoertsch, 
200VT:  
 
D81%$0($ '8>)%50-')8 
$>>'1'$816 
 
A brand name communicates information about the manufacturer, the 
origin and quality of the products = all under one name? The brand also helps 
customers to find what they are looking for quickly by being easily 
recogni]able which is especially important in situations when products are 
costly and complex? 
E'(7 %$;"1-')8 
 
This is one of the most important features for B2B companies especially, as 
they are known for being risk avert? Choosing a branded product reassures 
the customer that it is the best choice based on previous experiences? They 
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know and trust the brand already? Risk reduction is the number one priority 
for companies when they are buying H/"0<45T :2(:-<'"7245 <'",1/&-9? 
W0:"$ 0;;$;^ D50<$ 
/$8$>'- 1%$0-')8 
 
This is typically a B2C conception of self-expression and what a productR 
service can do for /1-&"05'-9 image? In B2B however, it is not as widely used 
but still important as the brand can be seen as the uniform values of the 
whole corporation, down to every single employee, which is especially 
important when the products are highly visible? 
 
SOUOSO TeneLAt# oL TST TrandAnK 
 
In a business environment characteri]ed by little product differentiation, small price variations and 
2#/'5+-5, /"0<5&2&2"#, &:5 /"0<+#25- 2# &",+;9- )2) 0+'E5& :+85 &" ,2775'5#&2+&5 &:50-5485- 2# "',5' 
to not become commodities SMudambi, 2002T? The criteria that before ruled the B2B market, such as 
quality and reliability, are nowadays only regarded as the bare minimum of what buyers expect from 
sellers SLynch and de Chernatony, 200eT?  
 
B2B companies also have to take intangible aspects into consideration alongside rational criteria such as 
quality and price when branding SMudambi, 2002T?  Several researchers agree that when a brand has 
emotional brand values as well as functional, the company will have a competitive advantage 
SBergstrom et al?, 2002T? For many buyers, the trust that can be incorporated in the brand name can act 
as security and ultimately be the factor that Hseals the deal9, because buyers run the risk of losing their 
Yobs when making poor purchase-decisions SLynch and de Chernatony, 200KT?  
 
Aotler and Pfoertsch S200VT have created a model that illustrates the role of B2B brands, which serve as 
a good example of the ways in which brands are beneficial to B2B companies? The factors are explained 
below?  
 
 
0AK@re XO The role of B2B brands 
 SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?a2T 
 
O'>>$%$8-'0-')8 It is a great benefit of a brand to protect the product from becoming 
H/"00",2&2\5,9 and possibly disappearing into the large mass of 
undifferentiated products on the market? 
!$1"%$ >"-"%$ /"('8$(( A brand can attract investors as well as secure the company from crises? 
?%$0-$ /%08; :)60:-6 Brands help create relationships between companies since the values of 
the company are embedded in the brand? Loyalty comes when the 
company can deliver the brand promise consistently? Loyalty also 
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reduces marketing costs? 
O'>>$%$8-'0-$ 50%7$-'8< 
$>>)%-( 
Marketing communications is easier with a brand name because of all 
the information that a brand contains? 
?%$0-$ #%$>$%$81$( A known brand can prevent customers from switching to competitors 
products? It acts like a shield? 
?)5508; #%'1$ 
#%$5'"5 
Companies with well-known brands can charge higher prices without 
losing customers? The high acquisition prices of today are also a sign of 
the value of a brand? 
?%$0-$ /%08; '50<$ Strong brand awareness and associations place the brand in the evoked 
set, establish favourable attitude and perception and function as a 
shortcut in the purchase decision making process? It also assists the 
development and use of integrated marketing communications?  
D81%$0($ (0:$( All of the above come down to  the fact that these benefits ultimately 
allow the company higher margins and sales volumes? SAotler and 
Pfoertsch, 200VU Pelsmacker et al?, 200eU Fill, 2002T 
 
In this research we hope to see how the companies make use of the brand functions to develop their 
brand values, to which degree they employ functional as well as emotional benefits? Hopefully we will 
derive evidence from the companies interviewed on the impact and benefits of branding that will 
strengthen the theory on B2B brand management? We expect that the benefit of creating brand loyalty 
will be most influential for establishing a Lovemark?  
 
SOWO 2tronK Trand#- ;hat .o :o@ 4eed to Te the Te#tV 
 
!The impact o( strong brands extends (ar beyond most corporate strategies" 
SAapferer, 200K, p?K_T 
 
SOWORO !ttrA"@te# oL 2tronK Trand# 
 
Clarifying the characteristics of strong brands is important for this study because they are the 
foundation for building a Lovemark and thus are the elementary assumption of this research? Building 
strong brands is the aim of marketers, as it is one of the most effective ways to distinguish a brand from 
others SBrown, 200eT? According to Aaker S_bbVT, B2B companies are more capable to gain an advantage 
because they most often consist of many different businesses within one brand name that can support 
the brand as a whole? The attributes that strong brands possess can be divided into four different 
categories SibidT: 
 
I%08; 090%$8$((  
 
is the relative strength that a brand has in the minds of customers, how well 
and fast they recogni]e or recall the brand? It serves as the connecting point 
to all other associations of the brand? Solid brand awareness develops 
familiarity with the brand and leads to commitment and liking? 
G$%1$'&$; ]"0:'-6  
 
is mos& "7&5# "#5 "7 &:5 /"0<+#;9- <'20+'; 8+415-> I& 2- 6:+& &:5 /1-&"05' 
expects of the brand? Behind a strong brand, that has high-perceived quality 
lays an understanding of how the customer interprets quality and how the 
organi]ation can deliver this quality consistently? The competitive 
advantages of this are manifoldU for example, commanding price premiums 
or easily being able to create extensions that can benefit from the high 
quality image? Also, the mere fact that a brand stands for high quality can 
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serve as a reason to buy the product or service, hence more easily attract 
new customers? 
I%08; :)60:-6  
 
is an important competitive advantage since loyal customers are expected to 
generate consistent profit and sales? It also acts as a barrier from 
competition stealing market shares from them because it will cost a lot of 
advertising money? The most noticeable competitive advantage of this is 
reduced marketing costs, as customers will come back because of the trust in 
the quality and performance? There are also advantages of trade leverage 
and attracting new customers? 
I%08; 0(()1'0-')8(  
 
are what the company wants the customers to see about the brand - the 
brand identity? Brand associations can help the customer to shorten the 
purchase decision-making process because information is easily retrieved? 
Another competitive advantage of this is that it can create a positive attitude 
towards the brand? The brand will trigger a feeling within the customer that 
gives a reason to buy the products of the brand? With positive brand 
associations it is also easier for the company to create extensions of the 
brand? 
 
In the following section the authors will go further into how companies can use these attributes in order 
to build a strong brand and ultimately achieve competitive advantage? 
 
SOWOSO T@AIdAnK 2tronK Trand# 
 
A successful and strong brand must address certain branding principles? These are normally the three 
D9-B 1)8('(-$816, 1:0%'-6 and 1)8-'8"'-6 SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? There can also be a fourth C added 
to the principles, 1)&$%0<$ SBrown, 200eT?  
 
?)8('(-$816 is about making a commitment to the brand identity? In order to build a strong brand, the 
communication of brand values has to permeate the whole organi]ation to ensure that every customer 
gets what heR she expects from the brand? Everyone must see the brand in the same way in order to act 
in accordance with the specified brand values? It involves all parts of the company from the finance 
department to the receptionist answering the phone?  
 
!Dt does not do any good having a E(riendlyE brand i( people don’t answer the 
phone in a (riendly way" SBrown, 200e, p?dT  
 
?:0%'-6 is about making sure that the audience knows what is conveyed by the brand? If a company does 
not have a clear-cut message there is a chance that customers and stakeholders might be confused? 
%552#( &:5 .'+#, 7'"0 &:5 ,2775'5#& -&+E5:"4,5'-9 8256- 6244 +2, 2# &';2#( &" +/:2585 /4+'2&;> ?)8-'8"'-6 
involves the fact that strong brands stand for something that people recogni]e and trust? It is about 
ensuring the customers that the brand and the company will deliver what is expected, time and time 
again? ?)&$%0<$, or visibility is important even if the brand does not have the funds to actively advertise 
in the priciest mediums? To become a strong brand is possible even without a lot of marketing dollars? It 
is about exposing the brand in situations where the company wants to be seen?  Leveraging on 
partnerships with other organi]ations and using the value of public relations are ways for the brand to 
be seen by the people that matter most to the business SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VU Brown, 200eT? 
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Since a strong brand is the foundation of a Lovemark, this research will investigate whether the 
competitive advantages linked to a strong brand follow the brand to the next level = the Lovemark level? 
P1'&:5'0"'5, -&1,;2#( /"0<+#25-9 .'+#, -&'5#(&: 6244 71'&:5' +2, 2# 1#,5'-&+#,2#( &:5 &'15 8+415 "7 a 
brand? 
 
SOXO LoBeCarE#- ;hat *# TehAnd the ConceQt 
 
SOXORO .eBeIoQCent oL LoBeCarE# 
 
When intending to display the history of Lovemarks, one could imagine three increasing steps: the lower 
step is taken by products and is the evolution of trading, the middle step is taken by brands and 
determines differentiation and the upper step is taken by Lovemarks which outpaces everything that 
has been achieved before with emotional weapons? There are two change-overs between the steps: 
-%0;$50%7( between products and brands, and =%"(-50%7( between brands and Lovemarks? In Fast 
Company, Webber is stating: !Trademar<s play de(enseA Trustmar<s play o((enseA" meaning that 
protecting rights is reactive and only interactivity wins emotion SWebber, 2000 p?2_0T? In other words, 
the development of marketing starts with products, continues with trademarks, brands and Trustmarks 
and ends with Lovemarks? With each step of the transformation, the voice of the customer has 
increased as well as the importance of intangible values and emotion SRoberts, 200aT?  
 
 
0AK@re YO The Development of Lovemarks 
 SConstructed by authors, derived from Roberts, 200a, 200VT 
 
Competing on a product-level is short-term oriented? cowadays, the pace of technology is fast and 
imitation common to solely rely on functional benefits of products to compete in the market? !Too much 
'8>)%50-')8 108 7':: -.$ %)5081$" SWebber, 2000 p?2_0T? Trademarks are the first step in the direction of 
showing a sign of continuity in a constantly shifting environment? Even though they are long-term 
oriented and offer reassurance they do not guarantee successful differentiation considering all the 
trademarked products each person encounters every day? Plus there is a risk of trademarks being 
commoditi]ed and becoming generic as it happened for instance to Polaroid, Linoleum, Sellotape or 
mippo? While trademarks are more based on representation and recognition value, brands embrace a 
much broader picture which is more customer-oriented such as consistency, quality, performance and 
value? However, Roberts argues that !brands are out o( Fuice" SRoberts, 200a p?daT and do not capture 
the sparkle any more? He says that trademarks and brands are tablestakes: !both are use(ul (or 
;'>>$%$8-'0-')8 08; &'-0: -) ("%&'&0:B /"- -.ey’re not winning gameY/%$07$%(" Sibid, p?dVT? So Roberts is 
suggesting that companies need to go beyond the brand and establish an emotional relationship with 
their customers? He was first talking about Trustmarks but had to admit that this term lacks emotion and 
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drive? Eventually he stated: !The best brands were Trustmar<s4 GAAAH4 bu- -.$ <%$0- )8$( 9$%$ @)&$50%7(" 
Sibid, p?e0T? !Inly an emotion li<e :)&$ 1)":; #)9$% -.$ 8$4- $&):"-')8 )> /%08;'8<" Sibid, p?aVT? 
 
SOXOSO .eLAnAtAon oL LoBeCarE# 
 
Is there a stronger emotional expression than love\ Love means more than liking a lot and love is not a 
one-night-stand but a long-term relationship? Love is a profound human need which was proved in the 
year 2000 when &:5 /"0<1&5' 82'1- E#"6# +- H&:5 love .1(9 /'+-:5, 02442"#- "7 /"0<1&5'- +'"1#, &:5 
world? The subYect line read ILOVEhOL which was too tempting to resist the curiosity about a loving 
admirer? The virus spread around the world within two hours and caused damage as high as g_0 billion 
SGrossman, 2000T? This shows the influence of love? 
 
cot surprisingly, there is not an agreed-upon definition of the term Lovemark? The importance of this 
concept clearly lies on emotion? This is how Roberts captures the term Lovemark: 
 
!@)&$50%7( 0%$ -.$ /%08;(B $&$8-(B 08; $4#$%'$81$( -.0- #$)#:$ :)&$2 H)- _"(- 
:'7$ )% 0;5'%$B /"- :)&$ J #0((')80-$:62 Q8:6 @)&$50%7( $4#:0'8 9.6 ()5$ 
/%08;( $8_)6 $8;"%'8< $5)-')80: 1)88$1-')8(" SRoberts, 200V, p?_aT? 
 
!All great @)&$50%7( %$(- )8 0 ():'; >)"8;0-')8 )> #$%>)%5081$B '88)&0-')8B 
%$#"-0-')8B 08; .)8$(-6" Sibid, p? _aT? 
 
!@)&$50%7( 0%$ -.$ 1.0%'(50-'1 /%08; -.0- #$)#:$ :)&$ 08; >'$%1$:6 #%)-$1-" 
SRoberts, 200a, p?ebT? 
 
!Ine way to thin< about what a @)&$50%7 5'<.- /$ '( -) 1)8(';$% .)9 0 
1)8("5$% 9)":; >$$: '> 6)" -))7 -.$ /%08; 0906" Sibid, p ebT? 
 
!The (act is that @)&$50%7( 0%$ 1%$0-$; 08; )98$; /6 -.$ #$)#:$ 9.) :)&$ 
-.$52 K.$%$ 6)" .0&$ 0 1"(-)5$% '8 :)&$B 6)" .0&$ 0 @)&$50%7" Sibid, p?e_T? 
 
!The power(ul emotional attraction o( @)&$50%7( '( 9.0- #%);"1$( @)60:-6 
I$6)8; E$0()82 `222a D- '( -.$ ()%- )> @)&$ -.0- 108 >)%<'&$ :0#($( 08; "8;$%(-08; 
>0':"%$(" SRoberts, 200V, p?_VT? 
 
@)&$50%7s are !the (uture beyond brands" SRoberts, 200a, cover pageT? 
 
!The language o( @)&$50%7( '( -.$ (.0%$; :08<"0<$ )> ."508 $5)-')8" 
SRoberts, 200V, p?a_T? 
 
!To create a @)&$50%7 '( -) 507$ -.$ -%08(>)%50-')8 >%)5 /$'8< '%%$#:01$0/:$ 
-) '%%$('(-'/:$" Sibid, p?_2T? 
 
 
On the basis of this collection, we tentatively define Lovemarks as follows: 
 
Lovemarks are strong emotional relationships or bonds between brands and customers which are 
based on great performance and which are identified, owned, loved, defended, advocated and 
forgiven by customers? Lovemarks create loyalty beyond reason?  
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 The founding principle of Lovemarks is respectU only if customers have respect, they are able to love? 
Another principle of Lovemarks is relationship and loyalty which especially conforms to the nature of the 
B2B industry? Lovemarks maximi]e the connection with consumers by building strong emotional bonds 
which encourage loyalty and create advocacy?  And love brings money - Lovemarks have been proven to 
be guaranteed profit generators? Research proposes that brands that connect people emotionally can 
/:+'(5 <'2/5- +- 01/: +- 20] &" 200] :2(:5' &:+# /"0<5&2&"'-9 K?2-/:45', 2004N>  
 
Since its introduction, the Lovemark principle has been involving? The community on Lovemarks?com is 
rating and discussing hundreds of Lovemarks from around the globe, however they do so exclusively 
from a B2C perspective? The authors identified three examples with a strong B2B leaning, nerox and 
meiss? 
 
!Dt started with Kerox J D )>-$8 1)8(';$% .)9 '5#)%-08- -.'( #'$1$ )> 501.'8$%6 
'( -) )"% $&$%6;06 9)%7'8< :'&$(2 U$( 6)" 506 /$ 9)%7'8< 9'-. bG )% DIZ 
#%);"1-( /"- '- (-0%-$; 9'-. c$%)42 ,##0%$8-:6 -.$ /%08; '( () $41:"('&$ '-d( )8$ 
)> -.$ )8:6 9)%;( )8$ 108d- :06 ;)98 ;"%'8< 0 <05$ )> !1%0//:$" SJames, 
Canada, _e October 200d, cited on lovemarks?com, 2001T? 
 
!Lindows to what can be J e$'(( 105$%0 :$8($( #%)&';$ 1)8('(-$8- 1:0%'-6 08; 
011"%016 -.0- 0::)9 5$ -) $4#:)%$ 56 1%$0-'&'-6 0( 0 ;'%$1-)%2 K.$-.$% 
(.))-'8< '8 :)9 :'<.-B /%'<.- ("8B /:017 08; 9.'-$ )% 086 :$&$: )> 1):)% 
(0-"%0-')8B 8) )-.$% :$8($( .0&$ '8(#'%$; 56 >'$%1$ ;$;'10-')82 I$6)8; %$:'0/:$B 
e$'(( :$8($( 0%$ 9'8;)9( -) 9.0- 108 /$B :$--'8< -.$ '50<'80-')8 >:)"%'(." 
[Todd, Lnited States, 0a June 200K, cited on lovemarks?com, 2001T? 
 
SOXOUO Trand Ber#@# LoBeCarE# 
 
Why did Roberts see a need to invent a new term\ What truly distinguishes brands from Lovemarks 
when the ultimate obYective of both is to differentiate and generate profit\ What makes some brands 
loved\ Roberts identified a combination of three qualities that draw the line: mystery, sensuality and 
intimacy? These three attributes build up the theoretical concept of Lovemarks and thus will be further 
elaborated in the subsequent theory part? Roberts further argues for his new terminology that brands 
are worn out from overuse? They are !stuc< on ‘Yer’ wordsN Bigger4 brighter4 better4 stronger4 (aster4 
easier4 newer and4 GAAAH cheaper" SRoberts, 200a, p?d2T? Brands have been ‘captured by (ormula’ and are 
too stiff to adYust to the fast-transforming consumers of today? These consumers look for more 
individuality, personal relationships, experience and outstanding performance which is true for both 
orientations, B2C as well as B2B? Roberts concludes that !A @)&$50%7 9':: 0:906( /$ 0 <%$0- /%08;B /"- 
8)- 0:: <%$0- /%08;( 0%$ @)&$mar<s" SRoberts, 200V, p?edT? 
 
SOYO CrAtAcaI 5eLIectAon# on LoBeCarE# 
 
As indicated earlier, in the past the concept of Lovemarks has been discussed from a relatively 
subYective perspective, namely from Aevin Roberts? His two books about Lovemarks S200a, 200VT are 
mostly based on his experience and are not substantiated by scholarly insights? Particularly, the authors 
/'2&2/2\5 G".5'&- 7"' H-&5+42#(9 &:5 6"', love and incorporating or transforming it into a marketing term? 
Hereby, not in any way, is he giving account of the original meaning of love and Yustification of its 
+<<'"<'2+&5 +<<42/+&2"#> I# "',5' &" /"0<5#-+&5 G".5'&-9 ,572/2& +#, &" .5&&5' 1#,5'-&+#, &:5 6:"45 
idea of Lovemarks, in the following section the authors introduce the conception of love from a research 
perspective? On this discussion we will base the critical reflections on Lovemarks?  
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SOYORO ;hat A# LoBeV 
 
According to Oxford Dictionary Saskoxford?com, 2001T it is: !OA an intense (eeling o( deep a((ectionP 2A a 
;$$# %)508-'1 )% ($4"0: 0--01.5$8- -) ()5$)8$f 32 0 <%$0- '8-$%$(- 08; #:$0("%$ '8 ()5$-.'8<f 42 0 
#$%()8 )% -.'8< -.0- )8$ :)&$s"? However, it is not that easy? To find or suggest a universal definition of 
love is impossible because it has such varying meanings across the world? For example in English, one 
easily says HI love ;"1, 0"09 6:2/: 2# "&:5' 4+#(1+(5- 6"14, .5 + 652', &:2#( &" -+; "1& 4"1,4; 585# 
though it is feltU this sentence is commonly used in love-partnerships? So cultural influences make it 
difficult to clearly display what love is? cevertheless, it is important to review some history of love 
research?  
 
Early stages of love theory development can be traced back to authorities such as Charles Darwin from a 
biological perspective or Sigmund Freud from a psychological perspective? het research has focused on 
the latter and over the years, several scholars have made attempts to discuss love? Berscheid and 
Walster S_be1T first offered a basic distinction between passionate love, !a state o( intense :)8<'8< >)% 
union with another" Sp?bT, and companionate love, !the a((ection we (eel (or those with whom our lives 
are deeply entwined" Sp?bT? More generally, the latter may be described by a strong version of 
communal relationship which is !built on mutua: $4#$1-0-')8( -.0- )8$($:> 08; 0 #0%-8$% 9':: /$ 
responsive to each other’s needs" SClark and Mills, _bbd cited in Reis and Aron, 2001T? Many scholars 
believe that passionate and companionate love each address different parts of the brain with one being 
responsible for attraction and the other for attachment SReis and Aron, 2001T? Rubin S_bedT specifies 
love by contrasting a Love Scale and a Liking Scale based on three components: affiliation or dependent 
need, predisposition to help, and exclusiveness and absorption? Shaver and Ha]an S_b1eT study romantic 
love from an attachment-theoretical approach which offers a lifespan perspective on affectional 
bonding and is rather placed in a biological context? luite a few scholars have been continuing looking 
into the psychological love perspective Samong others Lee, _b11U Fehr, _b11T? het, Sternberg has 
provided a relatively comprehensive view by his triangular theory of love which will be discussed in 
detail below? Although he refers to love between humans, his fundamental explanations are particularly 
applicable to this study because Roberts discusses Lovemarks from the perspective of human love 
relationships?  
 
Sternberg’s Triangular Theory o( @)&$ 
 
According to Sternberg S_b1VT, love has three components: _? Intimacy, which !re(ers to (eelings o( 
closeness4 connectedness4 and bondedness in loving relationships"U 2? Passion, !which encompasses the 
drives that lead to romance4 physical attraction and sexual consummation"U and d? 
DecisionRCommitment, which !re(ers -)B '8 -.$ (.)%- -$%5B -.$ ;$1'(')8 -.0- )8$ :)&$( ()5$)8$ $:($B 08; 
'8 -.$ :)8< %"8B -.$ 1)55'-5$8- -) 50'8-0'8 -.0- :)&$" Sibid, p?__bT?  In general, intimacy is seen as 
H6+'09 K50"&2"#+4 2#85-&05#&, 50<+&:;N, <+--2"# +- H:"&9 K0"&28+&2"#+4 2#8"48505#&, arousalT, and 
,5/2-2"#_/"002&05#& +- H/"4,9 K/"(#2&285 2#&5'5-&N> I# + love relationship, these components have 
different weights, for instance, in a short-term romance, passion is highest while in a long-term close 
relationship, commitment and intimacy play the important role? Particularly the decisionRcommitment 
component is !essential (or getting through hard times and (or returning to better ones" Sibid, p?_2dT?  
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Different combinations of these components allow defining eight types of love which have been 
summari]ed by Sternberg in the table below? 
 
Aind of Love Intimacy Passion 
DecisionR 
Commitment 
conlove - - - 
Liking o - - 
Infatuated Love - o - 
Empty Love - - o 
Romantic Love o o - 
Companionate Love o - o 
Fatuous Love - o o 
Consummate Love o o o 
)a"Ie RO Taxonomy of Ainds of Love 
 SSternberg, _b1V, p?_2dT 
 
_? conlove is simply casual interactions? 2? Liking refers to true friendships? d? Infatuated love 2- Hlove at 
72'-& -2(:&9, 6:2/: 2- +44 +."1& <+--2"#+&5 +'"1-+4> 4? Empty love is associated with relationships that have 
lost physical attraction and mutual emotional involvement? a? Romantic love is the typical example of 
HG"05" +#, `1425&9> 6> D"0<+#2"#+&5 love occurs in long-term, committed friendships, like in most 
marriages? This term is actually the same as that described above from Bescheid and Walster S_be1T? e? 
Fatuous love can be found in most of the marriages in Las Vegas? 1? Consummate love combines all 
three components and is oftentimes seen as the perfect relationship?  
 
In application to Lovemarks, the authors believe that in B2C context, Roberts refers to consummate 
love? For the B2B context we expect to find out that love will be rather of a companionate kind where 
bonds and long-term commitment are valued most? Minor failures are forgiven and physical attraction is 
of lesser interest? Reis and Aron S2001T summari]e: 
 
!Such evidence indicates that :)&$ '8 :)8<Y-$%5 %$:0-')8(.'#( '( 0(()1'0-$; 9'-. 
'8-'5016B -%"(-B 10%'8<B 08; 0--01.5$8-B 0:: >01-)%( -.0- 1)8-%'/"-$ -) -.$ 
50'8-$8081$ )> %$:0-')8(.'#( )&$% -'5$" Sp?1dT? 
 
Finally, Sternberg S_b1VT points out that love is necessary to be expressed by individuals? !Lithout 
$4#%$((')8B $&$8 -.$ <%$0-$(- :)&$s can die" Sp?_d2T? Related to Lovemarks this means that companies 
#55, &" /"001#2/+&5 6:+& &:5; H75549 7"' &:52' /1-&"05'- &:'"1(: 5T&5'#+4 +#, 2#&5'#+4 /"001#2/+&2"# 
as well as CRM tools? 
 
SOYOSO CrAtAcA#C on LoBeCarE# 
 
)+-5, "# &:5 ,2-/1--2"# +."85, 2& -550- &:+& G".5'&- H."''"65,9 -"05 (5#5'+4 love concepts, for his 
idea without indicating it? In the following theory chapter, at the Lovemarker model, it will become 
obvious, that especially the intimacy component is similar to the triangular theory of Sternberg? Also, in 
order to determine the Lovemark status of a company, Roberts suggests to evaluate all Lovemark 
attributes Sto be explained in detail in the theory partT according to hot, warm and cold, which again 
seems somehow familiar from Sternberg? What we criticise Roberts for is that he is not referencing and 
explaining the original conceptions of love? Instead it leaves the impression that his only intension is to 
make money out of a new marketing term = it seems that he is capitali]ing on love? Sayers and Monin 
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S200eT, the only strong critical reading that we have found on Lovemarks, express it a bit more 
drastically:  
 
!Toberts is concerned only with selling and as any adman <nows4 !sex sells"A 
!$4 .0( /$$8 ($::'8< #%);"1-( >)% ]"'-$ ()5$ -'5$B /"- ;$5)-'8< :)&$ '8-) -.$ 
%):$ )> 0 #%)>'-Y<$8$%0-'8< #'5# $4-$8;( -.'( 50%7$-'8< 0/"($" Sp?VebT? 
 
Another review on Lovemarks Sanonymous a?, 200VT agrees that is seems inappropriate to use the word 
love -" 7'554; 7"' -"05&:2#( &:+& 2# 7+/& 2- + /"005'/2+4 5T/:+#(5> S:5# /"#-2,5'2#( G".5'&-9 .""E-, 
the reader feels pulled into a conflictU on the one hand he is promoting his idea by telling companies 
that they can charge even higher premium prices than with brandsU on the other hand he states that 
Lovemarks are -.$ strategy to lift brands out of the commoditisation trap? So the question is that, does 
Roberts commoditise love as the deepest human emotion for profit purposes\ If so, can this be the 
foundation for branding in the future\ 
 
Moreover, Roberts does not consider that Love is not generally positive but also includes some negative 
affects as well? Problems in love relationships are, for instance, !emotional disorders4 such as anxiety 
and depression" Se?g? Fisher, _bb2 cited in Reis and Aron, 2001T? Roberts fails to answer questions such 
as: what happens to the love relationship when a brand, product or service is taken from the market\, 
when a business goes bankrupt\ Can one abandon a Lovemark\ Is the commitment like a marriage: till 
death do us part\ Also, is there a higher level than Lovemarks or does it stop there\  
 
Another central critique about Lovemarks concerns the confusion or lack of explanation about the 
difference between relationships between humans and the relationships to obYects? With the three 
attributes mystery, sensuality and intimacy, Roberts presents Lovemarks from a perspective of human 
love relationships even though in fact they are about the bonding with a very strong brand, which is an 
obYect SSayers and Monin, 200eT? The notion that people have social relations with things Se?g? 
Baudrillard, _bbVT or respectively love particular possessions or consumption activities is not new and 
input comes largely from research on delight Se?g? Durgee, _bbbT, love Se?g? Shimp and Madden, _b11U 
Carroll and Ahuvia, 200VT and consumer-brand relationships SFournier, _bb1T? The scholars that discuss 
love particularly for a brand emphasi]e that it is not entirely the same as the stronger forms of 
interpersonal love? This is where the shortcomings of Roberts come inU first, he does not differentiate 
between human and obYect love and second, it appears that his Lovemark idea is wrongfully built on 
human instead of obYect love, or respective explanation and Yustification is missing? This study is also 
based on the idea of human love relationships in order to ensure a better comparability between the 
original B2C Lovemarks and the potential new B2B Lovemarks? However, future research needs to 
investigate Lovemarks from a new angleB H/"#-105'-obYect-love9 K-55 %:20< +#, I+,,5#, 1988N> 
 
Another unclear or contradicting picture about Love0+'E- 2- &:5 #"&2"# "7 G".5'&- &:+& &:5; U+'5 
1%$0-$; 08; )98$; /6 -.$ #$)#:$ 9.) :)&$ them" SRoberts, 200a, p?e_T when in fact, first, the 
terminology originated at Saatchi and Saatchi SSayers and Monin, 200eT and second, the company itself 
takes the action to redirect their marketing and integrate emotion into their communication? As stated 
in the introduction, this is also the Yustification why this study was conducted from a managerial 
perspective? As the authors perceive it, love is a give-and-take relationship and should be mutually 
beneficialU company and buyer should be equally involved in determining Lovemarks?  
 
In the end, although Lovemarks are a subYective concept that with its high press presence appears more 
directed towards profit making and thus demotes the true meaning of love, we believe that further 
research and validation Salso through this studyT will help advance the idea of loving a brand? The 
concept of Lovemarks is fairly new S200KT and elaboration and acceptance need time?  
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UO )heoretAcaI 0raCe Lor 7nder#tandAnK TST TrandAnK and LoBeCarE# 
 
 
8 -.'( 1.0#-$% -.$ 0"-.)%( #%$($8- -.$ 7$6 1)81$#-( 08; 5);$:( )> -.$ -.$('( 9.'1. 9':: #%)&';$ 0 
>%05$9)%7 >)% -.$ $5#'%'10: 080:6('(2 =.$ 0##:'10/:$ -.$)%'$( 9':: /$ ;%098 >%)5 I2I :'-$%0-"%$ /"- 
0:() >%)5 I2? ()"%1$( 0( %$($0%1. 0/)"- I2I /%08;'8< '( (-':: "8;$%;$&$:)#$;2 D- (-0%-( /%)0;:6 /6 
1:0%'>6'8< /%08; ';$8-'-6 08; /%08; #$%()80:'-6 08; >"%-.$% ;$$#$8( -.$ -.$)%$-'10: >%05$9)%7 -) /%08; 
1)55"8'10-')8 08; /%08; &0:"$( -) >'80::6 0%%'&$ 0- @)&$50%7 -.$)%62 =.$ #%$($8-$; -.$)%'$( 9':: 0:() 
($%&$ 0( 0 /0('( -) 1)8(-%"1- )"% )98 1)81$#-"0: >%05$9)%7 011)%;'8< -) -.$ $5#'%'10: ;0-02 
 
 
UORO Trand <er#onaIAty and CorQorate Trand *dentAty 
 
U, (-%)8< /%08; '( 0/)"- /"':;'8< 08; 50'8-0'8'8< (-%)8< #$%1$#-')8( '8 -.$ 
5'8;( )> 1"(-)5$%(V SAotler and Pfeortsch 200V, p?VeT?  
 
A+E5'9- 0",54 "7 .'+#, 2,5#&2&; <4+##2#( K1996N functions as positioning and determining the scope of 
this study by circling the segments that the authors emphasise?  
 
 
0AK@re \O Brand identity planning model 
SAaker, _bbV, inside coverT 
D 
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Brands are endowed with human characteristics and personality such as being reliable, energetic, frank, 
friendly, ambitious, and progressive? It answers the questions of who you are, what is important to you, 
what your company stands for, what distinguishes you from your competitors, and what you want to be 
in five years SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? After clarifying the identity of the brand, the model deepens 
the H.'+#, 2,5#&2&; system9 to Hvalue proposition9 which contains both Hfu#/&2"#+4 .5#572&-9 +#, 
H50"&2"#+4 .5#572&-9> It ends up with the fulfilling of the goal of building Hbrand-customer relationship9? 
To achieve the eventual purpose of establishing a clear brand identity, the whole model develops from 
brand analysis to final brand identity implementation and tracking?  
 
For fulfilling the purpose of planning brand identity, the concept of brand value Sas will be discussed in 
the following sectionT plays a central role when developing and implementing the overall branding 
strategy?  
 
UORORO C@#toCer[Ta#ed Trand ,]@Aty 3odeI ^CTT,_ 
 
One applicable model of brand equityRvalue is the customer-based brand equity model, SCBBET originally 
put forward by Aeller in his research S_bbd, 200_T and adYusted to B2B context by Aotler and Pfoertsch 
S200VT and Auhn et al? S2001T? It argues that brand equity consists of brand awareness and a set of brand 
associations, and further only occurs when the brand has certain strong, favourable and unique 
+--"/2+&2"#- 2# &:5 /1-&"05'-9 mind SAeller, 2002T? Previous research has arrived at the conclusion that 
when it comes to B2B context, the CBBE model needs to be modified according to four stages: brand 
identity, brand meaning, brand responses and brand relationships? The last stage is where a brand gains 
a harmonious resonance with customers? Aotler and Pfoertsch S200VT have concluded the brand building 
process based on the CBBE model as illustrated below? 
 
 
0AK@re `O Customer-based brand equity pyramid SCBBE modelT 
SAdYusted by the authors, derived from Aotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?_Ve and _1aT 
 
In the bottom stage of the pyramid, the brand strives for building certain awareness by creating 
identification of the br+#, +#, +--"/2+&2"# 2# &:5 /1-&"05'-9 02#,- 62&: + -<5/272/ #55, KC1:# 5& +4?, 
2001T? On the second stage, perceptions and image are built to obtain satisfaction and reputation? In 
other words, the block of brand imagery in the original model is further modified into reputation which 
is considered as the important image of an industrial brand? Furthermore, on the brand response stage, 
customer Yudgements and customer emotions answer the question of how customers perceive the 
brand? Auhn et al? S2001T replaced ‘1"(-)5$% $5)-')8(’ with ‘(0:$( >)%1$ %$:0-')8(.'#’ because customers 
in B2B are mostly influenced by the actions of corporate employees and personal relationships? 
Eventually, at the peak of the pyramid, the brand arrives at the ideal situation, establishing long-term 
brand relationships via partnerships SAuhn et al?, 2008N> C5445'9- 0",54 "7 &:5 .'+#, .124,2#( <;'+02, :+- 
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applied the abstract conceptions of brand equity portfolio, brand values, positioning and personality 
into a clearer and more logic order? From bottom up customer acceptance increases as emotion grows 
&:'"1(: &:5 -&+&5- 1<6+',-, /"#-5a15#&4; /1-&"05'-9 +<<'"8+4 "7 &:5 .'+#, 2- :2(:5-& +& H.'+#, 
'54+&2"#-:2<-9> Brand core values, as explained by C"&45' +#, J7"5'&-/:9- K2006N, are communicated 
throughout the whole process in the pyramid? How customers perceive a brand and tune it in their 
mind-set is shaped by key communication messages? 
 
UOSO Trand CoCC@nAcatAon 
 
!The role o( mar<eting communications is to communicat$ -.$ $(($81$ )> 
/%08; #$%()80:'-6 08; #%)&';$ -.$ 1)8-'8"'-6 >)% 0 #0%-8$%(.'# /$-9$$8 -.$ 
brand and the consumer" SDe Peslmacker et al?, p?abT? 
 
I# &",+;9- 2#/'5+-2#(4; /"0<5&2&285 .1-2#5-- 5#82'"#05#& /"0<+#25- :+85 '5+42\5, &:5 <"&5#&2+4 "7 
effective brand communication in creating and maintaining a strong brand, hence gaining valuable 
competitive advantage SLynch and de Chernatony, 200eT? Communicating brand values, which drive 
attitudes and behavior to various stakeholders is essential for both B2B and B2C companies, although 
the focus is different SMudambi, 2002T? In B2C brand communication, the focus lies on awareness 
creation and emotional stimulation that can lead to brand preference? In B2B context, where products 
and services are often more complex, the communication dominantly stresses values that are practical 
and rational? Also, reali]ing that different target groups have different focuses on what is valuable and 
beneficial is something that is important when designing the brand communication for a B2B companyU 
one strategy does not fit all SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT?  
 
In order to successfully communicate the brand values in a B2B environment, the companies need to 
take a holistic perspective on seeing the different relationships the brand has with various market 
participants? This perspective includes external, internal and interactive marketing, which is illustrated 
by Aotler and Pfoert-/:9- K2006N H)'+#,2#( ?'2+#(459 below?  
 
 
0AK@re aO Branding triangle 
SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?_01T 
 
Since most B2B companies today have a very diverse product and service portfolio spanning over 
several different industries, the focus is both on the brand communication of different products and the 
alignment of the corporate communication as a whole? The model shows the interdependence of 
different communication obYectives through the company and out to the customers?  External marketing 
such as promoting and distributing the products needs to be consistent with what the employees 
ScollaboratorsT think and feel about the company? Here, internal marketing comes in with the obYective 
of motivating and training employees to represent the brandR company in the most effective and 
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aligned way = to become brand ambassadors? The interactive marketing is then the relation and 
communication between the customers and the company employees? It is dependent on the fact that 
the internal marketing is working, so that all collaborators know what the brand values are and what the 
company really stands for SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? 
 
Studying the branding triangle, one can understand the importance of aligned communication efforts? 
This model will function as a foundation for the analysis part and we expect to see in the results that it is 
of importance that the company has a consistent internal communication that explains the brand values 
and brand promise to the employees and gives them the knowledge they need to carry out the 
interactive marketing in the successful way? Hence, a strong internal marketing is the basis for effective 
external communication, otherwise the branding will be inconsistent and might fail? The triangle also 
works the other way around = without a successful external communication, there is no need for 
internal- and interactive marketing, because the company is not represented in the market and thus will 
not be in business for long?  
 
Taking the branding triangle as a foundation for this brand communication part, first the authors discuss 
external marketing and introduce different B2B brand building tools? Second, we focus on one of the 
specific promotional instruments: personal selling? Third, we outline the importance of the resultant 
relationship marketing in B2B, and finally we emphasi]e the central role of internal communication? 
 
UOSORO ,>ternaI 3arEetAnK 
 
Many of the tools for external marketing are the same for B2B as for B2C, except that the priorities 
differ to some extent? Derived from the general marketing mix K4J9-N = product, place, price, promotion 
= the B2B promotional mix commonly contains the following instruments SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, 
pp?__0-_22T:   
 
G"/:'1 %$:0-')8( is superior to other tools in the way that it creates a very !big bang (or the 
buc<" Sp?__KT? hou get what you pay for? Companies use PR to get media 
coverage that reaches all the stakeholders? In B2B companies specifically, PR 
is used for the credibility it implies when a company is mentioned in news 
features and stories? !#$1'0:'g$; #%$(( is a less expensive way for B2B 
companies to reach its target groups? All industries have their own Yournals 
where companies can reach their desired customers by means of PR, 
advertisements or specific product features? 
=%0;$ (.)9( 08; 
$4.'/'-')8( 
are maYor arenas for B2B brand communication since they are an 
opportunity to reach many customers at the same time and build more 
brand awareness and interest? It is also a great chance for companies to 
show how they diversify themselves when the situation allows the 
customers to compare the offers of the different companies?  
,;&$%-'('8< can aid B2B companies in getting the message of the brand promise through 
to more people than the sales people can achieve? Although very costly, 
advertising is an efficient tool for !rein(orcing the brand (oundation o( an 
0:%$0;6 $xisting brand" Sp? __bT using emotional appeal together with the 
factual information? 
!0:$( #%)5)-')8 is less used in B2B than in B2C because B2B companies tend to buy only 
what is necessary for the company and are not tempted by special offers for 
impulse purchasing?  B2B sales promotion often only implies using financial 
incentives such as discounts to attract members of the buying centre to do 
business?  
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O'%$1- 50%7$-'8< includes telemarketing, e-marketing, e-mails, catalogues and faxes to 
directly communicate with target customers? The benefits of this tool are the 
adaptability of the message to the specific target group and the possibility 
for the company to measure the success by means of customer responses? 
One of the tools that are included within the direct marketing cluster is 
#$%()80: ($::'8<? 
 
From before in this section it is important to see brand communication as a holistic experience where all 
parts influence and depend on each other? In the empirical research, we hope to see which promotional 
brand-building tools are applied by the respondent B2B companies and how they are strategically 
mixed? 
 
UOSOSO *nternaI 3arEetAnK 
 
Communicating the benefits and values of a brand to its customers might sound like an activity that is 
dominantly carried out externally? But since a brand is not Yust a name or a logotype, but also the 
/1-&"05'9- <5'/5<&2"#-, +--"/2+&2"#- +#, 5T<5'25#/5-, &:5'5 2- +4-" + #55, 7"' 2#&5'#+4 /"001#2/+&2"# 
of brand values to the employees of the company, ultimately fostering a commitment to the brand and 
its values SMorrison, 200_T?  
 
Internal marketing includes all verbal and non-verbal statements about the company and its brands and 
2- #55,5, 2# "',5' &" -1<<"'& &:5 .'+#,-9 <'"02-5 5775/&2854; Kb;#/: +#, ,5 D:5'#+&"#;, 2004N> c"#-
verbal messages include for example trusting in the employees, showing commitment and living the 
brand values and are regarded as H/'1/2+4 45+,5'-:2< a1+42&25-9 that will encourage employee behaviour 
align with the brand values and promises SVallaster and de Chernatony, 200VT?   
 
Research shows that in many cases the behaviour of company employees is regarded as a translation of 
the organi]ations understanding and feelings of the relationship between company and customer, 
hence internal communication is of great importance SLynch and de Chernatony, 200eT? If the 
employees have sufficient information and motivation and truly understand what the brand stands for, 
they can enYoy their work more? In turn this can lead to the creation of an atmosphere and relationship 
with customers that will be the differentiating mean of the company as a whole, creating great 
competitive advantage? In order to reach this stage, the employees need to have the same vision of the 
brand and this is achieved through internal marketing by managers SWebster, 2002T?  
 
Ballantyne states !internal mar<eting is a strategy (or relationship development (or the purpose o( 
<nowledge renewal" S2000, p?2eKT? When employees share the same vision and collaborate there is 
higher possibility of knowledge creation and knowledge sharing which can greatly contribute to the 
competitive advantage of good customer service SBallantyne, 2000T? In order to reach commercial goals 
such as high profits, B2B companies have to reali]e that although profits ultimately come from satisfied 
and returning customers, the power to make this happen lies with a motivated and committed work 
force SRobertson, 2000T? 
 
Internal communication is the prerequisite for the sales staff of the company to know the brand values 
in order to able to communicate them effectively and consistently to customers? 
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UOSOUO <er#onaI 2eIIAnK 
 
Although there is today many methods for external brand communication as mentioned earlier, 
personal selling is the most commonly applied instrument in B2B companies SAotler and Pfoertsch, 
200VU Lynch and de Chernatony, 200eT? The general definition of personal selling is !a twoY906 
1)55"8'10-')8 "($; -) '8>)%5B <'&$ ;$5)8(-%0-')8 -)B 50'8-0'8 )% $(-0/:'(. 0 :)8<Y-$%5 %$:0-')8(.'# 
9'-.B )% #$%("0;$ (#$1'>'1 5$5/$%( )> 0 particular audience" SDe Pelsmacker et al?, 200e, p?KVKT?  
 
There are unique advantages of using this method of communication that hold true for both B2B and 
B2C markets, such as impact Sgetting through to the customerT, targeting the customer effectively 
Sproviding useful and detailed information for their specific needsT and the interactivity which hopefully 
creates a lasting relationship between customer and company SibidT? 
 
The main reason and benefits for B2B companies to use personal selling is the possibility to adapt and 
adYust the marketing message to the specific needs of different customers? A sales person can collect 
vital information through the physical interaction with the customer SLynch and de Chernatony, 200eT? 
How successful the sales person is and if there is a possibility for a relationship is largely determined by 
&:5 -+45- <5'-"#9- behaviour SBeverland, 200_T and communication skills SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT? 
Because situations and relationships evolve over time there is also a need for the sales staff to be able 
to change the approach depending on the situation and buyer behaviour, whether it is a short-term, 
performance-related behaviour or a long-term relationship-building measure SBeverland, 200_T? Also, 
sales staff should be aware that even though a personal relationship can be the base for  certain 
behaviours and strategies, B2B buyers still look for an amount of rational Yustification and competent 
consultancy when making purchase decisions?  Hence sales personnel need to pay attention to the 
.1;5'9- -2(#+4- 2# "',5' &" +<<'"<'2+&54; ,5-2(# &:5 .'+#, 8+415 "775' Kb;#/: +#, ,5 D:5'#+&"#;, 200eT?  
 
In this investigation we hope to see to which extent a successful performance is the result of effective 
internal marketing and if the outcome can be a successful buyer-seller relationship? 
 
UOSOWO 5eIatAon#hAQ 3arEetAnK 
 
The meaning of relationship marketing can be stated as !company behavior with the purpose o( 
$(-0/:'(.'8<B 50'8-0'8'8< 08; ;$&$:)#'8< 1)5#$-'-'&$ 08; #%)>'-0/:$ 1"(-)5$% %$:0-')8(.'#( -) -.$ 
bene(it o( both parties" SHougaard and BYerre, 2002, p?K0T?  
 
Relationship marketing Smost often through personal sellingT does have the disadvantage that it is very 
expensive because of the need for much personal negotiating, interacting and feedback consideration 
SDe Pelsmacker et al?, 200eT? This is the reason why for some time ‘10%'8< >)% $4'(-'8< 1"(-)5$%(’ Scaring 
for a relationshipT has been second to ‘0--%01-'8< 8$9 1"(-)5$%(’ SGummesson, 200V, p?daT? !Tesearch 
'8;'10-$( -.0- -.$ 1)(- )> 0--%01-'8< 8$9 1"(-)5$%( 108 /$ 0( 5"1. 0( ('4 -'5$( <%$0-$% -.08 -.$ 1)(- )> 
retaining existing customers" SDekimpe at al?, _bbe cited in Fill, 200dT?  
 
Research shows that there is a significant importance in managing and maintaining successful business 
relationships in B2B markets, without these the company could not even exist SFord et al?, _bb1U 
Hougaard and BYerre, 2002T? The power of the relationship entails that it is not an exchange where 
something changes hands, but rather a mutual intangible asset that must be well taken care of over 
time? A relationship can even be beyond the control of management since it has the power to create 
bonds between sales staff and customers that transcend the usual business boundaries Sibid, 2002T? 
 
According to Hourgaard and BYerre S2002T, a relationship should not be seen as a way to get more 
money out of the customer but rather as a learning experience and to enhance the customers9 
preference to do business with a specific company? Relationships in B2B markets involve more than Yust 
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the sales personnel doing business with a buyer? It involves staff in other parts of the company as well, 
such as production, distribution and finance? This means that it is important and even critical to have a 
clear and consistent communication throughout the company in order for the sales staff to get the 
buyers attention SFord et al?, _bb1T?  
 
Establishing customer relationships is important in B2B because of several reasons? For example the fact 
that customers are becoming an increasingly more scarce resource and that it is more costly to gain new 
customers SGummesson, 200VT? There have also been changes in the business environment and 
practices that make the line between buyer and seller harder to distinguish? In many B2B cases the 
buyer is the co-producer making the relationship a Yoint value creation SGummesson, 200VT? The fact 
that B2B transactions are generally risky, dealing with complex information and large costs, can also 
influence B2B companies to start building relationships with their customers? SLynch and de Chernatony, 
200eT Relationships do not Yust happen in a vacuum though - they evolve over time? This cycle is 
illustrated by the figure below? 
 
 
0AK@re RbO The development of buyer-seller relationships in business markets 
SFord et al?, _bb1, p?2bT 
 
HHigh inertia9 or resistance characteri]es the first stage, the #%$Y%$:0-')8(.'# (-0<$? This is when 
companies are looking for potential business partners and evaluating the options? This stage often takes 
a long time since both sides have different demands to be met by the counterpart? The evaluation takes 
place without commitment and this leads to the question of how the companies can develop the 
necessary amount of trust between each other to take the relationship to the next level? At this stage, 
many companies part ways because of differences but if they find common ground, this is the beginning 
of the next stage? The $4#:)%0-)%6 (-0<$, is where the companies learn about each other in detail? 
Discussions and negotiations about products, services and other requirements take place and it is now 
that the issue of trust and commitment begins to arise? A company has to show commitment in order to 
gain the trust that is required to reach the next stage? Each part has to convince the other of the interest 
they have in doing business and that the commitment is consistent over time? The ;$&$:)#'8< (-0<$ is 
where uncertainties are reduced to a minimum by the interactions that have occurred on regular basis 
for a long time now? Instead, adaptations of already established business functions take place, such as 
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training sales staff to better cater to the counterparts needs and wants? !The willingness to adapt 
demonstrates the company’s commitment to the development o( the relationship" SFord, _bb1, p?dVT? 
Mutual adaptations will increase the commitment between the companies and when they have reached 
stability in their knowledge and trust in each other they have reached the fourth stage: the (-0/:$ (-0<$? 
This is characteri]ed by routine behaviour and interaction? The companies can develop standard 
procedures for their transactions with each other, which in turn can reduce handling costs? However, 
there might be the problem that 5+/: /"0<+#;9- 58"482#( <'"/5-- /an be hindered because of routines 
that are not questioned? Also, one part can become dependent on the other and hence risk being 
exploited? If a company is dissatisfied with the relationship, it will choose to exit the current relationship 
and go back to the pre-relationship stage to find new partners SFord, _bb1T? 
 
If a relationship is successful over time, consisting of both commitment and trust, it is most likely that 
the customers become loyal? !Brand loyalty consists o( the proximity4 intimacy and loy0:-6 >$:- >)% -.$ 
brand" SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?_VVT? It relates to the degree of commitment that the companies 
have achieved for their brands? Lltimately, buyers will not only buy the products of the brand over and 
over again, they are also likely to act as spokespersons of the brand and promote it without cost SDe 
Pelsmacker et al?, 200eT? !Behind every power brand stands a group o( loyal consumersA !D8 >01-B -.$ %$0: 
company asset is brand loyalty4 not the brand itsel(" SPerrier, _bbe cited in Fill, 200dT? So, clearly a strong 
brand entails satisfied and committed buyers? 
 
Traditionally in B2B, brand loyalty has been seen as non-rational behaviour that does not apply to the 
complex products that many B2B companies sell, thus it has not been very prevalent in current research? 
SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200VT With this research the authors hope to strengthen the view that loyalty and 
commitment established through relationship marketing is of great importance for B2B companies? 
Building on the model of Ford S_bb1T we wish to see if the next stage after the stable stage can be the 
stage for Lovemarks, where !loyalty beyond reason" applies?  
 
In conclusion, external, internal and interactive marketing all need to be aligned throughout the 
company in order to convey a consistent presence to all stakeholders? So management needs to ensure 
that the core brand values of a company are clearly communicated externally and internally?  
 
UOUO Trand 8aI@e#- 0@nctAonaI B#O ,CotAonaI  
 
!Competitors can match (unctions and ($0-"%$( /"- -.$6 _"(- 1088)- $0(':6 
50-1. -.$ #%)5'($ 08; ;$:'&$%6 )> 0 #$%()80:B $5)-')80: 08; (#$1'0: 
$4#$%'$81$" SBrandt and Johnson, _bbe cited in Lynch and de Chernatony, 
200K, p?K0bT? 
 
UOUORO TeneLAt# oL *ntanKA"Ie 8aI@e# 
 
Participants in buying centres vary in their involvement and attitudes towards brand values in the 
purchase decision-making process? To some extent, they must pay attention to functional benefits, due 
to the high risk and complexity of the products and services? However, they are also influenced by 
emotional stimuli? According to Lynch and de Chernatony S200KT, emotional brand values in B2B 
markets are mainly trust, peace of mind, and security? Trust as the most important value of a brand 
SGob^ et al?, 200_T will be elaborated in the following section? An emotional connection with buyers can 
create added value to products and services SLynch and de Chernatony, 200KT? 
 
First of all, emotional stimuli can provide more opportunities to utili]e functional benefits since it can be 
the mean adopted to obtain attention for the presentation of functional brand values SAotler and 
Pfoertsch, 200VT? Emotional branding is successful in extending product offerings SGob^ et al?, 200_T? 
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Second, due to the hyper-competition nowadays and the fact that products can be imitated easily, 
emotion can differentiate the brand from competitors? Hence, there is a need to attach intangible 
values in the mind of members in each buying centre?  
 
Few researchers have investigated the power of emotionalR intangible benefits in B2B markets? 
However Lynch and de Chernatony S200KT incorporate emotional variables in both internal and external 
brand communication? They stress that function and emotion need to be more balanced in B2B brand 
building? In the following model, internal and external communications are integrated to influence the 
brand choice of the buying centre? Both emotional and functional values contribute to the whole 
process?  
 
 
0AK@re RRO Building B2B brands with balanced functional and emotional values 
SLynch and de Chernatony, 200K, p?K_aT 
 
Thee propositions are applied to analy]e the foundations for successful B2B brand building? The first two 
steps of this model Sinternal and external communicationT have been discussed in an earlier section 
:5#/5 "#4; &:5 &:2', -&5< H.'+#, 2#7"'0+&2"# <'"/5--2#( 2# &:5 .1;2#( /5#&'59 2- 50<:+-2\5, :5'5> 
Furthermore, members of the buying centre make their final brand choice being influenced by 
functional and emotional values and moderating variables such as buyer characteristics?  Every member 
of the buying centre holds an emotional consideration? Emotional values exist in all three steps? What is 
perceived in internal and external branding will be communicated to the buying centre to establish 
emotional stimuli?  
 
The model further highlights that buyers are different in the role they play, their personal 
characteristics, and their extent of involvement so that basically two groups can be recogni]ed SLynch 
and de Chernatony, 200KT: 
 
 highly involved and motivated buyers Sstated as central route processingT and  
 less involved and motivated buyers Sstated as peripheral route processingT  
 
Consequently, the emotional effect varies on these two categories? The former ones focus on tangible 
benefits of the brand such as quality and price, while the latter ones pay more attention to !context 
in(ormation" Sibid, p?K01T which .'2#( 7"'6+', 50"&2"#+4 ,'285'- -1/: +- -+45- <5'-"#9- +<<5+'+#/5> 
However, the authors of this study argue that the emotional drivers include more than only visual 
imagery which is the purpose of the empirical study? We also attempt to prove that, with a combination 
"7 5T&5'#+4 +#, 2#&5'#+4 .'+#, /"001#2/+&2"# 577"'&- &:+& ."&: -&'5-- &:5 50"&2"#+4 8+415-, .1;5'-9 
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brand choice will be strongly influenced, and their emotional response to and long-term relationships 
with the brands will be strengthened?  
 
UOUOSO )he 5oIe oL ,CotAon# An TST Conte>t 
 
!Lhile reason does lead us to conclusions4 emotions ar$ -.$ )8$( -.0- :$0; -) 
action" SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?a1T? 
 
The influence of emotion is present no matter what kind of business companies are involved in? As 
mentioned above, tangible facts are used to meet the basic functional demands of the decision-making 
process while intangible factors are th5 E5; ,2775'5#&2+&"'- 7"' .'+#,2#( 2# &",+;9- /"0<45T 0+'E5&-> 
Companies need to understand that emphasi]ing on emotional benefits does not imply the ignorance of 
functional values? It is that !(or those vendors that met the rational criteria4 the emotiona: 1)88$1-')8( 
were pivotal" SAotler and Pfoertsch, 200V, p?a1T? 
 
The role of emotions in B2B context needs to be discussed with consideration to the purchase decision-
making process? Lynch and de Chernatony S200KT divide the consideration set of organi]ational buyers 
into three subsets:  
 
!-%"1-"%$* the composition of the buying centre 
G%)1$((* the stages of decision-making process and 
?)8-$8-* the criteria for purchase choice 
 
H%&'1/&1'59 +#, H<'"/5--9 :+85 .55# ,2-/1--5, 2# ,5&+24 2# &:5 .+/E('"1#, /:+<&5', :5#/5 "#4; H/"#&5#&9 
is emphasi]ed here? It refers to why a certain purchase choice is made, based on both functional and 
emotional criteria? The latter include trust, prestige, career security, friendship and social needs SibidT? 
Specifically, the term trust is highlighted in the emotional branding area? Trust is regarded as engaging 
and intimate, and it is Hwhat one would expect from a friend9 SGob^ et al?, 200_T hence trust can be 
understood as the value that contributes to building long-term relationships? 
 
UOWO LoBeCarE )heory 
 
As stated earlier, the two main components of Lovemarks are :)&$ and %$(#$1-, whereby the latter is the 
foundation of the former? Peter Cooper and John Pawle of lil International S200VT investigated the 
measuring of emotion and the validation of Lovemarks? They state that the factors driving respect are 
more functional and performance-related whereas love is purely emotional? Confirmed by other 
Lovemark studies, Roberts divides love and respect in subcategories? Respect is most influenced by 
-%"(-, %$#"-0-')8 and #$%>)%5081$? The key factors that influence love are 56(-$%6, ($8("0:'-6 and 
'8-'5016 which at the same time are also the attributes that differentiate Lovemarks from brands? That 
is the reason why Roberts explains these three dimensions in depth SRoberts, 200aT? Z6(-$%6 about a 
brand is what fascinates consumers like great catching stories, inspiring dreams and memorable icons?  
!$8("0:'-6 2- .124& "# /1-&"05'9- 5T<5'25#/5- &:'"1(: &:5 4+#(1+(5 "7 &:5 7285 -5#-5-> D8-'5016 
expresses the closeness, passion and commitment the customer has to the brand? Again it has to be 
noted, that these terms Roberts uses to describe and differentiate Lovemarks are very B2C oriented? 
From &:5 +1&:"'-9 point of view we doubt that passion is the right expression to describe a B2B 
relationship?  
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In his second book on Lovemarks, Roberts S200VT suggests a guide on how to build Lovemarks? He is 
providing a tool called H?:5 Love0+'E5'9 6:5'5 :5 -<5/2725- &:5 +7"'505#&2"#5, /+&5gories of love and 
respect? Please see the figure below for a detailed description? 
 
 
0AK@re RSO Lovemarker Model 
SAdYusted by the authors, derived from Roberts, 200V, p?1aT 
 
This instrument allows evaluating each component accord2#( &" H:"&9, H6+'09 +#, H/"4,9 6:5'5.; + 
brand receives two points for hot, one point for warm and ]ero points for cold? A company that scores 
0-dV points is considered to be 1)55);'-6Y/0($;? A company that scores de-K0 points is /%08;Y/0($; 
and a rating above K_ Sout of a2T has the potential for being a Lovemark SRoberts, 200VT? So the higher 
the love-rating is, the stronger the Lovemark position? However, there is the condition that at least 2a 
respect points Sout of 2VT need to be scored which affirms the statement that respect is the foundation 
for love?  
 
Stepping aside from this B2C perspective, for B2B we hope to find out that respect will need to play an 
even more important role and that only some elements from the love dimension might be transferable? 
For mystery the authors would think great stories, past, present and future, icons and inspiration and for 
intimacy commitment and empathy? Sensuality, if applicable at all, we would presume it has only a 
limited relevance for the B2B sector? From all factors we assume, that commitment might be the most 
significant component for a B2B Lovemark as it expresses and motivates long-term relationships and 
loyalty? 
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S"'E2#( &:'"1(: &:5 54505#&- "7 H?:5 Love0+'E5'9 &""4 2- + '5/"005#,5, -&arting position in order to 
4"/+&5 + .'+#, "# &:5 -" /+445, HLoveRRespect AT2-9 2#85#&5, .; G".5'&- S200aT? Please see below for the 
general concept of the LoveRRespect Axis SleftT and also B2C example companies SrightT that have been 
positioned in each of the quadrants by Tischler2 S200KT?  
 
 
 
0AK@re RUO IeLt- The LoveRRespect Axis 
0AK@re RWO rAKht- LoveRRespect Axis Applied 
Sleft: Roberts, 200a,200V, p?_1U right: Tischler, 200K, p?VaT 
 
On the love-respect axis the lower-left quadrant = low love, low respect = holds commodities like salt, 
sand etc? which people indeed need but do not really desire? One feature of the grid is that it offers the 
opportunity to move to another neighbourhood? For instance, Basmati rice Hmade it out of the shade9 
from product to Lovemark? In the lower-right quadrant = high love, low respect = are fads, fashions, and 
infatuations like hula hoops, VW Beetle etc? which are loved today but replaced and forgotten 
tomorrow? Sony Play Station is one of the rare examples who managed to transform from a fad into a 
Lovemark? In the upper-left quadrant = high respect, low love = are the typical brands like Dell, Colgate 
etc? who indeed have a high performance and a good image but are missing the emotional connection 
to the customer? Those brands that reali]e their handicap and embrace the concept of mystery, 
sensuality and intimacy have a good chance to move to the winner quadrant of Lovemarks SRoberts, 
200aT? Those brands that fail to adYus& &" &:5 '+<2, -:27& "7 /"#-105'-9 #55,- +#, ,5-2'5-, +#, &:1- 7+24 &" 
differentiate, risk falling below into the product quadrant? As a matter of course, once a brand has 
gained Lovemark status, it needs to strengthen and sustain it? Apart from this B2C application the 
authors intend to position the interviewed B2B companies on the grid?  
 
 
                                                          
2 Tischler L? S200KT, Yournalist at Fast Company, wrote a book review of the first Lovemark book, of which the first edition was 
published in 200K? 
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The above introduced models are a simplified form to measure whether or not a product, service or 
entity has Lovemark status, but they also serve as a basis for a more professional measurement of 
emotion, the HPathways Model9, introduced by Cooper and Pawle S200VT? The authors say that in order 
to increase love and respect and hence creating a Love0+'E, /"0<+#25- -:"14, 0+T202\5 /"#-105'-9 
emotional connections? Their research focuses on identifying how to reali]e these emotional 
connections by gaining a thorough understanding of the brand-person relationship which embraces the 
idea that brands are like people? Overall, their research is based on measuring emotion? In contrast to 
earlier studies which either applied a qualitative strategy for emotion or a quantitative strategy for 
performance behaviour, this one actually combines !implicit4 emotional4 and unconscious e((ects4 and 
$4#:'1'-B 5)%$ 1)8(1')"(B and rational e((ects" Sibid, p?K_T? Then, one imperative was to quantify 
emotion? Therefore a sample si]e of d00 LS respondents was selected for a computer self-completion 
interview in the categories of food and car?  
 
The Pathways Model measures the role of emotion in brand-person relationships? It demonstrates the 
two-sided pathway of brand messages through emotion and rationality and how they both integrate at 
the Hego9? The obYective of this model is to provide feedback to the brand in form of market research 
data, indicating which emotional and rational factors need to be introduced, increased or reduced in 
order to enhance the brand relationship and build a Lovemark SibidT? This model applies several 
methods to gather data? The emotional feedback loop is primarily based on brand association 
techniques such as archetypal story analysis or association metaphor technique? The rational feedback 
loop is based on rating scales of trust, respect, performance and category specific attributes and on 
behavioural analysis of buying habits and spending? The rating scales are similar to the Lovemarker 
0",54 a1+#&27;2#( &:5 +#-65'- 2#&" H:"&9, H6+'09 +#, H/"4,9> P"' + ('+<:2/+4 2441-&'+&2"# "7 &:5 <+&:6+;- 
and the methods please see below? 
 
 
 
0AK@re RXO The Pathways Model 
SRoberts, 200V, p?202T 
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The next stage is the Hego9 where the gathered data are evaluated through factor analysis and structural 
equation modelling SSEMT to identify how each emotional factor and respectively rational factor 
interrelate and influence the overall brand-person relationship? The final result of SEM is a description of 
the web of bonds that represent the brand-person relationship whereby in the network of influences 
the strength of the correlation between the factors is indicated by the thickness of the line?  
 
A main contribution of Cooper and Pawle S200VT is their finding that emotional rather than rational 
factors influence buying intention most? Decisions are emotion-driven in the food industry by eaj and 
even in the car industry by Vdj? Based on their analysis the authors believe that rational factors mostly 
help to Yustify decisions driven by emotions? Another maYor contribution is that Lovemark attributes 
have an order of importance whereby intimacy has the strongest influence on love, followed closely by 
mystery, and underpinned by sensuality? Although this study is based on the food and car industry, 
Cooper and Pawle state that several other research studies confirm their results and only specific love 
and respect factors vary according to the product category?  
 
het another important outcome of validating Lovemark theory is its effect on boosting consumption 
substantially? For instance in the car industry, referring back to the LoveR Respect Axis, transforming a 
product into a Lovemark increases sales by as much as seven times and moving a brand into a Lovemark 
position can double the volume SibidT? Thus the evidence of this research is that building and sustaining 
Lovemarks has significant benefits? 
 
The Pathways model provides detailed background information on how to measure emotion and 
validate Lovemark theory and because it is based on the interplay of complex methods, its application as 
theoretical framework for this study is not feasible? However, the most important contribution of this 
research for B2B application is that there is no standardi]ed sequence of love and respect as originally 
suggested by Roberts? They correlate in varying degrees with one another, depending on the product 
category? Therefore, not only increasing respect is likely to increase love but also the other way around? 
This insight is central to strategy and timing as either they can be Yointly developed, or love is built on 
the basis of respect, or respect on love Sibid, 200VT? This study will make an attempt to clarify the order 
of love and respect from the B2B perspective?  
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Overall, from the presented theoretical framework, the applicable theories for the following analysis can 
be divided into three categories as shown in the table below:  
 
 
<o#AtAonAnK the the#A# 8aIAdatAnK theorAe# !dd@#tAnK CodeI# 
 Brand identity planning 
model SAaker, _bbVT 
 CBBE model SAotler and 
Pfoertsch, 200VT 
 Branding triangle SAotler 
and Pfoertsch, 200VT 
 The development of buyer-
seller relationships in 
business markets SFord, 
_bb1T 
 Building B2B brands with 
balanced functional and 
emotional values SLynch 
and de Chernatony, 200KT 
 The Pathways Model 
SRoberts, 200VT 
 The Lovemarker SRoberts, 
200VT 
 The LoveRRespect Axis 
SRoberts, 200a, 200VT 
)a"Ie SO Overview of theoretical framework 
 
?:5 HD))d 0",549 -5'85- +- + 7"1#,+&2"# 7"' F1-&27;2#( &:+& .'+#,2#( 2- 20<"'&+#& 7"' )2) /"0<+#25-, 
which so far has been an underdeveloped research area? It is central to first have a clear self-perception 
in order to implement successful branding activities and communicate consistent brand values? In turn, 
branding then is the groundwork for creating a Love0+'E> ?:5 H.'+#,2#( &'2+#(459 <2/E- 1< "# &:2- 0",54 
and highlights the fact that communication efforts have to reach the interdependent stakeholders 
Scompany, employee and customerT in order to sustain a consistent brand value? So the empirical data 
of this study will validate the branding triangle in the way that communication efforts have to permeate 
the whole organi]ation in order to deliver on the brand promise? As a complementary model to the 
.'+#,2#( &'2+#(45, &:5 H,5854"<05#& "7 .1;5'--5445' '54+&2"#-:2<- 2# .1-2#5-- 0+'E5&-9 6244 .5 +<<425,> 
?:5 0",54 +."1& H.124,2#( )2) .'+#,- 62&: .+4+#/5, 71#/&2"#+4 +#, 50"&2"#+4 8+415-9 6244 -5'85 ;5& +- 
another basis to show how internal and external communication and the buying centre all work 
together and influence the brand choice? The Pathway model on the one hand also verifies the effect of 
functional and emotional on brand selection, and on the other hand it serves as background knowledge 
in order to better interpret the components of potential B2B Lovemarks?  
 
The Lovemarker model as well as the LoveR Respect Axis which was presented from a B2C perspective 
will be adYusted according to the B2B empirical data? The Lovemaker will first identify the factors that 
create a Lovemark status for B2B companies and the Love-Respect Axis will then be used to plot the 
position of the sample companies in the quadrants of the grid? So the presented theoretical framework 
is twofold:  it Yustifies and applies existing theories and models, and it adYusts existing concepts? Both 
serve as a starting point to ultimately develop a new conceptual framework applicable to the B2B 
environment in the implications chapter?  
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8 -.'( 1.0#-$% 9$ <'&$ 011)"8- )> -.$ 5$-.);):)<6 9$ .0&$ 0;)#-$; -) >":>': -.$ #"%#)($ )> -.'( (-";62 
K$ '8-$8; -) '8-%);"1$ 08; 1:0%'>6 -.$ ;'>>$%$8- (-$#( 08; 0%<"$ >)% -.$ ;$1'(')8( 9$ 50;$ -.%)"<.)"- 
-.$ -.$('(2 A'%(-B 9$ #%$($8- -.$ $5#:)6$; %$($0%1. (-%0-$<6B ;$('<8 08; 5$-.);B -.$8 ;'(1"(( -.$ 
0##%)01. >)% ;0-0 080:6('( 08; >'80::6 (.)9 -.$ :'5'-0-')8( )> -.$ 5$-.);):)<6 1.)($82 D8 0;;'-')8 9$ 
:'7$ -) (.0%$ )"% '8-$%&'$9 $4#$%'$81$(2  
 
 
WORO ChoAce oL 5e#earch 2trateKy- e@aIAtatABe  
 
In order to fulfil the aim of our study, to evaluate the role of emotion in B2B industry, this study applies 
a cross-sectional research design which is based on qualitative telephone interviewing? Our study is 
composed of both secondary SliteratureT research and primary SempiricalT research whereupon this 
methodology chapter will focus on the latter?  
 
We argue for a qualitative strategy as we are interested in the point of view of the participants, their 
self-perception, and their understanding and interpretation of emotion? cot being limited by 
quantitative, inflexible, preset categories, a qualitative approach allows them to provide rich and deep 
data which in turn allows us to grasp the impartiality of the respondents? This study is based on 
constructionism and interpretavism? That means that it is more important to understand outcomes, 
processes and meanings than to demonstrate causality in explanations and describe social science with 
natural science methods? This study focuses on interpreting the meaning that respondents attach to 
their experiences SEasterby-Smith et al?, 200dT?  In other words, contextual understanding is valued 
most? 
 
In addition to the above mentioned characteristics of a qualitative research strategy, it is most often 
referred to as an inductive approach to theory, meaning that theory is generated as an outcome of 
research SBryman and Bell, 200dT? In comparison, quantitative methods apply a deductive approach 
where theory is tested and guides research? A combination of both is known as an abductive method 
SAlvesson and SkCldberg, _bbKT which is adopted in our study? It proceeds from empirical data but 
recognises the pre-understanding of formal theories, so theory and data are shaping each other? The 
reason why we have chosen an abductive approach is because we need to depart from existing 
literature about B2C Lovemarks to be able to establish a theoretical framework for the B2B context? So 
B2C Lovemark literature functions as a foundation and pre-understanding and our empirical data will be 
the basis for contributing to the adaptation of the B2C to a B2B framework? This approach results in a 
higher level of relevance between theory and practice and helps us to avoid being caught in misleading 
interpretations?   
 
WOSO ChoAce Lor 5e#earch .e#AKn- Cro##[2ectAonaI 
 
Bryman and Bell S200d, p?K1T define a cross-sectional research design as a collection of data from more 
than one case and at a single point in time? It means to gather a body of data relating to two or more 
variables which are then examined to identify patterns of associations? With our empirical research we 
seek variation, so we are interested in different organi]ations or respectively, cases? We collect the data 
only once due to the limited _0-week period of writing this master thesis? However, future research 
could pick up on this study and investigate from a longitudinal design if the perception of emotion in 
B2B markets changes over time as a result of changing customer needs, desires and trends? Because 
D 
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data from the different cases are collected more or less simultaneously, it is difficult to establish causal 
direction which leads to a weak internal validity SibidT? The structure of the cross-sectional design for our 
study will be almost matrix-like where hori]ontally, on the basis of our empirical data, we will establish a 
series of categories or variables that vertically classifies the responses of the different companies?  
 
Our overall target group are corporate brand managers of B2B companies from different industries? We 
have decided to emphasise predominantly technology-oriented companies or respectively, companies 
with complex products as this condition would even more accentuate the differences between B2C and 
B2B Lovemarks? The reason why we contacted corporate brand and communication managers is that 
they are able to provide an overall picture about brand personality, positioning, customer-relationship 
management and most importantly about their communicated brand values and its trends? In addition, 
two other criteria were relevant for choosing our respondents? First, the company should have an 
established brand because creating Lovemark status from a starting position of a pure product is a 
1&"<2+# &:"1(:&> %5/"#,, &:5 /"0<+#;9- :5+, "772/5 -:"14, .5 4"/+&5, 2# d1'"<5 2# "',5' &" .5&&5' 
define the scope of the thesis and limit cultural influences? In the analysis part we will provide a short 
introduction about the different companies? 
 
Sampling techniques in qualitative research show little conformity on definitions across literature? In 
comparison to quantitative approaches which generally involve probability sampling, qualitative 
research typically entail purposeful sampling? Referring to Marshall S_bbVT, sampling strategies are 
distinguished between convenience, theoretical and purposeful sample whereby the latter is applied for 
this study? The author Sibid, p?a2dT defines it as !the resea%1. 01-'&$:6 ($:$1-( -.$ 5)(- #%);"1-'&$ (05#:$ 
to answer the research @uestionA" Marshall suggests several subcategories of purposeful sampling 
whereby this study would profit most from Hcritical case sampling9, meaning managers with professional 
experience in marketing and branding, and in their respective organi]ation and industry? This condition 
ensures a strong familiarity, understanding and identification with corporate brand values and the 
market environment? A maYor drawback of qualitative sampling is its subYectivity, meaning that the 
selection of the respondents is based on our understanding of the research area and therefore certain 
biases are inevitable?  
 
The adequate sample si]e for our qualitative research is about quality and a deep, case-oriented analysis 
SSandelowski _bbaT? It addresses the credibility of data rather than representativeness and 
generali]ability? In theory, the number of required respondents evolves with the progress of the study, 
so the optimal sample si]e is reached at data saturation? This requires a flexible research design that 
continuously reflects on if more data are needed SBryman and Bell, 200dT? In practice, due to the limited 
time frame for the master thesis, we decided not to include more than six to eight companies in our 
study? We believe that a bigger sample si]e would have indeed increased the width of the study but only 
at the expense of the depth of the research? Altogether we have contacted 2V B2B companies from 
whom eight agreed on an interview? This represents a response rate of d0j which, considering our busy 
target group of brand managers and a data collection period of only two weeks is a very satisfying result 
in our opinion? 
 
WOUO ChoAce Lor 5e#earch 3ethod- )eIeQhone *nterBAeHAnK  
 
Among the core methods in qualitative research, ethnography, interviewing and focus groups, we have 
decided on interviewing via telephone SBryman and Bell, 200dT? The main difference to quantitative 
interviewing is to be found in its much less structured approach? Among the two maYor types of 
qualitative interviewing, unstructured and semi-structured interview, we apply the latter for our study? 
This method combines a series of questions in the form of an interview guide in which the sequence 
may vary in response to the course of the conversation but with similar wording? This approach allows 
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the researcher to adapt to the situation as it evolves and gives respondents the space needed for 
creative and innovative thinking?  
 
An interview guide will give us a fairly clear focus and will allow addressing specific issues with 
predetermined open-ended questions which increase the comparability of the interviews? In addition, it 
facilitates a higher degree of transparency of the study and thus external reliability SibidT? We have 
divided the interview guide into six headlines which start broad with introducing questions about the 
B2B environment and brand personality and become increasingly more specific and direct asking finally 
about emotion and Lovemark? The interview was constructed on the basis of the theories we introduced 
earlier and directed towards contributing to the creation of the conceptual framework we are to 
develop? As we included a B2B brand agency we needed to adapt the questions slightly asking more 
about their experience and insight knowledge of current practices in B2B brand management? The two 
interview guides are presented in the !QQendA> !O and !QQendA> TO?  
 
We schedule the interviews to take around 2a minutes as our respondents from the business world are 
very time-restricted? Because gaining access to managers is difficult, we tried to gather their interest 
already in our interview request which we send out either by mail or via the contact form from the 
/"0<+#;9- 65.<+(5> %1'<'2-2#(4;, &:5 4+&&5' +<<'"+/: 6+- 0"'5 -uccessful? We enclosed an abstract of 
the nature and purpose of the proYect and highlighted how the findings might be beneficial to the 
respondents?  
 
For conducting the interviews we use online telephony software SSkype and VoipstuntT which allows 
low-fare online calls to landline and mobile across the world? For recording the interviews we use a MPd 
player and the add-on programme Pamela which automatically converts the recording into a convenient 
MPd audio encoding format? This reduces the risk of losing valuable information and increases the 
accuracy in the interpretation of the data? Further, we summari]e the interviews and transcribe those 
sections that we think are most relevant for our study? A full transcription would be hardly reali]able in 
the narrow time frame?  
 
Interviews have the advantage of keeping people interested, assuring the understanding of questions 
and answers and probing for more detailed information? The key benefit of using telephone as a 
medium for our study is its cost and time-saving nature? Personal interviews or focus groups for most of 
our respondents would have been impossible for us because of time-consuming travelling and expenses? 
Telephone is the most convenient interviewing method as business people are a pressured group who 
do not have much time, are difficult to reach and are used to communicating via phone?  
 
WOWO e@aIAtatABe .ata !naIy#A# 
 
In order to increase the credibility of the findings and to help the reader to follow the reasoning, we will 
explain our choices for analysis? According to Bryman and Bell S200dT, qualitative data analysis can be 
based either on analytic induction or grounded theory whereas the latter is the most widely used 
framework? Marketing Research Review Sluirks?com, 2001T defines grounded theory as !A method o( 
categoriVing empirically collected data to build a general theory to (it the dataA" The most common tool 
of grounded theory is coding in combination with a category approach? So the data of the interviews are 
broken down into several different groups which are given names SBryman and Bell, 200dT? 
 
Taylor-Powell and Renner S200dT outline the process of qualitative data analysis which we have decided 
to adopt for our study? The first step is to get to know the data by means of writing down impressions of 
the interviews? The second step is to focus on the analysis through reviewing the purpose of the study 
and indentifying key questions? The third move is to categori]e the informationU so we identify themes 
and patterns and organi]e them into coherent categories and possibly into subcategories? To group 
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narrative data we employ the approach of emergent categories where we define the categories after or 
respectively as a result of working with the data? cot only does this method allow us to consider ideas 
that we have not thought about before but it also allows us to be flexible in the numbers of Ssub-T 
categories needed to interpret data clearly? Thereby throughout the interviews, the contents can be 
cross-indexed, finally creating mutually exclusive categories? In step four we are identifying patterns and 
connections within and between categories, basically build upon and intensifying the process in step 
three? We make use of writing a summary for each category that expresses its key ideas? Also, it is at this 
point where we rank the categories according to their relative importance? Finally, step five is about 
interpretation and bringing it all together? We attach meaning and significance to the data and support 
them with important quotes of the respondents? The reader should keep in mind that the goal of the 
analysis is not generali]ation but rather to provide contextual understanding? 
 
WOXO 5eLIectAon# and CrAtAcA#C oL Cho#en 5e#earch !QQroach 
 
Our study benefits from qualitative research as it allows asking complex questions, facilitates in-depth 
examination of value-laden questions and does not limit to fixed quantitative variables? Therefore its key 
advantage is flexibility? However, qualitative research also entails some limitations, especially 
concerning reliability and validity for assessing the quality of research results? These terms are typically 
applied for quantitative research to ensure the representativeness of data? LeCompte and Goet] S_b12 
cited in Bryman and Bell, 200dT argue that the application of external and internal reliability and validity 
also holds true for qualitative research which will be shown below?  
 
In our study we will enhance $4-$%80: %$:'0/':'-6 Sreplication of a studyT SBryman and Bell, 200dT through 
presenting an explicit explanation of our methodology in this section and thus make our research 
proYect more transparent? We further improve the comprehension of our study by providing a clear 
problem formulation and by ensuring complete records of our audible material on publicly available 
compact discs? cevertheless, it remains impossible for qualitative research to free]e the interview 
situation and truly reproduce all circumstances at another point in time? Therefore, external reliability 
will only be proven to a certain extent? In general, '8-$%80: %$:'0/':'-6 Sinter-observer consistencyT 
meaning how many people conducted the interviews, is increased by applying a single interviewer? In 
the view of the limited time frame for this master thesis, all three group members functioned as 
interviewers, and this fact admittedly lowers the internal reliability? D8-$%80: &0:';'-6 Scausal relationship 
between variablesT, as stated earlier, is also rather weak for our study due to the fact that we apply a 
cross-sectional research design where data is collected from different cases almost simultaneously? het 
we try to improve the credibility of our study by cross-checking the research findings with our 
respondents in order to avoid misunderstandings and misinterpretations? A high degree of $4-$%80: 
&0:';'-6 Sgenerali]ation of findings across settingsT in quantitative research is determined by a 
representative sample? In qualitative research the generali]ation of data is influenced by the quality of 
&:5 ,+&+9- &:5"'5&2/+4 20<+/&> ?" 2#/'5ase the transferability of our empirical findings to other B2B 
environments we present a thick description of our data, include a variety of brand managers from 
different industries and suggest a generally applicable conceptual framework for both theory and 
practice?  
 
Guba and Lincoln S_bbK cited in Bryman and Bell, 200dT evaluate qualitative research on an additional 
criterion, confirmability SobYectivity of findingsT? ObYectivity or respectively ("/_$1-'&'-6 is probably the 
most critical drawback of qual2&+&285 '5-5+'/:> ?:5 72#,2#(- '54; &"" 01/: "# &:5 '5-5+'/:9- <5'/5<&2"# 
about importance? The selection of the interview partners may be biased, so are the direction of the 
interview itself and the development of the categories? Our tacit knowledge, business administration 
background, personal experience, and way of thinking and reasoning as researchers all influence the 
process and results of our study? The process of research starts with the selection of the research area 
continues with the choices for methodology and ends with analysis and interpretation of the data? 
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Although, as unprofessional interviewers, who might have given too leading rapport during the talk, we 
always tried to create a fairly relaxed and personal atmosphere while at the same time remain neutral, 
sensitive and non-Yudgemental with regard to our respondents?  
 
Further methodological considerations concern among others the politics of management research? We 
experienced that gathering relevant contact details of potential B2B companies was difficult? We could 
only profit from two personal relations, beyond it, direct contact to brand managers was never possible 
and we were left to the approach of filling out online contact forms which caused the feeling of sending 
unsystematic requests? We still cannot define our first corporate contact but surprisingly our requests 
got forwarded to the responsible person? We believe that this circumstance is evidence of a good 
internal communication which in fact makes our final companies even more eligible to this study?  
 
Additionally, power relations between company managers and researchers might have influenced the 
interviews as well as gender aspects? Seven out of nine respondents are male, who might have reasoned 
their answers differently than a female representative would have? The researchers are all female which 
is actually beneficial for this study as a feminist position facilitates qualitative research? The reason is 
that women can establish a higher level of rapport and reciprocity due to their different sociali]ation 
and communication styles compared to men STannen, _bbaT?    
 
Moreover, we had no control over the situation when people were answering our questions, they might 
have been distracted? Other issues that might have influenced the r5-<"#,5#&9- +#-65'- +'5 the 
different cultural backgrounds, language barriers with English not being their mother tongue and the 
mere fact that they were participating in research? The latter might have led to modified responses in 
line with what we expected them to say, plus that they might have displayed an excessively favourable 
picture of the company? 
 
WOYO *nterBAeH ,>QerAence#  
 
Overall, the interviewing was successful? The respondents were friendly, helpful and interested, 
particularly in the practical contribution of this research? The interview situation itself was relaxed and 
marked by professionalism and experience? It appeared that the telephone contacts were prepared and 
familiar with the research topic from the proposal that we had sent in advance because no clarification 
or further introduction was needed at the beginning of the interview and we could start with the 
questions immediately? The length of the interviews exceeded our expectations and varied between 2a 
and a0 minutes? As in the pre-sent request we stated a time-estimate of 2a minutes Sadmittedly a 
misYudgement on our behalfT, one respondent particularly was very time-pressured which affected the 
data in the way that we received short answers and could not cover all questions from the interview 
guide? However, all managers showed great interest in our study and offered further support and 
availability after the interview? Especially Mr? GrCnholm of the B2B agency Pyramid constantly provided 
additionally valuable information about the role of emotion in the B2B context? His commitment called 
to our attention that in addition to the empirical data, we could have included secondary information 
about the companies in our analysis as well? On the other hand, the restricted time for this master thesis 
forced us to limit our approach so that for future research, the data of this study could function as a 
basis for continuative analysis?   
 
Most importantly to notice is that during the interviewing period, we had to adYust the research 
approach? Due to the fact, that corporate brand managers are high-in-demand authorities, two people 
asked for a copy of the interview guide and answered the questions in writing? For the telephone 
conversations, because of lack of experience, we mixed the approach of sending and not sending the 
interview guide beforehand? The initial strategy was to only send it out on request as some respondents 
felt more comfortable when they knew what to expect which in turn contributed to a more relaxed 
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interview atmosphere and thus better data? We noticed that the mixed procedure affected the quality 
of our data, both positively and negatively?  
 
 Sending and positive: The answers have been very precise, exact and prepared? The 
respondents were aware that the focus lied on the second half 
of the interview: emotion and Lovemarks? 
 Sending and negative: However, they also have been rather short in their responses 
and could control the length of their statements according to 
their interest and where they saw the focus of the study? 
Therefore further implication and improvisation maybe 
missed?  
 cot sending and positive: The answers have been very detailed and underpinned with a 
lot of examples? The flow of the conversation inspired them to 
elaborate their responses and provide information that 
otherwise might have not been mentioned?  
 cot sending and negative: However, the interview suffered at times from the 
phenomena that a person starts talking about one issue, 
switches to another and comes back later to the original 
question? This was sometimes difficult to follow, caused 
confusion during the transcription and thus was relatively 
time-consuming? Also, some questions seemed to be 
misinterpreted by only being heard once? 
 
For future research proYects, sending or not sending will depend on the scope and time-constraint? For a 
smaller proYect like this, we would prefer sending the interview guide in advance as this proved to be a 
more efficient approach in all respects?  
 
The interview experiences from a technological perspective were mixed? The online recording software 
Pamela malfunctioned at one interview without us noticing? When listening to the recording, at some 
points, the voices started to overlap which kept increasing towards the end of the interview so that 
parts of the answers co14,#9& .5 2,5#&2725, +& +44> e"6585', #"&5 &+E2#( ,1'2#( &:5 /"#85'-+&2"# :54<5, 
to compensate this accident? As a result, all other interviews were recorded with an mpd player, which 
functioned perfectly well? Internet telephony proved to be of good quality?  
 
More observations concern, among others, the flow of the conversation? The interviewers intentionally 
,2,#9& 2#&5''1<& &:5 H+6E6+', -245#/59 6:2/: (+85 &:5 '5-<"#,5#&- &:5 /:+#/5 &" 71'&:5' 54+."'+&5 &:52' 
answers? Also, the fact that the corporate brand managers have international responsibilities, a 
language barrier of English not being the mother tongue of anybody was not a problem? However, we 
noticed that the working country and thus the cultural background of the manager might have 
influenced our data? The Swedish and German nature is being rather strict, pragmatic and rational which 
might have limited their enthusiasm when talking about emotion? In general, we stated that we 
incorporate companies from the European market? In the end, five Swedish, two German companies 
and one LS company agreed on interviews? We particularly incorporated the latter as it had already 
established the Lovemark status from Aevin Roberts in their smaller B2C section which encourages a 
better comparison? The fact that the maYority of companies were Swedish, although all globally 
operating, might minimally influence the transferability of the data?  
 
Last but not least, the confidentiality of the information provided was an important issue? Business 
practices in B2B are less transparent than in B2C which provides certain advantages on the market and 
this is the reason why discreetness is a central point? We will refer to the companies as A, B, C etc? and 
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to the surname of the respondents? Only the two agencies Pyramid and Saatchi & Saatchi are not coded 
as they represent the overall industry picture and do not reveal confidential information? So, only the 
responsible supervisor will receive a separate document with the decoding? Without the permission of 
the respective companies, it is not allowed to publish their information from the interviews? The table 
below displays an overview of all respondents, their position and country? The industries and contexts of 
the companies will be introduced in detail in the beginning of the following analysis chapter?  
 
 
Company Respondent Position Country 
Company A Ms? Bernstein Associate Director  
Corporate Communications 
ceu-Isenburg, 
Germany 
Company B Mr? Brenner Corporate Communications 
and Government Affairs 
Corporate Branding  
Munich, Germany 
Company C Mr? Lew^n Vice President Communications Mprsta, Sweden 
Company D Mr? Torstensson Senior Vice President, 
Corporate Communications 
Lund, Sweden 
 
Company E Mr? Ismail Corporate Brand Director Lund, SwedenU 
Lnited Arab Emirates 
Company F Mr? Crane 
Ms? Preston 
Director of Brand Development cew hork, LS 
 
Company G Ms? Wistedt Senior Advisor 
Brand & Marketing 
Communications, AM 
SCdertplYe, Sweden 
Pyramid Mr? GrCnholm Brand Development Director Helsingborg,  Sweden 
Saatchi & 
Saatchi 
Aevin Roberts Saatchi & Saatchi Worldwide 
CEO 
cew hork, LS 
 
)a"Ie UO Overview of Companies, Respondents and their Positions 
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To complement the general information of the respondent companies from previous chapters, this 
section provides a fairly detailed overview of each companyd? The aim is to provide a clearer picture of 
the B2B industries the companies are playing in, which will help the reader to better relate the stated 
answers and support the authors to draw a broader conclusion? We also include a brief introduction of 
the agencies referred to in this study: Pyramid and Saatchi and Saatchi? In the end we show a table that 
summari]es the companies, respondents and respective industries in order to create a source of 
reference for the following analysis part? 
 
 
Company A: Ms? Bernstein 
Aey business types: InternationalU 
Business travel managementU 
Positioning: leading international provider of solutions for business travel managementU 
Vision and Mission: providing solutions that are more comfortably, more efficiently and less 
expensivelyU 
It is experienced, neutral, focussed, innovative, and reliable? 
Aey services: Supporting the complete process chain involved in the organisation and 
implementation of business travel, from preparation through to settlement 
and analysis 
 
Company B: Mr? Brenner 
Aey business types: InternationalU 
Three sectors: industry, energy and healthcareU 
Positioning: d1'"<59- 4+'(5-& /"#(4"05'+&5f 
Vision and Mission: To be an industry leader in the areas of corporate governance, compliance, 
climate protection and corporate citi]enship? 
Aey products: communication systems, power generation, industrial automation and 
control, lighting, medical equipment, transportation and automotive, water 
technologies, building technologies, and home appliancesU 
Aey services: Business services, financing, and construction? 
 
                                                          
d The source of information is the respective company webpage which cannot be displayed because of reasons of discretion? 
= 
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Company C: Mr? Lew^n 
Aey business types: InternationalU 
Providing solutions for industrial superior productivity and aftermarket 
offeringsU 
Positioning: World leading provider of industrial productivity solutions 
Vision and Mission: The core values of the group: interaction, commitment, and innovationU 
The corporate vision: to become and remain First in MindgFirst in Choiceq 
for its key stakeholders? 
Aey products: Compressors and generators, construction and mining equipment, industrial 
tools and assembly systemsU 
Aey services: Related aftermarket services and rental? 
 
Company D: Mr? Torstensson 
Aey business types: InternationalU 
Food and water supply, energy production and economi]ing, and 
environmental protectionU 
Positioning: Global leader in its three key technologies 
Vision and Mission: Striking for the correct balance between financial performance and social 
performanceU 
Their business principles define the way they should act to be trusted by all 
members of society? 
Aey products: heat transfer, separation, and fluid handlingU 
Aey services: Review and consultation, repairs and maintenance, training, replacements 
and leasing products, products for upgrading and moderni]ation, 
maintenance tools, and product monitoring? 
 
Company E: Mr? Ismail 
Aey business types: InternationalU 
Operations and solutions needed for processing, packaging and distributing 
food and beveragesU 
Positioning: Global innovator and dominant market leader of processing and packaging 
solutionsU 
Vision and Mission: Commitment to innovation, understanding of consumer needs and 
relationships with suppliers, wherever and whenever food is consumedU 
Believe in responsible industry leadership, creating profitable growth in 
harmony with environmental sustainability and good corporate citi]enship? 
Aey products: Integrated processing, packaging and distribution lines, and stand-alone 
equipmentU  
Aey services: Automate entire processing and packaging lines, train staff to operate and 
+--2-& 2# (5&&2#( /1-&"05'-9 "<5'+&2"#- 1< +#, '1##2#(f 
!5'82/5 /1-&"05'-9 <'",1/2#g line and plan maintenanceU 
Support for distribution planning, marketing support and packaging designs? 
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Company F: Mr? Crane and Ms? Preston 
Aey business types: Multinational public companyU 
Two maYor markets: digital photography and digital printing 
Positioning: Innovator and leader in digital imaging 
Vision and Mission: To increase shareholder value, promote development of the individual, the 
well being of the community, and respect for the environment? 
Aey products: Consumer inkYet printers and ink cartridges, film, photo printing, film 
cameras, digital picture frames, instant cameras, digital cameras, image 
sensors, and motion picture and TV production 
Aey services: Technical support 
 
Company G: Ms? Wistedt 
Aey business types: InternationalU 
Ve:2/45- +#, 5#(2#5-9 ,5854"<2#(, 0+#17+/&1'2#( +#, -5442#(f 
Positioning: Leading manufacturerU 
6"'4,9- &:2', 4+'(5-&f 
Vision and Mission: Three core values: customer first, respect for the individual, and qualityU 
To be the leading company in its industry by creating lasting value for its 
customers, employees, shareholders and the societies? 
Aey products: Trucks, buses and coaches, and industrial and marine enginesU 
Aey services: Financial and insurance support 
 
Pyramid: Mr? GrCnholm 
Business type: B2B branding agency 
To know about: Pyramid is a branding agency mainly in B2B industry, that helps building 
strong brands by creating conspicuously profitable, boundless communication 
solutions for international companiesU 
It has served many cordic and multinational companies and organi]ations as 
its long-term partners, particularly in their export enterprise?  
 
Saatchi and Saatchi: Aevin Roberts 
Business type: Advertising agency SnetworkT 
To know about: Saatchi and Saatchi is the original group looking closely at the conception of 
LovemarksU 
Its focus is to fill the world with LovemarksU 
It is an idea company that has _a0 offices in 1V countriesU 
It works with over V0 of the top _00 worldwide advertisers and over half of 
the a0 most valuable global brands in 200eU 
It was the most awarded network within Publics Group in 200eU 
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Companies Respondents Industries 
Company A Ms? Bernstein Business travel management 
Company B Mr? Brenner Industry, energy and healthcare 
Company C Mr? Lew^n Industrial productivity solutions 
Company D Mr? Torstensson Heat transfer, separation, and fluid handling  
Company E Mr? Ismail Processing and packaging  
Company F Mr? Crane, Ms? Preston Digital photography and printing 
Company G Ms? Wistedt Heavy vehicles and industrial engines  
Pyramid Mr? GrCnholm B2B Branding Agency 
Saatchi and Saatchi Aevin Roberts Advertising agency 
)a"Ie WO Overview of the compan25-9 industries 
 
 
XOSO CateKorAe# 
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The first questions of the interview ask about characteristics and the general structure of the respective 
B2B industries and buying situations, which help us to better understand and relate the si]e of 
investment and the degree of involvement? The answers from respondents can be analy]ed according to 
two categories: nature of B2B purchasing and highly involved buying centre?  
 
H0-"%$ )> I2I #"%1.0('8<  
 
The descriptions of our respondents show companies operate in various markets rather than in a single 
sector, thus having diversified principles and influential factors in their B2B activities? Within each 
market, different volumes of purchases determine the factors such as time devoted in decision-making 
+#, .1;5'-9 0"&28+&2"#-> G575''2#( &" I'> ?"'-&5#--"# "7 D"0<+#; R, 7"' 4+'ge international B2B 
companies it is about multi-products, multi-markets and cultural influences? These diversities lead to 
,2775'5#& '5a12'505#&- 2# &:5 /1-&"05'-9 /"#-2,5'+&2"# -5&>  
 
!There is a huge di((erence (or a decision (or a computer tomography4 0 
lightening system4 a power plant4 or Fust some replacing productsA"  
Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, energy and healthcare 
 
!The more complexity the productsWservices have4 the longer the buying 
;$1'(')8Yma<ing process will ta<eA" 
Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency  
 
The respondents confirm literature by stating that industrial buyers spend considerable time assessing 
multiple criteria during their decision-making process, mainly by reason of the large amount of 
investment and high market complexity? As Mr? Lew^n from Company C describes, customers take 
longer time to check every kind of possibilities, in pursue of security and reliability? Additionally, Ms? 
Bernstein of Company A states, on account of the different si]e of businesses and companies, smaller 
companies will make faster decisions?  
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Most of the interviewees mention derived demand when answering the perception of the purchase 
decision-making process? Mr? GrCnholm summari]es the needs of buyers as improving process, lowering 
cost, getting higher rates and increasing product activity? As Mr? Crane of Company F explains, 
customers are inclined towards the supplier who is equipped with sufficient knowledge and capability to 
perform as a consultant providing guidance? This idea is shared by Mr? Ismail of Company E, whose 
customers stress solutions for maintaining business and technical support? As a result, functional 
performance like technology, innovation, and guidance, as the foundation for long-term relationships, is 
of high importance? 
 
!The need is the trigger behind the (actsA" 
Mr? Torstensson, Company D, heat transfer, separation and fluid handling 
 
As stated in a previous chapter, industrial buyers arrive at their final purchase decision through multiple 
stages that involve high complexity, which has been proved by the respondents? Mr? Torstensson of 
Company D regards their customers going through four main phases until the final brand choice: 8$$; 
%$1)<8'-')8B (.)%-:'(- >':-%0-')8B $&0:"0-')8 )> )#-')8(B and $&$8-"0: ($:$1-')82 Consistent with what the 
authors presented in the background regarding the purchase decision-making process, it is possible to 
Yustify the effect of the concerned variables in each stage by the empirical data? Related to the answers 
from the respondents, influential factors in these four phases Sinstead of the general eight steps in that 
circleT are explained below?  
 
_? ceed recognition is mostly driven by actual requirements?  
 
2? For selecting the potential suppliers, Mr? Ismail of Company E agrees that customers check all the 
possible candidates based on various factors such as price, capabilities for fulfilling the solutions 
and, as stressed by Mr? GrCnholm, the emotional attachments? These attachments are for example: 
previous experience, reputation, credibility and history according to Mr? Ismail? Further, both he and 
I'> )'5##5' "7 D"0<+#; ) :2(:42(:& &:5 -1<<425'-9 -1<<"'& 7"' &:5 /1-&"05'- during the whole 
4275/;/45> ?:2- -&'5#(&:5#- &:52' '542+.242&; +#, 50"&2"#+4 2#7415#/5 .5/+1-5 &:5 /1-&"05'-9 
competitive advantages are sustained as a result of the support? The companies that enter the 
consideration set of the buyers are those who have established an emotional link by branding 
efforts?  
 
!Dt is impossible to ma<e a shortlist `Xa %0-')80::6 /$10"($ '- '( '5#)(('/:$ >)% 
customers to <now every single supplier o( that speci(ic product or serviceA" 
Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
d? With two or three candidates shortlisted, evaluation of the potential suppliers will be finali]ed? Mr? 
Torstensson of Company D summari]es the considered criteria as comparing the offer, price, 
delivery time, and service? Mr? Lew^n of Company C regards those parameters as technical fit, price-
performance and availability such as efficient delivery? Technology is of much importance according 
to most of the respondents? If everything is equal regarding the technological aspect, then the 
remaining companies go to the final stage where emotion becomes crucial again?  
 
K? The final selection of the supplier, according to Mr? Torstensson of Company D and Mr? GrCnholm, is 
based on emotion? Customers go for the company they believe in and which has the reliability and 
credibility in their mindset? Mr? Brenner of Company B states that customers are all the time looking 
for reliability and they need trust in solution, in quality and in supporting their competitive 
advantages as emphasi]ed above?  
 
!Sost decisions are made on emotions not on (actsA" 
Mr? Torstensson, Company D, heat transfer, separation and fluid handing 
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b'<.:6 '8&):&$; /"6'8< 1$8-%$ 
 
In addition to the company introduction in the previous section, several points in relation to the target 
groups of the respondent companies can be summari]ed? First, as Company B, D, E and G state, due to 
the diversity of the businesses large companies are involved in, customers can be segmented into 
various categories? Therefore, companies need to deal with more complex characteristics of their 
customers within each market, based on their si]e and key business? Second, in comparison to consumer 
markets, industrial markets involve many more departments and individuals in decision-making process? 
Mr? Ismail of Company E states that for one purchase decision of equipment, different levels from CEOs, 
to managing directors, technical team and financial department will all be covered? He regards every 
purchase as a decision participated in by the overall organi]ation? 
 
!Le don’t s<ip anyone in the organiVationA" 
Mr? Ismail, Company E, processing and packaging  
 
Third, as Ms? Bernstein of Company A emphasi]es, companies need to make a difference between the 
target group they want to influence and the buyer who makes the final purchase decision? The target 
group consists of the staff who are involved in the decision but do not make the eventual choice? In 
contrast, buyers are the persons from the purchasing division or the managing director for the case of 
smaller companies? 
 
?)81:"(')8  
 
The purchase decision-making process has been Yustified above, through the four buying stages? 
Furthermore, the statements of the respondents have supported the conclusion of Aotler and 
J75"'&-/:9- '5-5+'/: 2# '54+&2"# &" &:5 .'+#, '5458+#/5> A- 5T<4+2#5, 2# &:5 -5/"#, /:+<&5', .'+#, 
relevance increases from straight re-buy to new task, and from performance review to the need 
recognition? According to the respondents, first, when customers select a completely new product or 
service, B2B companies are necessarily required to put in more brand communication efforts? Second, to 
+&&'+/& /1-&"05'-9 +&&5#&2"# +#, recall their preference when formulating the shortlist and finali]ing the 
decision, brand is highlighted with noticeable relevance because of the significant role of emotion? Last, 
high investment and involvement of B2B markets not only represent the large amount of time and 
0"#5; -<5#& +#, '5-<"#-2.242&; "7 &:5 .1;5', .1& +4-" &:5 :2(: ,50+#, "7 &:5 "85'+44 "'(+#2\+&2"#9- 
participation and interactivity of B2B branding? 
  
XOSOSO CateKory )Ho- *nteKrated Trand CoCC@nAcatAon 
 
?:5 H.'+#,2#( &'2+#(459 in the theory part illustrates the holistic perspective on brand communication 
and displayes the need for integrating external, internal and interactive communication efforts? In our 
empirical research we want to see if the companies have a holistic perspective on the relationships 
between company, employees and customers, because according to previous research this is necessary 
in order to deliver a successful and consistent brand image? We ask respectively about the external and 
internal marketing efforts and also about the customer relationships, to try to convey the interactive 
marketing efforts?  
 
Mr? GrCnholm states that what companies generally want to convey is reliability and credibility, that one 
can trust the business partner? The way to do this is through communication and behaviour, where the 
latter consists of employee behaviour and product behaviour? It is vital to make sure that the company 
can deliver on their promise in their communication? He explains: 
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!The balance is to use the mar<eting tools to create the right expectat')8 )> -.$ 
products’ and employees’ /$.0&')"% -.0- 01-"0::6 9':: /$ ;$:'&$%$; )8 -.0- 
expectation"A 
  Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
I%08;'8< =%'08<:$ 
 
This leads us into discovering how the compa#25- 1-5 &:5 /"0<"#5#&- "7 &:5 H.randing triangle9 in order 
to create a consistent brand communication? Targeting external marketing, we ask which brand values 
the companies communicate to their customers? The answers have a general emphasis on innovation, 
commitment, trust and reliability? 
 
!Le commun'10-$ /0('10::6 -.%$$ /%08; &0:"$(* 1)55'-5$8-B '8-$%01-')8 08; 
innovationA These are then combined to a (ourthN productivity"A 
                             Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
hK$ 0%$ >)1"($; )8 -.%$$ /%08; &0:"$( 08; -.'( 1)5#:'$( 0:() 9'-. -.$ 
personality4 and they areN Dnnovative4 responsible and excellence"A 
                   Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, energy and healthcare 
 
Innovation is something that almost all companies answer as one of their brand values? It is stressed 
that in B2B, forward thinking is key to gaining competitive advantage? Mr? Brenner of Company B 
stresses that it is important to communicate that the company is looking into the future, being creative 
and creating products and services that are the benchmark of the industry? Mr? Ismail of Company E also 
says that innovation is the key to being inspirational, which makes the buyers want to be associated and 
do business?  
 
All companies answer in some way that trust and reliability are important brand values to communicate 
to external customers? To assure that the company is trustworthy, will deliver on the promise and is 
reliable and committed as a business partner in the long run, are comments that are stressed 
particularly?  
 
As for the tools the companies use to carry out the external marketing efforts, they are many because it 
is big companies that we are focusing on and they have big budgets to spend on marketing? Most of the 
companies confess to use most of the tools available in B2B marketing, such as advertising, exhibitions 
and trade fairs, sales literature, company maga]ine and website?  
 
!The industry is highly dominated by trade (airs so we ta<e part in all o( them"A 
            Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
One of the most prominent answers and one that many companies said was Hpeople9? According to 
many of the respondents, personal selling is key in building strong relationships in B2B markets? This, we 
will come back to when dealing with the interactive 0+'E5&2#( <+'& "7 &:5 H.'+#,2#( &riangle9 because it 
deals more specifically with the communication between company employees and customers? A 
prerequisite for this to work is that the internal marketing is functioning properly, which will be 
discussed next? 
 
As men&2"#5, 2# &:5 &:5"'; <+'&, &:5 H.'+#,2#( &riangle9 presupposes that the external marketing efforts 
have to be aligned with what the employees convey in their interaction with the customers? This means 
that there has to be an integration of the external marketing of the brand values on an internal level in 
order for the brand image to be consistent? All companies prove to have internal marketing efforts of 
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different sorts and there is also a variation in how much emphasis is put on especially internal 
marketing? Mr? Brenner of Company B puts it this way: 
 
!The past one and a hal( year there has been the same system4 whatever we 
.0&$ /$$8 1)55"8'10-'8< $4-$%80::6 90( '8 0 #$%'); )> -'5$ /$>)%$ -.0- 
communicated internally"A 
             Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, energy and healthcare 
 
Mr? Brenner goes on to say that the company has a strong emphasis on employees understanding the 
brand message and values? The company puts a lot of emphasis and resources into communicating that 
thoroughly? Ms? Wistedt of Company G shares this reasoning? She explains that her company uses a 
wide variety of tools to make sure that the employees know and understand the external marketing 
communication concepts, such as internal maga]ines and special campaign books? Company E makes a 
generali]ation for the overall strategy of companies on more of a product level: 
 
!For the sales (orce4 we are educating them in understanding what the 
#%);"1-( ;$:'&$% 08; 9.0- -.$ 1)5#$-'-'&$ 0;&08-0<$( )> -.$ #%);"1-( 0%$ 
&$%("( -.$ competition’sA That is an e((ort that is really given in any company 
08; '- '( 9.0- 6)" ;) -) ($:: -.$ /$8$>'-( )> 6)"% #%);"1-( -.%)"<. -.$ (0:$( 
(orce in the mar<et place"A 
Mr? Ismail, Company E, processing and packaging 
 
There are also subtle ways to maE5 -1'5 &:+& ;"1' 50<4";55- +'5 &1#5, 2#&" &:5 /"0<+#;9- -&+&505#&-B 
 
!For example to rein(orce our vision and mission statements (or our business 
unit we created ;C wallpapers and screensavers and poc<et cardsA" 
Ms? Preston, Company F, digital photography and printing 
 
cot all companies agree on having a strong internal marketing function? Two companies explicitly say 
that the emphasis is not on internal marketing in their company and they find that very unfortunate? 
This implies that they are still aware of the importance of it though? Both companies say that they do 
use internal marketing but that it needs more work and development to be efficient in the future?  
 
Many of the companies express the fact that it is the personal relationships and personal selling function 
that is the most important tool when communicating brand values?  
 
!Let’s call it personal per(ormance and the contact with the customer is the 
most important tool and the others are supportive tools"A 
   Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, productivity and healthcare 
 
!A lot o( the decisionY507'8< 08; %$:0-')8(.'# /"':;'8< '( 50;$ )8 -.$ >'$:; /6 
:)10: (0:$( (-0>>B () #$%()80: ($::'8< '( 7$62 G$)#:$ .0&$ 9)%7$; >)% `?)5#086 ?a 
(or so long they have built strong relationships and networ<s"A 
Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
Thi- '52#7"'/5- &:5 #"&2"# "7 &:5 H.'+#,2#( &riangle9 6:2/: -+2- that the brand values have to be 
integrated throughout the whole organi]ation in order to be efficient? This concerns the last part of the 
H.randing triangle9 that we apply here: the interactive marketing efforts? This means relationship 
marketing with the purpose of creating and maintaining customer relationships that will benefit both 
sides? Partnering up with customers, co-creating value is very common for B2B companies according to 
most of the respondents which is why we will cover the importance of relationships more broadly in 
category five: customer partnership and loyalty? 
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The respondents all agreed that a relationship with customers is a great competitive advantage but that 
it does not happen Yust like that? In order to establish a relationship with customers the company has to 
have mutual trust and commitment, which is something that most companies stressed clearly and that 
we could +4-" -55 7'"0 &:5 5T&5'#+4 0+'E5&2#( "7 &:5 /"0<+#25-9 .'+#, 8+415->  
 
?)81:"(')8 
 
This gives us the insight that it is a requirement in B2B to communicate brand values that stress the 
safety in doing business with each other, reassuring that there is mutual trust and commitment between 
the companies? This means &:+& &:5 H.randing triangle9 is validated when it says that companies need to 
integrate brand communication to be consistent and reach all participants: company, employee and 
customer? Because without a consistent communication to customers, trust and reliability cannot be 
established and the foundation for becoming a Lovemark is deleted?  
 
XOSOUO CateKory )hree- 0@nctAon Ber#@# ,CotAon 
 
It is confirmed by Mr? GrCnholm that emotional factors have become more and more influential in 
&",+;9- .'+#,2#( +/&282&25- +#, 85'; 756 /"0<+#25- :+85 /"0<5&2&285 +,8+#&+(5- )8:6 based on rational 
or functional benefits? As a result, a combination of function and emotion, where the proportion of the 
latter is increasing, is highlighted by most of our respondents? Based on the relevant theories elaborated 
in the theory chapter and the empirical data gathered, the following subcategories can be suggested: 
benefits of intangible values, role of emotion in brand communication and message strategy? 
 
I$8$>'-( )> D8-08<'/:$ W0:"$( 
 
Lynch and de Chernatony S200KT have underlined three factors in terms of the intangible brand values: 
trust, peace of mind, and security? Based on the statements of our respondents, we further modify and 
explain these factors in the way of trust and respect, risk reduction, and reliability?  
  
Trust, together with sympathy, describes the emotional relationship Company B has with their 
customers according to Mr? Brenner? He explains that customers are looking for long term cooperation 
especially through trust and respect? Mr? Crane of Company F is on the same track? He regards their 
brand to have ‘warmer emotion’ and classifies it into friendly, approachable, and trustful? Buyers need 
to make sure for each purchase that the person they buy from is a partner or a friend they can be with 
and trust in the long run? He stresses the main benefits of intangible values as below: 
 
!Dntangible values help (orm the trust relationshipAV 
Mr? Crane, Company F, digital photography and printing 
 
Trust and respect is of great importance according to Mr? Ismail of Company E as well? The role of 
Hrespect9 +#, H&5/:#"4"(;9 gives the brand extra value? He believes that trust towards the product, which 
is genuine and highly respected, is able to bring extended trust on to the individuals of the company? 
Moreover, trust implies strong correlation between internal and external emotional branding? The 
consistence of this correlation is confirmed by Ms? Wistedt of Company G who says that trustworthiness 
-1<<"'&- &:5 -+45-<5'-"#9- 6"'E? A detailed analysis of trust based on the interviews will be elaborated 
in the fourth category: trustworthy personality?   
 
Industrial buyers are generally making big investments for the future which endows the purchase with 
high uncertainties? As Mr? Brenner of Company B and Ms? Wistedt of Company G describe, buying a 
product involves a big risk for the person making the purchasing decision? cevertheless, they are 
influenced by emotion in the decision process? According to Ms? Wistedt of Company G ‘#$01$ )> 5'8;’ 
is highlighted as the main emotional message for their communication? Mr? Brenner of Company B 
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stresses the term reputation when discussing the risk reduction effect? Although dealing with large 
investments, companies are not pursuing immediate sell, but long-standing customer relationship? 
Therefore, emotional image such as reputation contributes in overcoming uncertain feelings?  
 
The term sympathy brought forward by Mr? Brenner of Company B is a good indication of reliability? He 
explains that when doing proYects on a large complex level, more coordination is required which means 
more mutual understanding is necessary? According to the research of Lynch and de Chernatony S200KT, 
it is possible to regard reliability as a definition of Hpeace of mind9? In addition to trust and safety, 
customers tend to rely on the suppliers who are capable to capture what the customers think and need, 
and this capability helps build the brand resonance as the basis for higher loyalty?  
 
Derived from these three key intangible values Strust, peace of mind and securityT, as most of the 
respondents conclude, a combination of both functional and emotional dimensions is required for B2B 
branding activities? They serve as the foundation for each other, and together contribute to establish 
!better bonding", Ms? Bernstein of Company A says? The interaction and balance between these two 
dimensions are described by the respondents as:   
 
U=.$ -.'8<( 6)" 0%$ #%)5'($; )8 -.$ $5)-')80: :$&$: .0&$ -) /$ >":>'::$; /6 .0%; 
(acts o( the things you o((erA" 
Ms? Bernstein, Company A, business travel management  
 
!Dt opens up a door when we o((er a new productWserviceA They `1"(-)5$%(a 9':: 
:))7 '8-) -.$ )>>$%'8<( 9'-. 08 )#$8 5'8; %0-.$% -.08 /$'8< (1$#-'10:A" 
Mr? Crane, Company F, digital photography and printing 
 
![ou have to have a rational argument4 but then you have to tell them in a 
manner so that they can see you acting and see your attitudeA" 
Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, energy and healthcare 
 
These implications show a clear link to the theoretical chapter where we use the model HBuilding B2B 
brands with balanced 71#/&2"#+4 +#, 50"&2"#+4 8+415-9 and the HJ+&:6+;- 0",549 as the key framework 
for explaining emotional values? For the former, the empirical data on the intangible value aspect has 
8+42,+&5, &:5 -&'1/&1'5 "7 &:5 .'+#,2#( <'"/5--> ?:5 8+'2+.45- 2# /1-&"05'-9 /"#-2,5'+&2"# -5& +'5 
determined by functional and emotional benefits, influenced by integrated brand communication? Even 
highly involved buyers can still be dependent on emotional claims? As for the latter model, similarly, 
emotional and functional benefits converge together to further formulate emotions between a brand 
and a person? As the model indicates, rational factors mostly help to Yustify decisions driven by 
emotions, which have been widely agreed by our B2B respondents?  
 
E):$ )> 35)-')8 '8 I%08; ?)55"8'10-')8 
 
To analy]e the role of emotion in B2B brand communication, the data drawn from the interviews will be 
categori]ed into several concepts: structure Sof the buying centreT, process Sof the purchase decision-
0+E2#(N +#, /'2&5'2+ K2# .1;5'-9 /"#-2,5'+&2"# -5&N> %2#/5 '5458+#& ,+&+ 7"' &:5 /"#/5<& "7 Hprocess9 has 
been analy]ed in the first category, Hstructure9 and Hcriteria9 are stressed in the section below? Further 
implications of the differences between service and product industry are presented as well as the 
message strategy?   
 
Based on the intangible values suggested by Lynch and de Chernatorny S200KT, more descriptions can be 
,'+6# 7'"0 &:5 '5-<"#,5#&-9 +#-65'-> Mr? Crane puts the types of emotion stressed by the customers 
of Company F in the way of friendliness, approachableness, and trustfulness? D"07"'&+.45#5-- +#, H71# 
-2,59 are emphasi]ed by Ms? Bernstein of Company A, and trust and pride by Company G? Mr? Brenner  
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of Company B is focusing on the emotional claim ‘9$ .0&$ 08 08(9$%’ to strengthen the partnership and 
reliability of the company?  
 
!Le need to bring something else than technologyX" 
Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solution 
 
Based on the implications we drew for the section above, emotion plays an important role when it 
comes to the phases of forming the consideration set, recommendations and loyalty, stated by Mr? 
Brenner of Company B? He further says that when a high level of investment is involved, more harmony 
is needed and communication of emotion becomes more crucial?  
  
Emotional effect in purchase decision-making process is in accordance with the notion of Hcriteria9, 
which are summari]ed as trust, prestige, career security, friendship and social needs SLynch and de 
Chernatony, 200KT? Among these factors, trust, security, personal relationships are confirmed by the 
respondents, plus, complemented by reputation, reliability and sympathy? Therefore, the model 
explaining the balance between functional and emotional values can be basically validated by the 
empirical data, based on the specific terms the companies stress?  
 
Different types of industries give emotion different roles? Since most of the respondent companies 
operate in both product and service fields, they are capable to provide overall views toward the 
characteristics of the different sides? In general, most respondents agree that service industries provide 
more space for the effect of emotion? Mr? GrCnholm states that service demands higher cooperation 
from customers which leads to higher demand of emotional relationships? Ms? Bernstein of Company A 
has the same viewpoint, saying that it is easier for service companies to play on the emotion of buyers? 
Conversely, Mr? Brenner of Company B says that products are most determined by trust, quality and 
excellence which means that emotion confronts more barriers as more rational facts take the dominant 
role?  
 
!Conse@uence o( service is (elt immediatelyA" 
Mr? Ismail, Company E, processing and packaging 
 
UEmotion’s role is more important when it comes to services as they are 
1%$0-$; /6 #$)#:$ 6)" 8$$; -) -%"(->V 
Ms? Wistedt, Company G, vehicles and industrial engines 
 
Z$((0<$ !-%0-$<6  
 
The proportion of emotional claims has been continuously increasing, as Mr? Crane of Company F 
confirms? In terms of messages in B2B advertisement, more companies stress storytelling and visual 
-5#-59- +<<42/+&2"#> %&"';telling can provide sustainable differentiation and reason for purchase, even in 
B2B context, as Mr? GrCnholm states? He also defines that the heart of a great brand is a compelling 
story built around an Hemotive personality9? More practically, according to Mr? Crane, testimonials 
highlighting how they help their customers, general features with striking image, and small texts 
explaining how the customers can benefit, can be adopted? Mr? Ismail of Company E admits that 
storytelling had not been used before as their communication mean, but they are putting more and 
more efforts into this new type of message strategy because they believe that: 
  
!Dt is going to be a <ey to be able to bring those stories @uote by @uote into 
li(eA" 
    Mr? Ismail, Company E, processing and packaging 
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Company C also pays more attention to storytelling in their recent product launch, in order to get a 
‘>$$:'8< 0%)"8; -.$ #%);"1-’ rather than the technical solutions? A good example is C"0<+#; )9- 
emotional claim ‘9$ .0&$ 08 08(9$%’, exemplifying an open dialogue? Mr? GrCnholm has put story 
telling in a more systematic way where it is related to the overall brand value: 
 
!Story-$::'8< '( 0 -$1.8']"$ "($; -) 1%$0-$ #$%()80:'-6 )> -.$ /%08; )% 08 
0%1.$-6#$ `Xa 08; <$8$%0::6B 0:: -.$ (-)%'$( >0:: ;)98 -) ($::'8< 1)8>';$81$ 08; 
reliabilityA" 
    Mr? GrCnhom, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
According to Ms? Preston of Company F, visual senses adopted in the messages are mainly online 
banners, videos, keynote presentations and print ads? Also, the image ads with a fun approach of 
Company A builds a scenario for customers in order to efficiently deliver brand values? All these 
successful emotional messages contained in brand communication help form competitive advantages 
and reach the ‘(.0%'8< )> :)&$’, according to Mr? GrCnholm?  
 
?)81:"(')8  
 
R5-<"#,5#&-9 -&+&505#&- -1<<"'& &:5 20<"'&+#& '"45 "7 50"&2"# for both service and product industry, 
especially for the former type? Its effect on buying centre, purchase decision-making process and 
variables in buying centre discussed by b;#/: +#, ,5 D:5'#+&"#;9- K2004N, is proven to a certain extent? 
As Mr? GrCnholm describes, the role of emotion in B2B brandin( 2- &" 0+E5 + &'+#-2&2"# 7'"0 H(.0%'8< )> 
5'8;9 &" H(.0%'8< )> :)&$9, which strongly confirms our research purpose in reaching B2B Lovemarks? 
 
It is no doubt that both functional and emotional need to follow the principles of and be consistent with 
the overall corporate culture and key brand values? To support this point of view, further analysis in 
brand personality and brand values will be elaborated in the following section? 
 
XOSOWO CateKory 0o@r- )r@#tHorthy <er#onaIAty 
 
P"' &:2- /+&5("';, 65 +#+4;\5 &:5 '5-<"#,5#&-9 +#-65'- &:+& ,5-/'2.5 &:52' .'+#, <5'-"#+42&;, .'+#, 
image and brand values? As brand personality is considered as the core of the organi]ation, the analysis 
starts from looking into its consistency with the corporate culture and brand values? Then the fit 
between brand image and personality of the respondent companies is discussed? So the following 
subcategories are included: brand personality as corporate culture and brand image? 
 
I%08; G$%()80:'-6 0( ?)%#)%0-$ ?":-"%$ 
 
!=ow we want to be seen circles around three brand values `Xa 9.'1. 1)5#:'$( 
with the personalityA" 
Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, energy and healthcare 
 
!Le are more open and (riendly overallP it is the corporate cultureA" 
Mr? Torstensson, Company D, heat transfer, separation and fluid handling 
 
Mr? Brenner of Company B explains that brand personality must be consistent with the brand values the 
company wants to deliver together with other functional attributes? Mr? Torstensson of Company D says 
that corporate culture, as the core that guides every step of the brand communication, determines the 
brand personality in an overall view? He further stresses brand personality as the brand driver and the 
essence of a brand? According to the highlighted contents by the respondents, the following 
subcategories can be summari]ed: forward-looking, friendship, and trust and reliability?  
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An innovative and inspirational view can be regarded as a key stimulus of competitive advantage in 
industrial markets, as described by Mr? Ismail of Company E? Similarly, Ms? Preston of Company F and 
Ms? Bernstein of Company A highlight the conception of innovation in their brand value communication? 
Mr? Brenner of Company B translates innovation into forward-thinking which implies a creative view 
looking into the future? Furthermore, as stated by most of the respondents, technological support is 
considered as the most important driver of forward-looking perspective? Mr? Lew^n of Company C states 
that entrepreneurial spirit which implies a progressive culture is one way of understanding the role of 
innovation? Last but not least, Mr? Ismail of Company F underlines two dimensions of brand personality: 
historical identity and the orientation they are moving towards? He describes their efforts as changing 
<'582"1- H"4,5'9 personality to being more agile and having a modern status? This definitely is consistent 
with the forward-looking point of view?  
 
22 A%'$8;(.'# 
As stated above, many strong B2B brands have advantages in technical fields? However, Mr? Crane of 
Company F differentiates their brand from the competitors not only by the broad product line but also 
from a human, caring side? He pictures the company as an approachable, friendly expert? The same view 
is shared by Mr? Torstensson of Company D who depicts their role as a straightforward and open friend 
for the customers? Both Mr? Brenner of Company B and Ms? Wistedt of Company G stress that the 
foundation of friendship is derived from providing professional knowledge and guidance and constantly 
taking care and being honest to the customers? Their role is being an expert, specialist, or experienced 
consultant is stated by Company A, B, C, E and F who share the benefits of friendly personality in their 
different industries?  
 
32 =%"(- i %$:'0/':'-6  
 
!Dn general4 what B2B companies always want -) 1)8&$6 '( -.$'% %$:'0/':'-6B 
$&$%6-.'8< 1)5$( ;)98 -) 1)8>';$8ceA" 
Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
According to the aforementioned statement of Mr? GrCnholm, trust and reliability are attached with 
01/: 20<"'&+#/5 5-<5/2+44; 2# 2#,1-&'2+4 0+'E5&- ,15 &" /1-&"05'-9 :2(: ,50+#, "7 /"#72,5#/5 +#, 
security? Ms? Wistedt of Company G regards the company as an experienced, safe, reliable, powerful 
and trustworthy brand? Analogously, Mr? Crane of Company F describes the brand as a trustful and 
respectable guide?  
 
Both the Hforward-looking9 and Hfriend-:2<9 categories contribute to trust building? Especially according 
to Company D and Company G, the perception of safety plays a significant role in their brand 
personality construction? Mr? Torstensson of Company D describes the essence of their brand as 
‘($1"%'-6 )> 1.08<$’ and the security is to Hbe there9 and to Hbe around9? This helps the brands maintain a 
long-lasting and reliable image? It is similar to what Mr? Lew^n of Company C expresses, the dedication 
of a brand guarantees the constant support for customers and produces trust and reliability?  
 
!Le are more o( a (ireman than a cowboy>V 
Mr? Wistedt, Company G, vehicles and industrial engines 
 
On all accounts, brand personality as the core of brand identity in industrial markets has high relevance 
with the points as forward-driven with up-to-date innovation, warm relationship with constant care, and 
trust with high dedication? All these, according to Mr? Brenner of Company B and Mr? Torstensson of 
Company D, have been incorporated in their respective corporate mission and vision?  
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UK.$8 9$ 1)55"8'10-$ 9$ 908- -) -$:: '- :'7$ '- '(>V 
Mr? Torstensson, Company D, heat transfer, separation and fluid handling 
 
Mr? Brenner of Company B points out that it is the corporate image that structures all communication 
and is consistent with the brand value? Customers are sensitive to attributes such as professional 
knowledge for solutions, constant care, reputation and reliability? To support the improvement for 
keeping the resonance between brand personality and image, feedback based on customer research or 
"&:5' DGI &""4- 2#,2/+&5- &:5 /1-&"05'-9 <5'/5<&2"#- +#, -5'85- as a basis 7"' /"0<+#25-9 58+41+&2"# of 
their customers?  
 
Company E stands out due to its orientation to new personality and image that it has been putting 
much effort into recently? As already stated, they used to have the brand image of !an old Scandinavian 
gentleman", which brought the brand considerable reputation based on a historical perspective? To be 
consistent with their brand strategy and the new personality they try to convey, a transition into a 
younger and more modern person? As Mr? Ismail explains, Himage pushes the innovation of personality9 
and they need to change from the perception as being a slow, big tanker?  
 
Last but not least, since it is personality that gives brands human characteristics, cultural concern 
cannot be overlooked for these international companies? Specifically, Mr? Brenner of Company B 
highlights that customers from different markets hold different perceptions toward &:5 /"0<+#;9- /"'5 
values? 
 
?)81:"(')8 
 
As we elaborated in the theory chapter, the CBBE Scustomer-based brand equityT model constructs a 
meaningful brand identification, which is associated with brand <5'-"#+42&; 2# /1-&"05'-9 02#,-> I& is the 
basis of the brand building process? As Mr? Torstensson of Company D states, the brand is driven by 
.'+#, <5'-"#+42&;> ?:2- F1-& 5T<4+2#- &:5 '"45 "7 + .'+#,9- <5'-"#+42&; 2# &:5 "85'+44 .'+#, 
communication, where brand values are the thread throughout the process? The main values of the 
'5-<"#,5#&-9 .'+#,- /"#-2-& "7 .'+#, <5'7"'0+#/5 attributes such as quality and innovation as well as 
reputation attributes such as trust and reliability?  
 
Furthermore, after delivering the brand message, companies collect the /1-&"05'-9 755,.+/E 82+ 
different communication tools? Meanwhile, they have the opportunity to influence the customers with 
emotional stimulus? Gaining balance between brand personality and brand image Sbrand identity and 
brand meaning in CBBE modelT is fulfilled by a properly integrated brand communication? The 
communication process needs to basically consider every step from a customer perspective to create 
the right expectation according to Mr? GrCnholm? Emotional stimuli like trust, reliability, friendly support 
and care, are the main terms customers concentrate on? The peak of the pyramid in the CBBE model, 
answers the question about U9.0- 0/)"- 6)" 08; 5$LV Sbrand relationshipsT? As Ms? Bernstein of 
Company A says:  
 
!The longer they stay with us the stronger the bounding to the brand isA" 
Ms? Bernstein, Company A, business travel management  
 
On a higher level, the ultimate ideal status for a brand is !loyalty beyond reason", dealing with the 
future relationship? It can be proven .; &:5 '5-<"#,5#&-9 -tatements that while brand personality as an 
emotional stimulus is the basis of relationship building, a successful delivered brand image contributes 
&" /1-&"05'-9 2,5#&27;2#( Lovemarks? According to this finding, we suggest an advancement of the CBBE 
model, as can be seen below?  
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0AK@re RY? Customer-Based Brand Equity SCBBET Model adYusted to Lovemarks 
 
 
XOSOXO CateKory 0ABe- C@#toCer <artner#hAQ and LoyaIty 
 
According to Mr? GrCnholm of Pyramid, relationships are managed in different ways depending on the 
type and range of product or service the company offers? For example: 
 
!Ine o( ;yramid’s clients4 pr);"1'8< 0'%#:08$ $8<'8$(B .0( >'&$ 1"(-)5$%( 
worldwideA So4 it has a very well developed CTS system"A 
     Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
Mr? GrCnholm goes on to mention that some companies have so many customers that they therefore 
4+/E 2# /"0<5&5#/5 +#, /+#9& <'"82,5 + /"#-2-&5#& a1+42&; "7 '54+&2"#-:2< 0+#+(505#&> e5 +4-" -<5+E- 
about the relative si]e of the business operations? If the company is operating all over the world, the 
more locally-driven the business becomes and the company can lose control over the customer 
relationship management? Ms? Wistedt confirms the previously mentioned information that si]e matters: 
 
!Le have an advantage in siVe compared to our competitorsP we are a smaller 
1)5#086 08; -.$%$>)%$ 5)%$ >:$4'/:$B 9.'1. 0::)9( "( -) -%$0- )"% 1"(-)5$%( '8 
a more personal wayA" 
    Ms? Wistedt, Company, G, heavy vehicles and industrial engines 
 
Most of the respondents also say that the si]e of the operations matter and that cultural differences play 
a role in how the companies create relationships with their customers? In B2B markets it seems less 
common to have a uniform program globally? This leaves a gap for B2B companies to further develop 
their relationship building because as we have seen from the company responses below, it is of great 
importance and can lead to competitive advantages? One of the issues that make relationships with 
customers important especially in B2B is pointed out by Mr? Brenner: 
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!Dn business to business it '( ]"'-$ 1)55)8 -.0- 6)" .0&$ -) #0%-8$% "# 9'-. 
your customersA [ou don’t Fust sell li<e you would go through a super mar<et or 
()B 08; ($:: -) 08 08)865)"( 1%)9;B /"- 6)" 0%$ 0 1)8(":-08- 0:)8< 9'-. 0 
("##:'$%2 ,8; -.0- 1)8&$%-( -) 0 1"(-)5$%Y%$:0-')8(.'#2 !) 0 1"(-)5$% 
%$:0-')8(.'# 1'%1:$( 0%)"8; -%"(- 08; "8;$%(-08;'8< 08; (.0%'8< 1)55)8 
interests"A  
 Mr? Brenner, Company B, industry, energy and healthcare 
 
?"(-)5$%YG0%-8$%(.'# 
 
All respondents mention to some extent that it is important to be close to customers in the way that 
companies actually have to produce something that customers really need? This is a collaboration that 
makes the relationship more of a partnership between companies? Mr? Lew^n and Ms? Bernstein have 
similar experiences: 
 
!Le are committed to the customers’ superior productivity through interaction 
and innovation"A 
                Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
!Le have special 1"(-)5$% $&$8-( 9.$%$ 9$ '8-$<%0-$ 1"(-)5$%( '8-) )"% 
#%);"1- ;$&$:)#5$8-2 A)% $405#:$ -.$%$ '( 0 1"(-)5$% 0;&'()%6 /)0%;2 =.'( '( 
.$:; )81$ 0 6$0% 9'-. '8-$%80-')80: 1"(-)5$%(B 0 ($:$1-')8 )> -.$ 1:)($(- 
1"(-)5$%( 08; -.$6 <$- '8&):&$; '8-) -.$ #%)1$((* .)9 ;) 6)" :'7$ )"% ():"-')8B 
9.0- 9)":; 6)" 908- -) 1.08<$ 08; () )82 =.$($ $&$8-( 0%$ &$%6 '5#)%-08- >)% 
us to get a close relationship to our customersA" 
    Ms? Bernstein, Company A, business travel management 
 
This ultimately comes down to considering the success of the customers as a success for the suppliers? 
This notion is mentioned by many respondents and more specifically, Ms? Preston says: 
 
!Company F is in loc<step with its customers in pushing (or growthA Iur mission 
'( >)% <%)9-. )> )"% 1"(-)5$%( 08; >)% `?)5#086 Aa"A 
 Ms? Preston, Company F, digital photography and printing 
 
Co-creation of value such as mentioned above needs high levels of trust and commitment between 
companies? All respondents mention trust as one of the most significant factors in building the 
partnership between company and customers? Mr? Ismail of Company E for example, expresses trust to 
be the most important element in any relationship, be it in B2B or between two human beings in a social 
relationship? Long-term and strong relationships are crucial in B2B as the products and services often are 
very costly and need to last for a long time? Mr? Crane says: 
 
!The buyers want to (eel that the e@uipment can last (or more than O] yearsA 
=.$6 8$$; -) 507$ ("%$ -.0- -.$ #$%()8 -.$6 /"6 >%)5 '( 0 #0%-8$% -.$6 108 /$ 
with in the long run and that they can trust"A 
   Mr? Crane, Company F, digital photography and printing 
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When companies have reached a level of trust and commitment that is satisfactory, the competitive 
advantage of loyalty can be obtained? All respondents express the opinion that customers want to 
continue doing business with companies that have products and services that they are comfortable with 
and can rely on? So in addition to quality products, it is essential to create that reliability that will further 
lead to high loyalty> ?:5 -&+&505#& "7 H4";+4&; .5;"#, '5+-"#9 <'"85- to be something that all 
respondents have strong opinions about, good and bad? Mr? GrCnholm says: 
 
!D believe that loyalty is more impor-08- '8 I2I -.08 '8 I2?2 @)60:-6 /$6)8; 
%$0()8 '( &$%6 '5#)%-08- $(#$1'0::6 >)% -.$ .'<.Y1)5#:$4 #%);"1-( 08; ($%&'1$( 
/$10"($ '- '( () 1)5#:$4 -.0- 6)" 1088)- $4#:0'8 $&$%6 ('8<:$ ;$-0': 0/)"- 9.0- 
6)" 0%$ )>>$%'8<2 !) 6)" 8$$; -) 1)8&$6 -.$ %$:'0/':'-6 -.0- 507$( 6)"% 
customers trust everything you say"A 
                  Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
           
Mr? Lew^n of Company C says that the company wants to have customers that are Hloyal beyond 
loyalty9, which can be seen as a form of Hloyalty beyond reason9? The vision is to be !(irst in mind and (irst 
in choice", he says? Ms? Wistedt of Company G is also a believer of Hloyalty beyond reason9 and has many 
examples of how loyal customers have incorporated the brand into their personal lives as well, in the 
forms of for example tattooing the brand on their bodies? She also mentions that the very high loyalty 
for the brand shows in how long the average employee stays with the company? Another opinion on 
Hloyalty beyond reason9 is expressed by Ms? Bernstein, who says:  
 
!Le don’t want to get into the position that we don’t need to give our 
1"(-)5$%( 0 %$0()8 0865)%$ -) (-06 9'-. "(B -.'( '( %$0::6 ;08<$%)"( >)% ($%&'1$ 
companies D would say"A 
    Ms? Bernstein, Company A, business travel management 
 
Mr? Ismail of Company E expresses a more critical view on the topic and sais that loyalty beyond reason 
in B2B is not possible because of the nature of the purchase decision process? In B2C it might be easier, 
he states, because then it is on personal level you connect to the brand, and B2B is more rationality-
driven than that? Mr? Brenner of Company B has a mixed opinion and says that, in B2B it is never 
‘/$6)8; %$0()8’ but that loyalty indeed is proven in terms of how strong intangible assets the company 
has? For example, if a company has a strong track record of being reliable and fair to customers, which is 
shown 2# &:5 /"0<+#;9- +/:258505#&-, 2& 2- 5+-25' 7"' .1;5'- &" 7"'(285 +#; 02-&+E5- &:5 /"0<+#; 02(:& 
make and still give them a chance for further collaboration? This complies with how Aevin Roberts of 
Saatchi and Saatchi defines H4";+4&; .5;"#, '5+-"#9, that companies can make mistakes and still be 
forgiven? 
 
?)81:"(')8 
 
H?:5 ,5854"<05#& "7 .1;5'--5445' '54+&2"#-:2<- 2# .1-2#5-- 0+'E5&-9-model, by Ford S_bb1T, which was 
introduced in the theory section, serves as a framework in exploring the respondent answers? The data 
shows that B2B companies do go through the stages described by the model: the #%$Y%$:0-')8(.'# (-0<$, 
the $4#:)%0-)%6 (-0<$, the ;$&$:)#'8< (-0<$ and the (-0/:$ (-0<$? The companies we have interviewed, 
however, all fit into the last stage of the model = the stable stage? They are all in the situation where 
relationships with customers have matured and are more stable? All the companies interviewed describe 
that in some way they are committed to the success of their customers? It is of utmost importance to 
innovate and adapt operations to better suit the needs and wants of the customers? This is what 
happens in the last stage of the model = interaction? However, the data also confirms the applicability of 
the earlier stages? For example, the need for trust and reliability that is stressed by the model in 
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especially the third stage = the development stage, was also confirmed by all respondents in various 
ways?  
 
Loyalty is created through relationships built on mutual trust and commitment? In B2B markets 
relationships tend to be characteri]ed as partnerships, where both companies participate in creating 
value for each other? Hence, it can be seen as B2B companies have an extra benefit in the way that they 
are most often in stable relationships with each other and can more easily create Hloyalty beyond 
reason9, which is a requirement for becoming a Lovemark? This leads in our opinion to a modification of 
the Ford-model and CBBE model, where a higher stage after stability and brand resonance can be 
reached, a stage for B2B Lovemarks? 
 
XOSOYO CateKory 2A>- TST LoBeCarE# 
 
Aevin Roberts argues that brands have become too standardi]ed and ‘captured by (ormula’ SRoberts, 
200aT? His perspective is, as mentioned before, from a B2C point of view but the fact that the business 
environment today is fast paced, ever changing and the habitat of very well informed, individual and 
critical customers is true for both B2C and B2B operations? Lnder such circumstances, there should be a 
need for B2B companies to also focus on how to differentiate their brands in a more personal way in 
order to strengthen customer relationships? This leads us into the review of the data the respondents 
provide regarding relationships and love? As established from previous sections in the analysis, it is 
important for B2B companies to develop strong relationships with their customers based upon trust, 
commitment and loyalty, which are the requirements for a partnership in substance? The point of 
investigation now is, whether or not the B2B respondents feel that these relationships are love-
relationships, based on emotions more than rational facts? Mr? GrCnholm states that from his 
experience with B2B clients it is Habsolutely9 possible for them to be loved by their customers: 
 
!D( you share values4 visions4 purposes4 view o( @uality and commitment it is 
#)(('/:$ >)% I2I 1"(-)5$%( -) :)&$ their suppliers" 
  Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
He goes on to discuss that it is about whether or not the company feels that the partner is committed to 
the success of the other one? This is something that many respondents also have mentioned when asked 
about customer relationships in a pr582"1- -5/&2"#> )2) /"0<+#25- +'5 /"002&&5, &" &:52' /1-&"05'-9 
success and also in some ways dependent on it? If this is the case then there should be a reasonable 
possibility for these companies to share love with each other? However, this is a difficult question to get 
a straight answer for? The real definition of love is something that most respondents struggle with? Many 
use other terms or elaborate the meaning?  
 
UD- '( 8)- $0(6 -) ;$(1%'/$ )"% ('-"0-')8 9'-. -.$ 9)%; :)&$2 K$ 0%$ :'7$;B 
%$(#$1-ed"A 
             Mr? Ismail, Company E, processing and packaging 
 
!D thin< it’s the reliability that gives us the emotional bondA"  
Ms? Bernstein, Company A, business travel management 
 
Mr? Brenner of Company B states that the company is admired because of the consistency, reliability 
and commitment of the brand? But can it be called love\ He reasons that because the company is so big 
and operates in many different industries, it is hard to determine whether or not the company and 
brand can be loved as a whole? He believes that the company is loved in some industries but not all?  Mr? 
Crane of Company F states that love is a strong word to use and that ‘1%$;'/:$ #0%-8$%(.'#’ might be a 
better choice of words? However, some respondents believe that love is the right word to describe their 
brand status to some extent? Mr? Lew^n puts it this way: 
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!D thin< we are :)&$d by some customers but not by all"A 
     Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
He argues that it all comes down to beneficial relationships where people respect and trust each other? 
Mutually beneficial relationships can create love in his opinion? Ms? Wistedt describes several situations 
where customers have proven their love for the brand? 
 
!Le are sure that we are :)&$; /6 )"% 1"(-)mers"A 
    Ms? Wistedt, Company G, heavy vehicles and industrial engines 
 
Examples such as tattoos, people being married in front of trucks, and festivals in honour of the brand 
prove that the relationship and feelings customers have transcend the usual boundaries for the 
preference towards a brand? Ms? Wistedt however further points out that this love is something that the 
company has to work hard to keep alive? She admits that the company has a higher customer tolerance 
for mistakes but emphasi]es that it is essential to be observant and do not make too many mistakes 
because not only will the company lose money but also the customers will lose faith in the company? 
 
Another way to inquire about information regarding love-relationships is to ask the respondent what 
&:5; &:2#E /1-&"05'- 6"14, 7554 27 &:5 /"0<+#;9- .'+#, was removed from the market? This will 
uncover more descriptions of the feelings from the respondents without using the word love? The 
companies that are inclined to use the word love also giv5 &:5 0"-& 8282, +#-65'- "# /1-&"05'-9 
feelings, such as, chocked, angry, sad and surprised? 
 
!There would be a de(inite hole in the mar<et"A 
                                         Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
Some of the more H4ove-/"#-5'8+&2859 respondents state that brands will always come and go? There will 
always be other companies there to fill the void, even if it is not instantly done, it will not take long?  
 
!Turbulence (or a time but with other actors trying to (ill the gap" 
     Mr? Torstensson, Company D, heat transfer, separation and fluid handling 
 
However, some of these respondents give answers that convey quite strong feelings? For example, 
several say that customers will miss the company a great deal and that there would be a big gap in the 
market if they were to go away? 
 
Mr? GrCnholm of Pyramid provides an explanation of why companies have a hard time accepting 
emotional factors, such as love> A//"',2#( &" :20, /"0<+#25- 2# )2) 0+'E5&- ,"#9& -544 <'",1/&- = they 
buy them? Products are mostly developed because the buyer has a need for a solution to a rationally 
defined problem? Since this identification is strictly rational and often analy]ed very thoroughly, B2B 
companies tend to neglect the next steps in the decision making process? In fact, these next steps are 
almost entirely emotional, GrCnholm explains? 
 
!Sy experience is that once D got people to understand that the (inal selection 
'8 I2I '( 0 %$(":- )> 0:-$%80-$:6 %0-')80: 08; $5)-')80: ($:$1-')8 #%)1$(($(B -.$6 
0:() "8;$%(-08; -.0- -.$ ":-'50-$ <)0: >)% 0 /%08; '( -) /$ :)&$d"A 
       Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
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The next section of the analysis will focus on the most important brand values that the respondents 
mention and lead to the plotting of the companies into a grid to see which would qualify as B2B 
Lovemarks?  
 
In order to do this, the HLovemarker Model9 by Roberts S200VT, as mentioned in the previous theory 
chapter, will be used to evaluate the brand value components that were concluded from analy]ing the 
data? Since this model is a B2C concept it needs adaptation in order for the authors to use it in a B2B 
context? By adYusting the categories and components to better match the B2B specific data collected, 
&:5 +1&:"'- <'5-5#& &:5 +,+<&+&2"# "7 G".5'&-9- HLovemarker Model9 below? 
 
 
0AK@re R\O AdYusted Lovemarker Model 
 
The model has been adYusted both category-wise and component-wise? The adapted model should be 
understood on the basis that the component that comes first in every category is the one that, 
according to our data, is emphasi]ed the most by the respondents? Also, the categories range in 
importance from top down, meaning that the category that is on the far top is the most emphasi]ed one 
by the respondents? Lnder the respect-headline, it is #$%>)%5081$ that is most important and under the 
love-headline, it is 1)55'-5$8-?  
 
Starting on the respect-side of the model, according to our data, #$%>)%5081$ is mentioned as most 
important because it contains innovation and quality which are the two components that all 
respondents say Hhave to be there9 as a rational Yustification for doing business at all? This category is 
followed by -%"(- and %$#"-0-')8? The components under the first two categories are basically the same, 
which fits with the data? Lnder %$#"-0-')8 however, efficacy is on second place in this adapted model, 
because many respondents mention that it is of extreme importance to produce what is necessary and 
needed by customers? Mr? GrCnholm of Pyramid confirms this importance stating that very few things 
are produced on any other basis than need? When it comes to reputation, all respondents mention that 
being the industry leader is the greatest competitive advantage, which is the reason for leadership still 
being the highest on the scale?  
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For Yustifying the love-side of the model, we use H%&5'#.5'(9- &'2+#(14+' &:5"'; "7 love9 S_b1VT as a 
foundation? According to Sternberg, love consists of '8-'5016, #0((')8 and 1)55'-5$8-? Because all 
respondents mention commitment as the foundation for establishing relationships and loyalty, it is 
given a separate category? It is also placed first as it is the most important brand value according to the 
respondents? D8-'5016, as stated by the adapted version of the model, contains friendship and 
closeness, as these components are mentioned more in our B2B data, than passion? According to 
Sternberg, passion is related to romance and physical attraction, which is more common in B2C 
advertisements? 
 
The adYusted HLovemarker Model9 58+41+&5- 5+/: /"0<"#5#& +//"',2#( &" H:"&9, H6+'09 +#, H/"4,9 
whereby a brand receives two points for hot, one point for warm and ]ero points for cold? In !QQendA> 
CO we provide a table where we assign points according to our data on every B2B attribute Sas identified 
in the table aboveT to each of our respondent companies? The average score is calculated which 
identifies the status of the firms: a company that scores 0-d0 points is considered to be 1)55);'-6Y
/0($;U a company that scores d_-dK points is /%08;Y/0($; and a rating above da Sout of KKT has the 
potential for being a Lovemark? The adYustments in scoring are made according to the new categories 
and also because this model does not contain as many components as the B2B model? The components 
are also unevenly distributed under the respective headlines? The respect-side of the model contains 
more components due to the nature of the B2B data gathered? The authors however use the same way 
as Roberts when weighting the components against each other to decide where the boundaries 
between the different total scores are? Please see below for a summary of &:5 /"0<+#;9- respective 
scores? 
 
 b[Ub UR[UW UX[WW 
 CoCCodAty Trand LoBeCarE 
Company A   da 
Company B   da 
Company C 21   
Company D  d_  
Company E 21   
Company F  dd  
Company G   K2 
)a"Ie XO Lovemark Rating for Companies 
 
The adYusted HLovemarker Model9 and the resulting scores from above serve as a basis for plotting the 
'5-<"#,5#& /"0<+#25- "# G".5'&-9- HLoveR Respect Axis9 K2006N? We choose to use the model as it is, 
even though it is invented from a B2C perspective, because the categories still apply? All quadrants apply 
Scommodity, brand, Love0+'EN 5T/5<& H7+,-9 which is not really applicable in a B2B environment, 
because as mentioned by both the respondents and the industry consultant, B2B companies are high in 
efficacy, providing only the productsR services that are really needed by the customers? Therefore, in our 
opinion, no respondent /+# .5 4"/+&5, 2# &:5 H7+,-9 /+&5("';> h1' ,+&+ ,2, #"& provide insight what the 
lower-right quadrant Shigh loveR low respectT could beU this leaves space for future research? 
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0AK@re R`O Positioning of Companies on the LoveR Respect Axis 
 
As the axis shows, Companies C and E are on a 1)55);'-6Y/0($; level after the Lovemarker evaluation? 
This is consistent with what the respondents answer when asked if they have the status of a Lovemark 
in their own opinion? Company E has a very restrictive opinion on emotions and love in a B2B 
environment, which can be the reason that they are plotted in this category? Mr? Lew^n, however, 
believes that there is a possibility of becoming a Lovemark in the future, but that this will take a long 
time because of the technical orientation of the managers of the company?  
 
!This is maybe our greatest internal concern J -) 1.08<$ -.$ $8<'8$$%'8< 
attitude"A 
              Mr? Lew^n, Company C, industrial productivity solutions 
 
Companies D and F are placed in the /%08;Y/0($; category? Mr? Torstensson of Company D believes that 
the company has the possibility of being loved by the customers but would rather want to call it being a 
‘#)9$% /%08;’, which fits with the category that the company is placed in after the Lovemarker 
evaluation? Company F is also reluctant to call the brand a Lovemark and Mr? Crane states that it is more 
of a !credible partnership (or mutual bene(its"?  
 
As the axis shows, Company A and B are Yust over the threshold of possibly being a Lovemark? This is 
consistent with the opinion of the respective respondents for the companies, when asked if the 
company is a Lovemark or has the potential of becoming one? Mr? Brenner of Company B states that the 
/"0<+#; H'8;$$;’ is a Lovemark in some of the industries they are present in, but not in all? Ms? 
Bernstein says: 
 
!Dn the core mar<et we have already established a @)&$50%7 /$10"($ )> -.$ 
$4#$%'$81$ 1"(-)5$%( .0&$ 9'-. "(2 D8 -.$ '8-$%80-')80: 50%7$-( '- 8$$;( 
>"%-.$% ;$&$:opment"A 
              Ms? Bernstein, Company A, business travel management 
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Ms? Wistedt states with confidence:  
 
![es4 D thin< we have the status o( a @)&$mar<"A 
  Ms? Wistedt, Company G, heavy vehicles and industrial engines  
 
According to the Lovemarker evaluation of components, Company G is clearly a Lovemark to its 
customers and this is consistent with Ms? Wistedts9 statement? 
 
?)81:"(')8 
 
Finding out the most important brand values that express love is something that proved to be quite 
demanding? Since love often is thought of as a warm and unconditional feeling, most companies had a 
hard time fitting this concept into the practical and rational environment of B2B? Some of the 
respondents gave examples of other words to use instead of love, such as trust, mutual respect and 
commitment? This can be seen as an idea for further research to investigate and re-formulate? Mr? 
GrCnholm also offers a perspective, which can be seen as an incentive for future research into this area 
of B2B branding: 
 
!D( accept'8< -.0- 0 I2I @)&$mar< doesn’t necessarily mean unconditional )% 
90%5 :)&$B /"- ('5#:6 /%08;( -.0- .0&$ 1%$0-$; :)60:-6 /$6)8; %0-')80: 08; 
'8-$::$1-"0: %$0()8B -.$8 -.$%$ 0%$ ]"'-$ 0 >$9 #)(('/:$ $405#:$( )> I2I 
@)&$mar<s or Trustmar<s"A 
  Mr? GrCnholm, Pyramid, B2B branding agency 
 
The typical examples he mentions include: Blackberry SelectronicsT, Caterpillar Sheavy machinesT, IBM 
SconsultancyT, Mc Ainsey SconsultancyT, Adobe SsoftwareT and Reuters Sinformation providerT? 
 
XOUO ConcI@#Aon 
 
The following section will direct our analy]ed findings into an overall conclusion? It is an attempt to 
generali]e the findings of the previous categories to arrive at a general industrial perspective? 
 
The complex nature of B2B purchasing activities has been verified by the respondents regarding 
investment and involvement? There is no doubt that despite which exact type of business the 
respondent company participates in, the si]e of investment and degree of involvement is, generally in 
industrial markets, relatively high? It is reflected by the large amount of time, money and resource spent 
and the longer interaction time? 
 
Highly involved buyers have a basic requirements regarding functional performance to obtain superior 
quality and security? However, according to the answers of the respondents, besides the functional 
requirements, 50"&2"# 2- "7 ('5+& 20<"'&+#/5 2# .1;5'-9 -545/&2#( <"&5#&2+4 -1<<425'- +#, 72#+42\2#( &:5 
purchase decision? Therefore, branding efforts especially in these two stages where the buying centre 
has strong involvement are important? The respondents from different industries have confirmed the 
notion of coherent correlation between the degree of the complexity of the purchasing activities and 
the extent of the emotional influence? So on all accounts, conclusion can be drawn as that, while 
ascertain that B2B industry is much more complex and more expenditure is involved, both functional 
and emotional factors play important roles in the .1;2#( /5#&'59- /"#-2,5'+&2"# -5&>  
 
As we stated throughout the analysis, the overall branding strategy strongly requires an integrated 
implementation? It is all about integration: external and internal, as well as functional and emotional? 
Owing to the emphasis on performance such as innovation and quality as most of the respondents 
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stress, functional values take up the dominant position? It serves as the foundation for emotional claims? 
On the other hand, as widely agreed among these different industries, only functional performance 
cannot differentiate the brand in the 4"#( '1#> G+&:5', &" E55< &:5 .'+#,9- /"0<5&2&285 +,8+#&+(5- 
sustainable, both functional and emotional values need to be combined in the communication strategy?  
 
However, certain differences of emotional effect exist according to the industrial field the companies 
are operating in, especially when categori]ing them into service and product types? It is necessary to 
highlight the main characteristics of the service industry, which creates more customer inclination 
towards being influenced by emotional values? Service is regarded as being in a higher demand of 
cooperation with customers and therefore high demand of emotional relationship is generated? Since 
our respondents are operating in various industries internationally, it is impossible to classify them into 
specific product or service categories? However, based on their strategic focus and positioning in 
different markets, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion from a productR service perspective? 
Companies A and G are most confident with their status of being Lovemarks, with the former 
completely falling into service industry while the latter is in both? As Company G is not stressing their 
financial and insurance service but rather their vehicles and industrial engine products, it can be stated 
that building emotion is also applicable to product industry? So being in product or service industry is 
not the deciding determinant for establishing a Lovemark?  
 
To show the emotional values in communication strategy, most of the respondents attach importance 
to the tool of storytelling via testimonials and texts? Visual approach is commonly applied in B2B context 
which is especially emphasi]ed by Company A, in the business travel management industry, and 
Company F in digital photography and printing? It fits the attributes for building Lovemarks, which 
include the mystery, intimacy and sensuality aspects? Indeed, the respondents have agreed that the 
overall message strategy needs to be in accordance with the corporate culture and brand values? Since 
trust in our research is concluded as the key personality trait producing strong emotion in B2B markets, 
drawing the overall picture of the corporate branding strategy needs to start from a trustworthy 
personality?   
 
As we presented previously, brand personality is the driver of a brand, the expression of corporate 
culture, and the core of brand values? Our respondents who are regarded as strong B2B brands have a 
confirmed consistency between brand personality and image, based on their customer-orientated 
communication strategy? What needs to be highlighted again is the role of personality in Lovemark 
construction? It has been acknowledged above that brand personality serves as the foundation of 
reaching Lovemark status, but furthermore, different brand personalities are stressed in different 
industries so personality traits cannot be generali]ed across diverse industries? For instance, 
comfortableness is most important for the business travel management of Company A, while protection 
is stressed in the packaging industry of Company E? Respect and quality are regarded as the core values 
of Company G which is in vehicles and industrial engines business? We can mainly categori]e the mostly 
emphasi]ed trustworthy personality traits into forward-looking, friendship and trust as aforementioned 
in the analysis? However, for a higher level of loyalty establishment, additional personality traits need to 
be considered for different industries such as safety, openness and straight-forwardness? 
 
Trust and reliability are the foundation for building relationships and because of the nature of B2B 
markets, it seems quite common to partner up with customers to co-create value? Partnerships in B2B 
seem to have the benefit of being stable because of the high efficacy? All respondents, regardless of 
industry, state that the company is committed to the customers businesses? By developing and 
<'",1/2#( <'",1/&- +#, -5'82/5- &:+& &:5 /1-&"05'- '5+44; #55,, &:5 /"0<+#25- :+85 &:5 /1-&"05'-9 
success as a goal for their own operations? This is mentioned by all respondents and seems to be 
because customer success is translated into growth for the supplier simultaneously? This mutual 
commitment provides a foundation for loyalty, which is stressed by all respondents as being a key 
competitive advantage? All respondents prove to be in a stable stage with their customers, characteri]ed 
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by high loyalty and trust? What is then the reason that some of the respondents are ranked higher on 
the HLovemarker I",549 and plotted better on the Hb"85_ G5-<5/& AT2-9\ The answer is not industry 
specific, for example meaning that complex industries with high investments involve more risk and 
hence need higher loyalty? It seems more likely that the reason i- /"##5/&5, &" &:5 /"#/5<& "7 H4";+4&; 
.5;"#, '5+-"#9? However, this concept is harder for some respondents to embrace? This view is not 
industry specific either, but rather it seems that companies that have strong emphasis on creating and 
maintaining strong partnerships have a more p"-2&285 8256 "# &:5 /"#/5<& "7 H4";+4&; .5;"#, '5+-"#9? 
There are certainly good reasons supporting this viewpoint? Companies A, B, D and G all display a more 
significant emphasis on also following up with service to their customers, which can be the reason for all 
of them to establish strong partnerships more efficiently and hence be one of the reasons why they are 
all scored high on the Lovemarker rating and finally are ranked as Lovemarks SA, B and GT and strong 
Brands SDT? It therefore seems that it does not matter if the business is heavy machinery and industry or 
service-based travel managementU if the company has an emphasis and communication that highlight 
commitment and involvement in what the customers actually do and what they really need, there is a 
good chance for establishing long lasting, strong partnerships?  
 
From Mr? GrCnholm and all the respondents we can conclude that the above mentioned seems true and 
they all also say that the general corporate brand strategy of a B2B company should be to deliver what 
they promise, regardless of what industry the operations are in? The optimal way of doing so is by 
assuring that the brand values that characteri]e the whole organi]ation are communicated throughout 
the company?  
 
As for the external communication, all companies interviewed have a clear and concise external 
marketing that communicates the brand values out to stakeholders and customers? There are no 
differences between the industries the companies come from? Regarding the internal communication, 
there are more variations between the respondents? All companies state that they incorporate internal 
communication efforts? This seems to be because the companies are all big, global players and therefore 
need internal communication to a certain degree in order to keep the organi]ation together and going 
forward? However, the difference between the respondents lies within emphasis? Some respondents 
have a very high concentration on consistent communication inside the organi]ation, while others admit 
in lacking in this concern? This cannot be generali]ed as the trait of a particular industry, since the 
respondents that are from similar industries have different policies for internal communication 
according to our data? The internal communication is needed in order to show a consistent brand image, 
which can lead to customers9 trusting and relying on the company? If the external communication is one 
thing, then the employees have to act accordingly in their interaction with the customers? Interactive 
communication, the relationship between employees and customers, is what most respondents attach 
much importance to? However, it seems that there is a gap in implementation here? Companies C and D 
prove the pointU both companies have a very clear external communication and also emphasi]e the 
importance of the interactive communication? However, neither of the companies stress internal 
communication particularly, but rather say that since the organi]ations are so big it is up to the different 
departments to decide how to implement communication strategies? This can be a foundation for 
inconsistencies and misunderstandings? Also, this can be one of the reasons why neither of these two 
companies reaches Lovemark status according to our research? Company A, B and G all have consistent 
communication throughout the organi]ations and especially company B and G stress the vital role of 
good internal communication in order to have a consistent brand image? The final results show that all 
three companies can be regarded as Lovemarks? Company B is, Yust like Companies C and D operating in 
an industry marked by high complexity and risk, still it manages to communicate brand values 
consistently and end up a Lovemark to its customers? 
 
So, regardless of industry type, it is essential to align communication strategies to influence the whole 
organi]ation, in order to have a consistent brand communication? This is the prerequisite for 
establishing relationships that can possibly lead to Lovemark status? 
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However, the meaning of the term love and respectively being a Lovemark is something that the 
respondents struggle with? Many respondents mention other words such as respect, trust and 
partnership instead and this can indicate that the term love can be inappropriate to use in this context?  
Assigning other meanings to the word love makes the respondents more comfortable in answering the 
question of whether or not they consider themselves to be Lovemarks or have the potential of 
becoming Lovemarks in the future? From the results of the Lovemarker evaluation we can draw some 
final conclusions? It is important to note that the evaluation is made on the authors9 subYective 
interpretations of the data gathered and might not be generali]able in a bigger picture? This is for future 
research to verify? The grid shows Companies C and E to be in the commodity based section? The reason 
for this cannot be generali]ed across industries, as the companies are not in the same field? However, a 
reason could be because of both companies9 corporate strategies, which are similar? Both companies are 
characteri]ed by high emphasis on rational and functional benefits and Yustifications? With so little focus 
on the emotional side of the operations, it seems right that both are positioned as commodity-based? 
Companies F and D are both at the brand-based level of the grid and even though the companies 
operate in different industries they share the vision that the brand can somehow be loved by its 
customers? This is Yust an issue of definition? Both companies would rather call it something different 
than being a Lovemark, but the reasoning behind is the same? Both companies stated that they believe 
that their customers love them but that there is also a rational Yustification behind that? It seems that 
the organi]ational core values might be alike for these two companies even though they are in different 
industries and that this is the reason for the result of the evaluation? All three Companies A, B and G are 
present in the Lovemarks quadrant of the grid? This seems to be consistent with the view that the 
respondents themselves have of their brand status? These companies are yet again from three different 
industries and therefore it cannot be generali]ed that it is for example easier to become a Lovemark if a 
company produces less complex products or operates in a low involvement and investment market? 
 
Concluding, it seems to be more generali]able to consider the organi]ational structure or the overall 
corporate brand strategy when evaluating brands for Lovemark status? We have found no proof that it is 
depending on the industry whether or not a company can become a Lovemark? It is important to 
mention our awareness that our subYective conclusions for these relatively few respondents need to be 
further researched in order for these conclusions to be validated? However, it seems like companies that 
have a consistent brand communication of their core brand values can more easily establish 
relationships and partnerships with customers because of their consistent image and focus on delivering 
on the brand promise? In the long run this leads to loyalty, which is the pre-requisite for becoming a 
Lovemark? As for the emphasis on emotional and functional benefits in the brand values there is also a 
need to highlight the difference between B2C and B2B? Roberts S200a, 200VT stresses that emotion 
should replace listing functional benefits in B2C? This is not possible in a B2B environment? Function and 
rational Yustification is always needed in B2B? Emotion can be a support, to differentiate companies from 
competitors but emotions can never overtake the functional values in B2B? However, according to our 
respondent data it seems that the more emotion is involved in B2B, the stronger is the differentiation 
from competitors and the higher are the resulting benefits?  
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YORO ConceQt@aI 0raCeHorE 
 
In this section we would like to present our conceptual framework for B2B Lovemarks that is relevant for 
academics and practitioners alike? It shows all the influential factors, based on this study-9 50<2'2/+4 
data, which need to be considered when striving for Lovemark status? It is an attempt to summari]e our 
findings along with the conclusions drawn and place them into a logical sequence? The framework starts 
with the consideration of the specific business environment that is the actual starting point for us to 
further investigate the research questions? The B2B market implies certain special considerations that 
will be described? Also, the characteristics of the market are the starting point for B2B companies when 
developing brand strategies, which is the next part of the framework? The brand strategy then involves 
several attributes that will be described further, leading the framework forward to the implementation 
of the brand strategy that deals with the prerequisites for possibly becoming a B2B Lovemark? The 
framework ends with the benefits that this can imply?  
 
 
0AK@re RaO Conceptual Framework 
 
Starting at the top of the model, a situational analysis of the B2B market is commonly ,"#5 1-2#( HJd%?9? 
It is a tool for better understanding the G):'-'10:, 31)8)5'1, !)1'0: and =$1.8):)<'10: factors that 
determine the nature of a specific market? From our B2B respondents we clearly understand that there 
are many market forces and stakeholders that influence the brand strategy of a company? All 
respondent companies are global players and this of course implies much political, economic and social 
= 
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consideration? Organi]ing a company across borders is very complex and costly? Different markets also 
have different technological prerequisites? Hence, not all markets will or can use the same products and 
services? Many of our respondents are also involved in very compound proYects that involve many 
stakeholders in society and therefore take a lot of time to finish, such as building bridges and roads? 
These are Yust some factors that seriously affect the way B2B companies do business? 
 
Because of the special considerations of the B2B market, companies have to address a long-term 
perspective and consistency in their brand strategies? The overall market environment hence influences 
the corporate culture and from this culture the company derives the core brand values, which should be 
understood as the soul of the company? The brand personality is the characteristics which are actually 
communicated and indicate how the company wants to be perceived by its customers as well as by its 
internal associates? This message is so to say what the company promises its stakeholders?    
 
This study refers to brand personality as a composition of attributes that can be divided into functional 
and emotional values? Compared to B2C, in B2B there is a difference in the attributes that are 
communicated to the customers? In B2C emotional attributes can, and according to Roberts, should be 
used alone to communicate brand values to customers? This is not possible in B2B markets? Functional 
attributes and rational Yustifications are always needed in B2B? The attributes are arranged in a pyramid-
shaped order to show that the importance of each category for an emotional approach grows from 
bottom up? The preceding step is a prerequisite for the following step to even exist? Starting at the base 
of the pyramid, performance is the foundation for building brand values? The relative bigger si]e of the 
bar indicates that performance has top priority in B2B operations? Since B2B companies work in diverse 
markets and with complex products, performance related attributes such as quality and innovation 
always need Yustification? Also, because B2B markets are characteri]ed by purchases at few times, that 
need to last for longer periods of time and involve large investments, it is of essence for the companies 
to also communicate trust and reliability in order to build a lasting reputation for the future? However, 
only emphasi]ing functional features does not last long? Technology nowadays is rapidly changing and 
developing, which means that products can more easily and quickly be imitated by competitors? 
Therefore, it seems logical to build competitive advantage by mixing both functional and emotional 
attributes? The emotional attributes in the framework are created from the answers the respondents 
gave and hence are an adaptation to the B2B environment? Particular stress is on the last bar of the 
pyramid, which is commitment? From the answers of the respondents, we could conclude that in B2B it 
is very common to Yoin in partnerships with customers and together create value? The road to a 
partnership however, is going through the previous steps of trust, reputation, presence and intimacy? 
From bottom up, customer acceptance grows which means that customers identify more with a 
company on an increasingly emotional level? 
 
When the composition of the attributes is clear, they need to be communicated out to customers but 
also inside the organi]ation, so that all employees are aware and can adopt the brand promise and 
become advocates for the brand? The importance of an aligned external and internal communication is 
basically the same for companies in B2B as in B2C? If there are inconsistencies, this will lead to 
employees9 feeling not motivated and left out? However, if there is not enough external communication 
there might not be any business to do at all? There needs to be a matching emphasis on both parts? 
When it comes to interactive marketing, which is what the employees actually say and do when 
interacting with the customers, there is a difference in implementation between B2B and B2C? In B2C, 
the interaction that customers have with sales staff and employees is basically getting assistance in 
order to continue shopping? In B2B, there is much more emphasis on the relationship that can be 
formed between sales staff and customers? It is a give-and-take partnership where both parties strive 
for mutual benefits? Long-term relationships are beneficial because after establishing loyal customers, 
there is a much more tacit way of measuring the success of the company? It is out of loyal partnerships 
that Lovemarks grow? The final establishment of a brand as a Lovemark, which is the last part of the 
framework, means contributions for academics as well as for practitioners?   
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The practical implications can be divided into both long-term and short-term effects? In the long run, 
loyalty is in this stage an even more amplified benefit? In B2C 2& 6+- &'+#-4+&5, +- H4";+4&; .5;"#, 
'5+-"#9, but in B2B context, according to our respondents there is nothing that can be established 
without certain reason? However, there is an indication in the data that customers would miss the 
company very much if they were to go off the market? Also, differentiation as a competitive advantage is 
a long-term benefit for practice? To build a competitive advantage purely on functional benefits is in 
&",+;9- :;<5'-competitive market almost never sustainable? However, differentiating from competition 
with emotional values has huge potential as it is still greatly underused? Imitating an emotional 
connection to stakeholders is a lot more difficult, which is the reason why Lovemarks offer the chance to 
create a sustainable competitive advantage? Another long-term managerial contribution is that a 
Lovemark can more easily create preference compared to brands because of the partnerships and 
relations that support the Lovemark? Increased sales and price premium are considered as short-term 
benefits although they can together contribute to securing future business, which is a long-term benefit?  
 
For theory and academia, the relative contributions are focused on how much the benefits of price 
premium, sales increase and preference can be extended when it comes to the Lovemark status? From 
previous research it already shows that B2B brands have these benefits but the status of a Lovemark 
amplifies them into being even stronger benefits? It is however, up to future research to verify Yust how 
much and how far these benefits can be amplified by being a Lovemark? 
 
YOSO  0@t@re 5e#earch and ConcI@dAnK 5eCarE# 
 
YOSORO LACAtatAon# and 2@KKe#tAon# Lor 0@t@re 5e#earch 
 
Based upon the results of the empirical study and conceptual framework the authors have constructed, 
there are still several areas existing where there is a need for future research? First of all, as presented in 
the analysis section, the chosen attributes of a B2B Lovemark and the results of the Lovemarker 
evaluation of the respondent companies are mainly .+-5, "# &:5 +1&:"'-9 -1.F5/&285 2#&5'<'5&+&2"#- "7 
the empirical data? Hence, there is a possibility of this research quantifying the qualitative data, leading 
to the limitations of this qualitative study which have been discussed earlier? Basically the authors 
assigned numbers to the qualitative data in order to support the reasoning why certain companies have 
been determined as Lovemarks and others as brands? However, to prove the suggested B2B attributes, 
quantitative studies in the future are indispensable to verify the Lovemarker evaluation and arrive at 
more generali]ed conclusions?  
 
Limitations can be identified in the LoveRRespect Axis, where love and respect are equally weighted? 
Since respect plays an even more important role in B2B than in B2C according to our empirical data, 
simply averaging the attributes on respect and love scales can lead to a deviation from the correct 
/"#/41-2"#> %<5/272/+44;, &:5 /+&5("'; H<5'7"'0+#/59, +//"',2#( &" &:5 '5-<"#,5#& /"0<+#25-9 755,.+/E, 
takes up the first place in industrial marketsU however its contribution to the overall ratings of the 
Lovemarker is not highlighted in the calculation? For instance, Company C who has the same score on 
performance as Companies A, B, F and G, is plotted in the Hcommodity quadrant9 whereas the 
aforementioned companies have higher overall scores and thus are plotted in the Hbrand a1+,'+#&9 and 
HLove0+'E- a1+,'+#&9? As a result, a weighted calculation of the attributes with different proportions is 
necessary for future research to develop?   
 
Moreover, the LoveRRespect Axis also causes other questions that need further concentrations? 
Although brand is the foundation of being a Lovemark and there are no definite sequences or directions 
between these quadrants, there is a possible risk of falling back from the HLovemarks quadrant9 to brand 
and commodity? co research yet has confirmed the stable position of a Love0+'E> A4-", 7"' &:5 H7+,- 
quadrant9, "1' ,+&+ ,2, #"& provide insight if something like Hfads9 exist in B2B market? The authors have 
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not looked into this quadrant, as it is generally not applicable in a B2B environment due to the high 
focus on efficacy of the supplier who provides the productR service in accordance to a real demand? 
Therefore, the data of this research do not provide the insight of what the lower-right quadrant could be 
which leaves extensive space for future research?  
 
As mentioned by some of the respondents, considering cultural influences is indispensable when it 
comes to international brand communication and thus the perception of Lovemarks? Both suppliers and 
customers with different cultural backgrounds would have different views towards the Lovemark 
concept? Since this study has not included the various cultural dimensions, it provides another angle for 
future research to investigate &:5 <"--2.45 -&'+&5(25- 7"' 2#&5'#+&2"#+4 /"0<+#25-9 5-&+.42-:2#( +# 
adapted Lovemark status?  
 
In addition, a pitfall of the academic foundation of this research needs to be noticed? As the authors 
critically explained, the conception of Lovemarks is fairly new and elaboration needs time, hence it has 
not been proved from either B2C or B2B perspectives in academic field? Therefore, drawbacks exist for 
the theoretical basis of this research, which simultaneously provides a broad space for future research 
from both a theoretical and practical point of view to verify the applicability of this new term? Besides 
this study, further research can help validate the idea of loving a brand?  
 
Lastly, several suggestions are listed below that have not been considered in depth in this thesis but 
indicate the potential for further studies? 
 
 The authors have stated the reason for not applying a customer perspective in the motivation of 
the managerial approach in this paper? As suggested above for the Lovemarker evaluation, a 
quantitative approach can be adopted in future work, which can look into a larger si]e of samples?  
 As stated in the section about the theory of love, the authors are aware of the standpoint of this 
study which researches on Lovemark conception from a human relationship point of view? 
However, future research needs to investigate Love0+'E- 7'"0 + #56 +#(45B H/"#-105'-obYect-
love9 K-55 %:20< +#, I+,,5#, 1988N? 
 The additional guidance from Mr? GrCnholm has ,2'5/&5, &:5 +1&:"'-9 &:"1(:&- "7 1-2#( -5/"#,+'; 
data from companies, such as annual reports, press releases, webpage or booklets that support 
establishing Lovemark status? Secondary information, which offers a solid basis for continuative 
analysis, have not been collected and analy]ed in depth due to the time constraint which also 
indicates further research for the future? 
 Measurement, controlling and monitoring of emotion has not been considered in depth which 
provides the opportunity for future research? 
 Similar to the international perspective for Lovemark perception, details of the different brand 
personalities that are stressed in different industries Sbeyond what we generali]ed as forward-
looking, friendship and trustT need further consideration? 
 Future studies can research on more samples in order to arrive at the conclusion for generali]ing 
the characteristics for each industrial market when establishing a Lovemark? 
 This research only generally analy]es the shorter form of the purchase decision process, with the 
basic four stages Swhich are highlighted by the respondentsT, so future research can look into the 
detailed eight stages of the purchase decision-making process as presented in the background 
chapter? Furthermore, the quantitative weight of emotional and rational variables within each 
stage needs further consideration? 
 Future research could pick up on this study and investigate from a longitudinal design if the 
perception of emotion in B2B markets changes over time as a result of the change in customer 
derived demand and trends? 
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YOSOSO )he#A# An 5etro#Qect 
 
Overall, the interviews went according to planU the respondents provided valuable data, were helpful, 
conversable and easy-going? For contacting the companies we believe that our straightforward 
introduction letter helped increase the response rate by stating what the respondents gain from taking 
part in the research? However, we feel that more companies would have been interesting candidates for 
this research area, such as Caterpillar, DHL and I)I> I& -550- 85'; 01/: 1< &" &:5 2#,282,1+4 /"0<+#25-9 
policy for supporting proYects if students get a call back? Also, due to the pressured schedule of many 
managers, we had to extent the interviewing period to three weeks instead of two? What helped us to 
stay focused was a timetable that we developed at the beginning of writing this thesis?  
 
We also tried to incorporate a practical point of view because during the interviews we gained the 
insight that there is a vast need for practitioners to apply more emotion in their branding efforts? So, the 
thesis ends by providing managerial recommendations?  
 
A close collaboration with our supervisor helped us to focus this thesis and identify the appropriate 
concepts and theories? The involvement of our supervisor beyond his responsibilities kept us motivated 
and updated? Thesis seminars were an immense aid for reflecting the paper from another angle which 
we feel advanced the quality of the paper a great deal?  
 
If we would have the chance to write the thesis once again, we could not say what we would do 
differently because we feel that we learned most from the experience of the process? We do not doubt 
that the topic could have been approached in other ways, however, we believe that the results of this 
thesis are very satisfying and contributing?  
 
YOUO 3anaKerAaI 5ecoCCendatAon# 
 
Conclusively, according to the analysis on the empirical data, managerial recommendations can be 
provided in addition to the academic suggestions? Companies in B2B environment need to deal with 
0"'5 /"0<45T -2&1+&2"#- 2# &5'0- "7 /1-&"05'-9 <1'/:+-5 +/&282&25-> A4-", 2#&5('+&2#( .'+#, 
communication strategies in B2B context is different from that in B2C, externally due to the multiple 
departments involved in the buying process and internally for the employees who make more 
relationship-based interaction with the customers? For a strong B2B brand to step into the higher stage 
of being love, .; 4";+4 /1-&"05'-, -585'+4 R"9- +#, R"#9&- /+# .5 5-&+.42-:5, +- 0+#+(5'2+4 
recommendations for companies?  
 
R"9- 7"' +0.2&2"1- <4+;5'-B 
 
 Again, it is all about integration? houK need to keep in mind that all communication activities need 
to be aligned if you want to have a consistent effect of the various branding efforts? ceither 
internal nor external communication can be neglected? To build a trustworthy and respectful image 
of your brand, your employees should first trust and respect your company? So building a 
E#"645,(5+.45 5#82'"#05#& 7"' /"#72'02#( ;"1' 50<4";55-9 -"/2+4 '5/"(#2&2"# 2# "',5' &" E55< 
their loyalty, takes the primary place? To communicate your brand personality, the consistency of 
the internal comprehension of the brand promise is the foundation for the external success? In turn, 
/1-&"05'-9 <5'/5<&2"#- -5'85 +- &:5 585#&1+4 &+'(5& 7"' 585ry kind of branding effort? Hence, your 
mission is to keep all the stakeholders involved in a harmonious environment? 
 It is all about consistency? It is the consistency between your self-<5'/5<&2"# +#, &:5 /1-&"05'-9 
perception of the brand, and it is the consistency across various marketplaces you participate in? 
The crucial step is to make your brand appreciated by your customers and build a favourable brand 
                                                          
K The authors use H;"19 to address the companies?  
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image that is consistent with your brand identity? co matter if you have international or local focus, 
and no matter if you are playing in one specific industry or multiple portfolios, conveying a certain 
vision of the overall organi]ation will never be a mistake?  
 It all needs to be implemented? hou have to have the awareness of the changing environment and 
&:5 /1-&"05'-9 2#/'5+-2#( 2#/42#+&2"# &"6+',- 50"&2"#+4 /4+20-> )1& &" 0+E5 &:5-5 :2(:4; 2#8"485, 
industrial buyers inspired and motivated, efficient communication tools for building commitment 
and intimacy for B2B brands are undoubtedly required? Maybe keep in mind that storytelling, 
testimonials, and visual stimulus through image ads can be your lovely assistants?  
 It all comes down to partnership building in B2B? Strategic partnerships are crucial in B2B branding? 
Trust and cooperation as the most important elements for B2B relationship building need to be 
reali]ed by investigating in partnerships? When carrying through any innovation of product or 
service, your collaboration and mutual benefits are the foundation?  
 It is all about adYusting to the dynamic environment? Changes take place all the time: in the world, 
2# /1-&"05'9- #55,- +- 6544 +- 2# &:5 "'(+#2\+&2"#+4 -&'1/&1'5> Lse brand tracking to see how your 
brand develops? It will give you the chance to realign when it is misperceived? Timely adYustments 
are never redundant?  
 
R"#9&- 7"' /2'/10-<5/&285 <4+;5'-B 
 
 R"#9& &+E5 7"' ('+#&5, &:+& ;"1' /1-&"05'- 6244 -&2/E with you if you only provide them with high 
quality and creative technology? They are buyers who consist of individuals who definitely have 
emotional inclination? Communicate your functional performance in a friendly and warmer way, 
+#, 5T<'5-- ;"1' 2,5#&2&; +- + <5'-"# 6:" 2- +46+;- -1<<"'&2#( 2&- /1-&"05'-> R"#9& .542585 &:+& 
emotion can be built naturally grounded on your functional productsR services without your 
consistent communication?  
 R"#9& 1-5 <+--2"#> I# /"0<+'2-"# &" )2D, 2#,1-&'2+4 .1;5'- <+; 01/: +&&5#&2"# &" &'1-& +#, 
reliability derived from functional performance? Building a B2B Lovemark architecture does not 
possibly include the too irrational brakes, such as passion? Do not make your brand image in 
/1-&"05'-9 20<'5--2"# +- F1-& + <+--2"#+&5 <5'-"# 6:" 02(:& :+85 1#'5+-"#+.45 7"/1- &:+& 2- #"& 
"# 71472442#( /1-&"05'-9 '5+4 ,50+#,>  
 R"#9& "85'4""E &:5 (5#5'+4 5#82'"#05#& for your external and internal branding? Customers and 
employees can be influenced by the overall public? Recognition of your industry and company is 
also one crucial duty which will need to be undertaken by you?  
 
All in all, even successful B2B brands have the budding potential to be improved in their branding efforts, 
if they attempt to step into the higher level to maintain their loyalty? Our research can only contribute 
as an early basis for the fresh conception of Lovemarks in the new area that needs time and more 
researchers and practitioners to test and evaluate? We look forward to the further endeavours in the 
academic field, regarding the prospective status beyond B2B brands, as well as a possible application for 
B2B companies?  
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`O !QQendAce# 
 
!QQendA> !O *nterBAeH =@Ade- CoCQanAe# 
 
 
Dear respondent, 
 
We like to thank you in advance for your interest and support of our master thesis proYect?  As a matter 
of course you will receive a copy of the thesis presumably in the beginning of June? The purpose of this 
research is to find out if B2B companies have the potential to establish a relationship with their 
customers that reaches beyond functional benefits and is build on emotion? In the past Aevin Roberts, 
CEO Worldwide of Saatchi & Saatchi has introduced the term Lovemarks and has successfully applied it 
to B2C companies? Our aim is it to test if the Lovemark-concept also works for B2B companies? If you 
:+85 +#; 71'&:5' a15-&2"#- +."1& &:5 <'"F5/&, <45+-5 ,"#9& :5-2&+&5 &" /"#&+/& 1- Semail addressT? 
 
 
Introduction 
_? In general, how do you perceive the #"%1.0($Y;$1'(')8Y507'8< #%)1$(( of your customers\ 
2? How would you describe your -0%<$- <%)"# or buyers Sin your B2B sectionT\  
 
Brand Identity and Communication 
d? If your brand would be a person, how would you describe it\ S/%08; #$%()80:'-6T 
K? How do you think your 1"(-)5$%( perceive your brand\ 
a? Regarding your 3c=3EH,@ 50%7$-'8<, which /%08; &0:"$( are you communicating to your 
customers\ 
a?_? Which /%08;Y/"':;'8< -)):( )% '8(-%"5$8-( are you applying and which one do you stress most\ 
V? How would you describe your DH=3EH,@ 50%7$-'8< efforts\ 
e? How do you 5$0("%$ /%08; $]"'-6 or the return on brand investment\  
 
Positioning 
1? What is "8']"$ about your brand\ 
1?_? How do you ;'>>$%$8-'0-$ yourself from competitors\ 
1?2? In your industry, how would you #)('-')8 your brand\ 
 
Customer-Relationship 
b? How would you describe the %$:0-')8(.'# with your customers\ 
_0? Which %$:0-')8(.'#Y/"':;'8< -)):( or instruments do you apply\ 
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The Role of Emotion 
__? In general, what role does $5)-')8 play in your industry\ 
__?_? Do you see a difference for #%);"1-Y 08; ($%&'1$ 1)5#08'$(\ 
_2? In general, what would you say are the /$8$>'-( )> '8-08<'/:$ &0:"$( for a brand\ 
_d? What is the 1"%%$8- 5$((0<$ of your B2B advertisements\ Which !=QEEU do you tell\ Which 
!3H!3! do you use\ How do you express ?@Q!3H3!! to your customers\  
_K? How much ;) 6)" "($ functional /$8$>'-( &(2 $5)-')80: 0(#$1-( in your marketing activity\ 
What kind of $5)-')8( are hOL communicating\ 
 
Love-Relationship 
_a? How do you think your customers would feel if you would -07$ 0906 your brand from the 
market\ 
_V? What do you do for your customers to ;$:'&$% /$6)8; 0 <%$0- #$%>)%5081$\ 
_e? How do you understand the vision to develop ‘loyalty beyond reason’\  
Is it applicable to UQlE company\ 
_1? Do you think you are :)&$; by your customers\ Why and for which reasons\ 
_1?_? Do you think you have the status of a @)&$50%7 or respectively the potential of 
becoming a Lovemark\ 
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!QQendA> TO *nterBAeH =@Ade- !Kency 
 
 
Dear respondent, 
 
We like to thank you in advance for your interest and support of our master thesis proYect?  As a matter 
of course you will receive a copy of the thesis presumably in the beginning of June? The purpose of this 
research is to find out if B2B companies have the potential to establish a relationship with their 
customers that reaches beyond functional benefits and is build on emotion? In the past Aevin Roberts, 
CEO Worldwide of Saatchi & Saatchi, has introduced the term Lovemarks and has successfully applied it 
to B2C companies? Our aim is it to test if the Lovemark-concept also works for B2B companies? If you 
:+85 +#; 71'&:5' a15-&2"#- +."1& &:5 <'"F5/&, <45+-5 ,"#9& :5-2&+&5 &" /"#&+/& 1- K50+24 +,,'5--N> 
 
hour experience as a B2B consulting agency provides insight knowledge about the current practices of 
B2B brand management? 
 
 
Introduction 
_b? In general, how do you perceive the #"%1.0($Y;$1'(')8Y507'8< #%)1$(( in the B2B industry 
Srespectively in service and product areaT\  
20? How would you describe your I2I 1:'$8-(\ SMarket position: big players\T  
20?_? With which industries are you collaborating most\  
 
Brand Identity and Communication 
2_? Out of your experience, which /%08; &0:"$( are most communicated by your B2B clients\ 
2_?_? Which /%08;Y/"':;'8< -)):( )% '8(-%"5$8-( are most applied\  
2_?2? And which tools do you perceive as the most effective ones in B2B industry\ 
22? How do you perceive the role of internal marketing in B2B industry\ 
2d? From your experience, which instruments are typical in the B2B industry to 5$0("%$ /%08; 
$]"'-6 or the return on brand investment\  
 
Positioning 
2K? In your opinion, which brand attributes differentiate B2B companies most R are most unique\ 
 
Customer-Relationship 
2a? From your experience, how would you describe the customer-%$:0-')8(.'# management of 
your B2B clients\ 
2a?_? Which %$:0-')8(.'#Y/"':;'8< -)):( or instruments are applied most\ 
2a?2? Which tools are the most efficient ones in B2B industry\ 
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The Role of Emotion 
2V? And what role do you think does emotion play, in general, in B2B industry\ 
2V?_? Do you see a difference for #%);"1-Y 08; ($%&'1$ 1)5#08'$(\  
2e? In general, what would you say are the /$8$>'-( )> '8-08<'/:$ &0:"$( for a brand\ 
21? In general, when looking at messages of B2B advertisements, how much functional benefits 
vs? emotional aspects are used\  
2b? What kinds of emotions are communicated\ Are stories told, senses used, closeness 
expressed\ 
 
Love-Relationship 
d0? From your experience, what do your clients ;$:'&$% /$6)8; 0 <%$0- #$%>)%5081$\ 
d_? How do you understand the vision to develop ‘loyalty beyond reason’\  
d_?_? Is it applicable to B2B industry in general\ 
d2? Do you think your B2B clients can be :)&$; by their customers\ Why and for which reasons\ 
d2?_? R" ;"1 &:2#E &:+& )2) /"0<+#25- :+85 &:5 <"&5#&2+4 &" 5-&+.42-: + HLove0+'E9@  
d2?2? Can you think of companies SexamplesT that have already reached the status of a 
Lovemark\ 
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